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Praise for Game-Based Marketing

‘‘The power of games to affect consumer behavior is almost limitless—and examples of

powerful social games are all around us. Game-Based Marketing is the first look at
combining the power of games with the power of marketing to create an exciting new

user paradigm: Funware. This is clearly the future.’’
—Joel Brodie, CEO and Founder, Gamezebo.com

‘‘Games are busting out of their traditional borders. No one knows that better than
Gabe Zichermann who hit upon the insight early on that everybody, not just game

makers, should use gamelike tricks to enthrall fans.’’
—Dean Takahashi, Editor of VentureBeat

‘‘If you think games have already taken over the living room, wait until you see what
they can do to advertising. Co-writers Zichermann and Linder have put forth cutting

edge concepts about the power of game design in nongaming contexts. And you get five
Achievement points if you read this endorsement.’’

— Bing Gordon, Venture Partner:
KPCB and Former CCO of Electronic Arts

‘‘The rise of the multibillion dollar gaming industry demonstrates the appeal that
compelling, interactive content has over other more passive forms of marketing.

Zichermann, a [visionary] in the field of gaming and the application of gaming
techniques, and co-writer Linder set forth in writing for the first time an actionable

treatise on how smart brands can leverage what the gaming industry has already learned
to reach and sell to new audiences. If you haven’t applied games to marketing,

advertising, or brand management, you’ll want to get and study this book—or it could
be game over for you.’’

—Jonathan Epstein, CEO, In-Game
Ad Firm DoubleFusion, and Founding CEO, Gamespot.com

‘‘Crowdsourcing today has barely scratched the surface of what applied gaming
mechanics can do for companies looking to complete work ranging from logos to

complex software systems to automobiles in a meritocracy. Along this very same vein,
individuals competing or collaborating on these bodies of work align or better define

the company’s brand and identity and carry the marketing message while participating.
Mr. Zichermann and Ms. Linder detail how the future of marketing depends on this

level of engagement and the rise of Funware in today’s information space.’’
—Mike Martoccia, Futurist

and Crowdsourcing Expert, @mmartoccia

‘‘My 13-year-old cousin recently said ‘If I can’t get an achievement for that, I’m not

doing it.’ Game-Based Marketing clearly shows how to leverage this emerging
generation’s hunger for games in every sphere of life.’’

—Alan Yu, ngmoco
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FOREWORD

W
hat would Don Draper say about Funware?

In the 30 or so years that I’ve been in the advertis-

ing industry, I’ve seen just about every kind of

games-meet-marketing combination. As the former chairman

& CEO of Universal McCann, I helped launch media for

Microsoft’s Xbox and Halo Franchises, among countless other

brands. Today, as CEO of NYC-based Rebel Digital, I help

brilliant entrepreneurs start and scale their Internet busi-

nesses, an ever-increasing number of which are baking games

into their strategy.

But the writing has been on the wall for some time.

I first got into advertising in the late 1970s in London. I

joined Saatchi & Saatchi, an aggressive new wave advertising

agency taking on established American giants such as

McCann-Erickson, JWT, and Young & Rubicam.

Just as Don Draper rules the agency roost in the TV show

Mad Men, so too did the creative directors at major ad agen-

cies during this time. I was trained in media buying and later

media planning. In those days, the creative teams regarded

media people like me as unexciting and accounting-esque.

Their motto: media is a necessary evil but best avoided at all

costs!

xv
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Fortunately for all of us, media folks didn’t disappear the

wayMad Men might have you believe.

In the early 1990s, I was working at a second-generation ad

agency startup called Leagas Delaney. Tim Delaney was the

highly decorated genius copywriter who ruled the creative

roost. In a complementary fashion, I thought of myself as a

media guy with a creative eye. I hated the numbers side of my

business and was always looking for opportunities to find new

and engaging ways to reach consumers. Tim had a grudging

respect for media, but it only went so far, as I was to shortly

learn to my detriment.

We at Leagas Delaney won, against all the odds, the Euro-

pean advertising account for Adidas, the famous world-lead-

ing sports brand. At the time, Leagas Delaney was only

operating in the United Kingdom, but our appointment was

to handle a European—and eventually global—marketing

campaign.

After celebrating the win, we got down to business. My first

task was to find a media company that could execute our me-

dia plans across Europe. Interestingly, Carat, the one I didn’t

choose, happened to headhunt me shortly thereafter to head

up their European centralized media management group.

They didn’t get our business because I wanted an agency that

would be more directly responsive to Tim’s creative energy.

As most of my contemporaries did, I believed in the power of

creative advertising to change hearts and minds.

At this point, pretty much anything Tim proposed cre-

atively, Adidas bought. We were in the honeymoon period,

and he had some radical ideas to attack Nike’s dominance.

Every media owner heavily courted me, right across Europe,

seeking an opportunity to participate in our marquee account.

But a radical idea was brewing in our London offices. Al-

though video games were in their infancy, I was introduced to

xvi Foreword
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them as an advertising platform by a couple of young Turks

who were gamers themselves. The opportunities back then

were limited, and it wasn’t something that was on the radar of

most agencies. I decided to explore the channel to see what it

could offer Adidas in the way of exposure.

The gaming guys were eager to meet. We had great ses-

sions, and it was clear that this was a huge opportunity and

something that would put Adidas on the map. After all,

Europe’s rapidly changing youth population was spending up

to 20 hours a week playing video games. These were hours

they weren’t watching television, and the meaning of that

was not lost on me.

So, armed with data and the enthusiasm of the younger

members of my team, I excitedly entered Tim’s inner sanctum

with two brilliant, ground-breaking, and creative video game

ideas.

The first was to simply place Adidas inside a soccer game.

Adidas would provide the kit with the logos, have its brand

displayed on the perimeter boards that line the pitch, and run

Tim’s commercials on the big screen at half time. As soccer is

the number one game across Europe, we felt this concept

would be massive.

The second idea—totally mine—was to hire out cinemas

across Europe on Saturday mornings to run video game com-

petitions. We’d find the best player in each market and then

have a tournament to find Europe’s top player. There would

be plenty of free media exposure, branded prizes, and the ado-

ration of kids everywhere. Meanwhile, Adidas would ‘‘own’’

these venues on Saturday mornings, promoting their products

directly to their target consumer. Brilliant, I thought.

I was so excited and proud of myself I could hardly get the

words out. Tim listened, nodded, and seemed to be intrigued.

Then he said what he really thought.

Foreword xvii
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‘‘Get the f �@k out of my office and never, ever come back

with your stupid ideas. You understand nothing about brands

and creativity. Stick to numbers on a spreadsheet, and leave

the creative to those who know best.’’

I was speechless, which is rare. To this day, I can still hear

Tim’s voice and remember what that moment felt like.

Of course, it was a great wake-up call for me, as I shortly

left the firm for greener, more creatively welcoming pastures.

While incomprehensible to me, it seems to have taken almost

20 years for the advertising industry to understand what we

knew then: games are the preferred medium of youth, and

therefore, they are the future.

Of course, Game-Based Marketing is not solely a book about

advertising in games or vice versa. Just as media folks have

become substantially more influential over ad agency output,

so too have games transcended being an ‘‘out there’’ platform

for conveying a brand’s message. Today, basic game advertis-

ing is a must-have part of any major marketing campaign—

but truly sophisticated marketers understand that its power is

substantially greater.

The concept of this book—and the premise of Funware—is

disarmingly simple. That every customer-company interac-

tion can and should be made more fun is a meaningful con-

cept in itself. But Game-Based Marketing’s true message is that

games are power. Savvy marketers can use game mechanics to

engender short-term excitement and long-term customer loy-

alty. This is the true power of games, and its time is now.

I think Don Draper and Tim Delaney would agree.

Robin Kent

CEO, Rebel Digital

www.rebeldigital.com

New York, NY

xviii Foreword
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‘‘The purpose of a company is to create and keep
customers.’’

–Dr. Theodore Levitt, renowned economist
and Harvard Business School professor
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I
t is September 4, 2008—the day of the opening game of

the U.S. National Football League season.

Millions of Americans are sitting in their living rooms

flanked by beer, friends, and food as the New York Giants

kick off against the Washington Redskins. The Giants score

10 of their total 16 points in the first quarter. The Redskins

score a touchdown in the second. The game is close. Tensions

run high.

Cut to commercial—but not just any $3 million spot. One

of the most highly anticipated marketing campaigns of the

decade is about to debut. In marketing speak, these ads appear

to have the four P’s in spades—Price, Place, Product, and espe-

cially Promotion. In fact, if these spots are packing as much

heat as they promise, they have added a fifth P to that list:

Power. After all, it is the rapt attention of a nation that makes

advertisers spend over $20 billion a year on NFL advertising.

That very day, the world’s most successful technology com-

pany, Microsoft—under the guidance of marketing power-

house Crispin Porter þ Bogusky—would unveil a $300

million ad campaign featuring one of the most recognizable

and lauded celebrities of our day: Jerry Seinfeld. With genius

and philanthropist Bill Gates on board, word of the campaign

achieved mythological proportions faster than its competition

could croak, ‘‘I’m a Mac.’’ In the massive lead up to the

launch, pundits in the mainstream media held an almost syco-

phantic belief in the inevitable success of this series of com-

mercials. After all, how could such a combination be

anything but successful?

When the first of Microsoft’s three spots premiered that

September day, its audience bore witness to Seinfeld and

3
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Gates as they squared off in a suburban shopping mall, one-

liners tossed around like a pigskin at a tailgate party. Ninety

seconds later, fade to black.

Metaphorically appropriate in the scheme of things, the

Giants only scored one more touchdown that game, missing

the extra point. Meanwhile, the Redskins took their nine-

point loss and went home. When the dust settled, another,

even more important score was tallied. Social networking: 1.

Advertising: 0.

The commercial unleashed a massive social-networking

supported backlash. With two more ads awaiting release,

Microsoft pulled the plug on the whole campaign despite hav-

ing already released the second spot into the wild. Worse still,

social networks turned the videos viral in an exceedingly neg-

ative way. Anyone with a Facebook, Twitter, or MySpace ac-

count knew about Microsoft’s advertising disaster; and they

were looking, analyzing, and laughing out loud.

The now infamous commercial went like this: Microsoft

chairman and cofounder Bill Gates tries on shoes at a dis-

count shoe store. Funnyman Jerry Seinfeld coaches him along

the way. Peppered with a series of irrelevant and insipid ob-

servations by Seinfeld, the scene shows Gates, appearing in

turn either bewildered or speechless (not unlike the viewing

audience), bumbling through the aimless plot. Finally, the tag

line ‘‘The Future, Delicious’’ appears and—gratefully—ends

the spot.

Although he was indicted, Jerry Seinfeld didn’t kill advertis-

ing. In fact, only a few years earlier, he had achieved great suc-

cess hawking American Express cards. It took hundreds of

people, a lot of money, and more than one grievous humiliation

to mark the beginning of the end for the modern ad campaign.

Unfortunately for Microsoft and its partners, where once a

failed commercial could just lie down quietly and die with a

4 Introduction
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few in-the-know tradesmen sniggering behind the scenes, sud-

denly there was an audience to those failures. Through the

Seinfeld-Microsoft campaign failure, it suddenly became clear

that in a socially networked world, the quiet ridicule had

given way to blaring mockery and a pointing of fingers, piling

shame upon the campaign and its makers.

Damage control was called in. Microsoft insisted it had

never intended on using Seinfeld in more than two spots any-

way. Further, company representatives claimed that while

they would have preferred a favorable audience response to

the commercial, the reaction ‘‘was not unexpected.’’

But multihundred-million-dollar ad campaigns do not just

materialize. There were probably more person-hours spent

working on the Seinfeld-Microsoft spot than people in the

stadium for the NFL opening game itself. Beyond concept

and creative approval, there are extensive test screenings and

revisions. So, if the problem isn’t that marketers lack research

discipline, funding, or creative talent, why do so many adver-

tising campaigns fail? Why has advertising become a hit-

driven business in itself, like movies or TV? More important,

does it have to be?

From Coca-Cola’s jolly Santa to Wendy’s ‘‘Where’s the

Beef?’’ lady, advertising has been at times both iconic and cul-

turally transformative. But the cost-benefit is difficult to

anticipate, and even worse, its failures now stand on the pub-

lic stage of social networking. Further, competition is plenti-

ful and loud and includes TiVo, mute buttons, and the

general din of a business world competing for the waning at-

tention of consumers who are far more interested in Guitar

Hero,World of Warcraft, and American Idol.

This brings us to the final culprit, the last piercing arrow

into the heart of the Taco Bell Chihuahua: games. People are

not only playing them; they are watching others play them.

Introduction 5
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They are increasingly replacing every form of entertainment

with games themselves. In other words, fun is the latest com-

petitor for consumer attention.

Why should people stop having fun to watch a commercial?

More important, why would they? Fundamentally, how do

marketers get anyone’s attention anymore, much less that of

Generation G, the greatest game-playing demographic in his-

tory? The answer is simple and unequivocal: in order to com-

pete with games, marketing must become a game.

In this socially networked, choice-driven world, the old

methods of reaching consumers with advertising messages

have simply stopped working as well as they need to. Game

mechanics, on the other hand, are steadily rising to the sur-

face. In everything from the airline you fly to the ATM card

you use, savvy marketers are turning to the power of games to

increase their return on investment, provide essential predict-

ability, and—above all else—engender the kind of customer

loyalty that wasn’t before possible.

Whereas marketers have used ‘‘traditional’’ loyalty pro-

grams and advergames for years to create engagement and

buzz, this book—and the movement it represents—is

focused on integrating the power of games into every as-

pect of product marketing and promotions. Understanding

this opportunity will empower you to create breakthrough

strategies that leverage the power of social networks and

human behavior in ways designed to cut your marketing

costs and bolster your bottom line. Whether you’re a small

start-up or top global brand, Game-Based Marketing offers

important lessons—both positive and negative—from the

greatest game-marketing innovators of the day. In short,

Game-Based Marketing is a primer for leveraging the un-

precedented opportunity created by the game-centric revo-

lution in marketing and advertising.

6 Introduction
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In many ways, Jerry Seinfeld’s work on the Microsoft cam-

paign heralded the beginning of this new era. Like a mashup

of Paul Revere and the court jester, Seinfeld has shown us

that both ‘‘the Gamers are coming’’ and the emperor has no

clothes. As with the tectonic shifts in comedy unveiled by his

groundbreaking show in the 1990s, a fundamental change is

afoot, and the force behind it is virtually unstoppable.

The future of marketing is games, and it starts today.

Visit funwareblog.com to see the Seinfeld-Gates commer-
cials and discuss when you think advertising finally
‘‘jumped the shark.’’

Summary

� Marketers don’t lack research discipline, funding, or

creative talent, yet many advertising campaigns fail.

� Advertising has become a hit-driven business in itself,

like movies or television.

� The cost-benefit of brand advertising is difficult to

anticipate.

� Failures are much more public due to social network-

ing and the Internet.

� Ads are now competing with games.

� Games represent unprecedented opportunities in

marketing.

Introduction 7
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C H A P T E R

1

The Argument for Loyalty
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S
ince its founding in 1926, NBC News has amassed one

of the world’s most important—and valuable—video

archives. And although the company had previously

used its historical video content for its own editorial purposes

and sold access to major educational institutions, key execu-

tives at the $17 billion-plus NBC/Universal media conglom-

erate felt that a major business opportunity was being missed.

After all, this content—from moon landings to assassina-

tions—had to be worth more than the minor revenues it was

generating per year, or else perhaps it had become truly price-

less. But despite the positive cachet of using such a term,

pricelessness is a bad thing when running a for-profit entity.

Put another, understated way, ‘‘We had a business chal-

lenge,’’ said Chris Tin�e, veteran TV producer and one of the

driving forces behind what would become a thoroughly inno-

vative and ground-breaking movement in traditional media:

the gamification of news.

Tin�e continued, ‘‘We’re sitting on this archive of amazing

video clips of NBC News. How do we get these clips in front

of an audience so they can have meaningful interactions?’’

For Tin�e, the goal was twofold: one, to get this valuable

footage of American and worldwide history out from archival

purgatory, and two, to create a new profit center for the

company. In both cases, NBC succeeded through games.

With the creation of iCue, an educational software applica-

tion used in high schools as a supplemental studying tool for

Advanced Placement classes, Tin�e managed to create a sys-

tem whereby NBC’s extensive footage was put to good use.

‘‘Video trivia was not the first idea we had,’’ he explained,

‘‘but the more we started to brainstorm, think, and roll ideas

11
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around, the more we loved the idea of building a game that

would engage students, teachers, and parents.’’ While iCue

continues to receive extensive plaudits as a breakthrough ini-

tiative in engaging learning communities with history, it

was the next step in NBC’s video evolution that truly set the

company apart.

In 2008, the group launched What’s Your IQ? a game built

for Facebook, one of the fastest-growing social networking

sites, as a side project to iCue. What’s Your IQ? is a video

trivia game that leverages hundreds of hours of NBC News

film and video footage, wraps trivia around it, and allows users

to play against their friends, join teams, earn badges, and

climb levels—all within the Facebook platform. Of course,

this was a substantial challenge, especially considering that

YouTube is a completely free video service with billions of

hours of content available at the ready—and no educational

‘‘wrapper’’ to discourage casual players seeking distraction in-

stead of learning.

Against that backdrop, Tin�e and his team focused on using

Facebook to drive traffic to the iCue site. Then something un-

expected happened: What’s Your IQ? itself began generating

substantial viral usage and, unbelievably, revenue.

The process turned out to be simpler than anyone could

have imagined. By making a fun game, ‘‘[advertiser] brands re-

alized they got to associate themselves with outstanding video

content,’’ said Tin�e, ‘‘not to mention, a sticky application.’’

By ‘‘sticky,’’ Tin�e meant that What’s Your IQ? routinely at-

tracted well over 100,000 users per month (the peak usage of

NBC News online is 2.4 million streams viewed per week). But

more importantly, most of these users were dedicating meaning-

ful hours playing the game. And why? The game’s design itself

was focused on fun first and business (or educational) objectives

second. In the process of designing their product this way, the
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iCue team discovered something very important: they could cre-

ate a sticky user experience that generates positive brand value

and cash while building long-term loyalty.

While most advertisers today find themselves struggling to

achieve even one of these objectives clearly, the iCue team—

and countless others—have learned that only games can cut

through the clutter of a crowded brand marketplace and so-

cially networked environment to attract, retain, and monetize

consumers like no other.

‘‘Stickiness’’ Is Loyalty

The idea of ‘‘sticky content’’ isn’t new, although the term has

mostly been associated with Web sites. The basic concept is

that stickiness is a qualitative measure, most closely aligned

with two standard Internet metrics: time spent on a site and

number of repeat visits per user. When you consider those sta-

tistics together, you get a composite view of a site’s stickiness.

When applied outside the world of the Web, stickiness is

often referred to by another name: loyalty. When a coffee

buyer chooses Starbucks over Pete’s Coffee every day or a TV

viewer continues to watch David Letterman over Conan

O’Brien at 11:30 p.m., we call that loyalty. The same motiva-

tors and paradigms apply regardless of whether we are looking

at offline or online worlds.

While the vagaries of the economy or radical shifts in the

competitive marketplace can profoundly affect the expression

of loyalty, it is nonetheless the most enduring bond between a

product, brand, or company and its customers. As products

become commoditized, it is loyalty—pure and simple—that

keeps people buying. Loyalty is consumers’ expression of

brand preference and their repayment of the equity you’ve in-

vested in the relationship.

The Argument for Loyalty 13
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On the Web, the stickiest sites are social networking and

multiplayer games. As illustrated in subsequent chapters, they

have more in common than meets the eye at first. In the off-

line world, the most successful loyalty programs are those run

by airlines and other hospitality companies. Online, hundreds

of millions of game-players spend billions of minutes each

month chasing points, levels, badges, and rewards—both real

and psychological. At the airport and in the supermarket,

similar numbers make choices every day, with their real time

and money, placing these virtual currencies ahead of their

real-world counterparts.

What if we could combine the best of both online and offline

programs by taking the superior elements of each and weaving

them into a fun and long-term customer loyalty program?

We can. And Game-Based Marketing is the guide to this

brave new world of customer engagement through Funware:

the application of game mechanics to everyday situations.

Many innovative companies and organizations already under-

stand the power of games and are well on their way to reshap-

ing industries from financial services to space exploration.

Undoubtedly, the rise of generations weaned on games and

the promise of Funware will reshape your industry, too.

Playing with Loyalty

Look in anyone’s mail, wallet, or inbox and you are certain to

notice a common thread: loyalty programs are everywhere,

and like it or not, we are all invested in them. If you are like

80 percent of Americans, you probably have one or two credit

cards that are earning points and seven or more frequent trav-

eler accounts that are open, of which three to four are active

across airlines, hotels, and car rental agencies. You may even

be among the top echelon of ‘‘casual’’ rewards program play-

ers, having responded to a promotion or eaten at a particular
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restaurant in order to earn bonus points sometime in the last

year. And if you’re like most of us, you have tales of great suc-

cess (like landing a luxury oceanfront suite in Tahiti for your

honeymoon) and outrageous failure (perhaps having to pay

$250 in taxes and fees for that free ticket) to recount about

your journey through the loyalty program universe.

Does it ever feel like you’re playing a game with your pre-

ferred airline for those free First Class tickets, one where you

can’t stop collecting points even though you can’t always re-

deem them for the rewards you want? Whether you know it or

not, you are.

But what is a loyalty program if not a complex, multilayered,

gamelike exercise in achieving status, rewards, and special

treatment? Whether you seek free upgrades, a Gold Card, or

entrance into the Red Carpet lounge while waiting at the air-

port, what you are invariably seeking is a win. The underlying

drive to keep playing based on a belief that you will someday

win those rewards is exactly the type of motivation that gives

loyalty programs their power.

Of course, for those who know the game is afoot, the entire

frequent flyer program (FFP) experience is radically different

than for those who don’t. Millions of players are at this mo-

ment counting, calculating, and strategizing their next loyalty

moves as readily as if they were playing World of Warcraft,

Bridge, or Klondike Solitaire. As loyalty programs bump up

against the social Web, countless sites and discussion forums

have been launched in order to help players play better and

win more. This of course has fed a cycle of increasing com-

plexity in the loyalty program world, thereby creating a mar-

keting opportunity for brands that promise to simplify the

process. Capital One’s ‘‘No Hassle Rewards’’ card program is

one example; it allows consumers to earn points on their

credit cards and offers cash back and airline miles, among

other rewards that suit their lifestyles.
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The Future of Loyalty—Frequent Flyer Games

Unlike most generic loyalty systems, such as those found at

grocery stores or gas stations, FFPs have gone far beyond their

humble roots as mildly sophisticated versions of rebate

schemes. Today’s FFPs make use of a number of key design

features torn straight from a hardcore videogame designer’s

playbook, including points, levels, badges, challenges, and re-

wards, to create the most sophisticated form of loyalty that

exists between brand and customer.

Traditional Rebate Program Frequent Flyer Program

Perceived value must be

attached directly to rewards

(e.g. ‘‘buy 10 cups of coffee,

get one free’’)

Perceived value is attached in-

directly to rewards

Purchases are rewarded with

credits that may be con-

verted into rewards

Purchases as well as other be-

haviors and the successful

completion of challenges are

rewarded with credits that

may be converted into

rewards

The more points you earn, the

larger the reward (at direct

cost to the business)

The more points earned, the

more opportunities to ad-

vance in status and level, as

well as a wide range of possi-

ble rewards of varying costs

Points and rewards are the only

gamelike features

Challenges, opportunities for

team play, and complex

game design encourage play-

ers to continue playing

Other than points and rewards,

players are rarely offered a

Airports establish real-world

opportunities for players to
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‘‘world’’ in which their play

is recognized and valued

‘‘show off’’ status and move

forward at little cost (once

established) to the airlines

Could benefit from a more

complex virtual game in

which points are empowered

through virtual rewards

Could benefit from a more

complex virtual game in

which points are empowered

through virtual rewards

Put another way, while only some consumers have become

aware of the game dynamic at play, FFP designers—travel

brand marketers—have become thoroughly sentient, launch-

ing an increasing number of campaigns that mirror game chal-

lenges almost exactly. For example, the United Airlines’

Team Frequent Flyer Challenge of 2008 encouraged custom-

ers to register teams in order to track points together over the

better part of a year. The offer was a simple promise of status

and 50 million frequent flyer points to be distributed among

each team’s players.

FFPs are particularly and extraordinarily powerful. They

routinely cause players engaged in the game to make deci-

sions that are counterintuitive to their well-being—and

checkbook—in order to ‘‘level up.’’ For example, flyers

will choose inconvenient or more expensive flights simply

to earn points or levels with a particular carrier, even

when the direct option was cheaper or more convenient.

Some players even opt to take flights entirely for the pur-

pose of earning points or miles in the run up to the end of

the year (known as a mileage run).

Thus, one of the most unheralded achievements of the FFP

is how thoroughly its designers have altered behavior in real

life—not in a parallel virtual world but here and now, with

Traditional Rebate Program Frequent Flyer Program
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real cash and time. In fact, if frequent flyers didn’t make these

counterintuitive choices—and there wasn’t some arbitrage on

rewards available—airlines wouldn’t continue offering FFPs.

Even low-cost airlines such as Southwest, JetBlue, and

Virgin America have implemented loyalty programs; it seems

almost impossible to imagine launching a meaningful travel

brand—of any stripe—without one. Therefore, while the raw

success of FFPs is self-evident—and their entrenched nature

in our culture unmistakable, the real story is often told by the

game’s most hardcore players. And in the case of frequent fly-

ers, it is told on a site called Flyertalk.com.

Communities of Influence: Flyertalk

Launched in the mid-1990s, Flyertalk is currently the world’s

most popular destination for reward program players. The site

boasts over 500,000 unique visitors per month and nearly

12 million posted discussion items covering hotels, airlines,

cars, credit cards, and every alternative method for obtaining

points, rewards, and status. The site’s influence is so substan-

tial in the hospitality industry that most major brands have

full-time ambassadors to Flyertalk. Some companies, like

travel search engine ITA, even have beta products built and

maintained solely for the community.

But it isn’t just the raw number of Flyertalkers that makes

them so interesting to travel and tourism brands; it’s their

engagement and influence that sets them apart from the market.

They are, in effect, the top-ranked players, earning and

spending billions of the games’ currency (points). They also

profoundly influence others and affect the design of the game

itself.

It’s here on Flyertalk, with its devotion to the oft-maligned

FFP that we discover that the game designer has real power
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over the real lives of real people. And no advertisement has

ever come close in its ability to get consumers to act against

their own self-interest with as much predictability as the FFP

design.

Of course, with the power of any game design comes great

responsibility, whether they’re being used to enthrall teens in

a virtual world for 50 hours a week or to divert 50-something

businesspeople halfway around the world to gain some points

and free lounge access. While the two aforementioned players

are profoundly different individuals with markedly distinct

needs and motivations, they are both inescapably players.

And as we’ll clearly demonstrate, they like to win.

So what does the omnipresent FFP have to do with market-

ing, and how does it differ from a stock-in-trade loyalty pro-

gram? The answer lies in the exploitation of fundamental

human desire through game design for a business purpose.

This design philosophy borrows heavily from games but re-

mains firmly rooted in the science of persuasion, and it is

called Funware.

Funware: Putting Fun into Everything

Funware—a term that summarizes the ubiquitous presence of

games or game mechanics in our lives—also serves as the

buzzword for game-based marketing. By becoming more aware

of the Funware in which we are already engaging, either as a

marketer or as a consumer, we are increasing our ability to

produce a desired outcome. In other words, if one remains a

passive participant in these games—either as a brand or

player—encouraging specific behaviors that lead to desired

outcomes is more difficult. The core premise of Funware for

marketers is its ability to drive user behavior in a predictable,
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overt, and focused way. Put another way: Funware is the art

and science of turning your customers’ everyday interactions

into ‘‘games’’ that serve your business purposes.

As Funware gains momentum and more resources and

money are earmarked for its development, we will watch as

an inevitable transformation takes shape: the leveraging of

the power of games and the emergence of a game-centric cul-

ture to create tremendous value. Its practitioners will also

gain untold advantage over their rivals. In short, the future of

Funware and game design in business is breathtaking. In the

meantime, however, the world is full of mistakes and missed

opportunities that game design can leverage for the best pos-

sible end.

Chase ‘‘Goes Dutch’’

A good example of Funware done partially right is JPMorgan

Chase & Co.’s 2009 program called Chase Picks Up the Tab.

The simple premise: the bank will randomly reimburse a par-

ticular charge, using slot machine game mechanics, when a

customer uses his or her Chase credit or debit card to make

point-of-sale purchases. Simple, catchy, and clever, the cam-

paign revives an earlier version that was well regarded by

consumers.

But Chase has missed two great opportunities with the

campaign’s design. First, in order to get into the game, you

must have a Chase account. It’s extremely difficult for non-

Chase customers to become involved because they aren’t pro-

vided an easy method by which to sign up for and play the

game, leaving out a majority of prospective players and restrict-

ing the game’s potential bottom-line impact. It is unlikely

that Chase simply intends that existing customers use their

debit cards more often; that’s a fairly low-yield objective. The
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company is more likely hoping that Chase Picks Up the Tab

will bring in new accounts. Unfortunately, the game makes

the barriers to entry for noncustomers extremely high, putting

it decidedly out of their reach. The end result is that the com-

pany may find itself less likely to meet its intended goals.

The game could easily be improved by adding a virtual

(or literal) scratch card for nonaccount holders. For exam-

ple, by signing up your mobile phone number, Chase

might periodically text you an offer to buy something at a

certain moment from a particular merchant with a chance

for reimbursement or maybe they would allow you to re-

deem a cash rebate for simply entering any Chase branch

in real time. Frankly, the company could even leverage an

online service to literally offer rebates to users of other

banks’ cards. Any of these options would generate a subs-

tantially greater impact, leveraging the free-to-play theory

of game-based business models.

Second, like most contests or sweepstakes, the Chase pro-

gram is limited in its loyalty effect. Once the promotion ends,

the relative increase in usage does, too. By extending the

campaign’s impact across years instead of weeks, the game-

play wouldn’t have to end—and neither would the customer’s

interest in playing.

The Free-to-Play Design

‘‘Free-to-play’’ has become a mantra of successful online

game design in recent years. Originating in high-piracy

countries like China and Korea, the concept is to offer

game experiences entirely for free (and with easy registra-

tion) in perpetuity. Then, premium game features and

(continued )
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Another way Chase might curry business is by offering

prizes in real time at its automated banking machines. One of

the simplest ideas would be to give out random cash rewards

coincident with a withdrawal. Non-Chase customers might be

more likely to pay fees if a chance to win $100 is on the table.

Similarly, existing customers could be encouraged to use the

nearest Chase ATM thereby maximizing fee potential.

As it stands, Chase Picks Up the Tab misses great opportuni-

ties to create deep, abiding loyalty for existing consumers and

to generate interest in Chase’s product among nonmembers.

Whether this matters is dependent on the bank’s objective; if

simply maintaining customers and encouraging Chase card

and ATM use are the goals, Chase Picks Up the Tab has been a

(continued )

customizations are offered in exchange for cash or in-game

points. Revenue is typically earned by bringing large

numbers of people into the funnel (the notion of free

helps immensely with this) and then encouraging 2 per-

cent to 10 percent of players to buy these upgrades. With

sufficient scale and over time, free-to-play game develop-

ers are generating more revenue and engagement with

consumers than traditional $50 per unit approaches.

Extended to Funware, the free-to-play philosophy posits

that users should be offered the easiest possible path into

your ‘‘game.’’ Strip down the barriers to signing up as

much as possible, and focus your energy on getting users

to increase their engagement over the long term by in-

vesting small amounts of cash, time, and social capital.

This innovative design philosophy is sure to yield

improved long-term results and more closely reflect the

expectations of the next generation of players.
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roaring success. But if new user growth is an objective, the

campaign is half-baked.

Undoubtedly, part of whatever success this promotion has

enjoyed lies in the fact that money is the reward for playing.

And many marketers continue to believe that the best (some-

times, only) prize that truly motivates consumers is cash. But

is this true? Again, multiplayer games offer a clear answer.

The Value of Prizes

People have always been obsessed with winning.

And somewhat bizarrely, people have also always been ob-

sessed with watching other people win—or lose. Examples are

limitless and range from sports (evidence of which can be

found in the earliest of ancient cultures) to politics. It is there-

fore unsurprising that the game show began very early in the

architecture of TV’s history. In fact, on July 1, 1941—the first

officially recognized day of television broadcasting—the long-

running game show Truth or Consequences was among the

very first programs unveiled.

While spectator sports were nothing new, consider this: the

success of the TV game show relied on an audience sitting at

home and watching a stranger play a game, one that lacked

any physical action—no running, hitting, or movement of

almost any kind. People simply stood still and answered ques-

tions, solved puzzles, or pushed a buzzer. By and large, audi-

ence members did not get to participate. They themselves

could never win and rarely had any familial or geographic

connection to the players. And yet they continued to watch.

People are inherently drawn to tense situations, and an in-

trinsic aspect of games is that they bring tension to the table.

The popularity of the TV game show reflects a basic truth

about play and winning in our society: even people who aren’t
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overly competitive like to win, even if they define success

differently.

In the world of marketing games, loyalty programs do not

always require a monetary or ‘‘valuable’’ reward in order for a

player to take an interest in a game’s outcome. Simply put,

much of the value a player gets from the game itself is psycho-

logical. For example, frequent flyer miles do not convert to

cash very easily, yet the promise of a future reward (‘‘someday

I’ll go to Tahiti’’) and the idea of getting something for noth-

ing are enough to motivate the most casual players.

Historical Funware

Three Successful Low-Cost Prizes

� Cracker Jack1 Rubber Face (1931): A 1 1=4�
1 3=4 inch piece of rubber with a face printed on it.

By pushing on the back of the object with a finger,

the winner of this prize could distort the face at will.

� Kellogg’s1 X-Ray Viewer (1989): This fabulous

piece of technological genius incorporated a tiny

peephole through a cardboard frame said to give any-

one who looked through it x-ray vision. A piece of

film etched with an image of a bone did most of the

work, but still, you knew you wanted it.

� McDonald’s1 Grimace Eraser Happy Meal Toy
(1979): Better than the Ronald McDonald plastic

hand puppets employees passed out with the original

Happy Meals when the intended prizes had run out,

these purple erasers got many a kid out of a tight spot

as they attempted to follow the mazes on the Happy

Meal boxes.
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A crucial point is that by reevaluating what constitutes

a reward, marketers may be surprised to note that what

prompts people to enter a sweepstakes is rarely the promise

of that shiny new car but rather the overarching enthusi-

asm for the experience of playing the game itself. Status,

success, and even sociability are key drivers of gamelike

behavior in individuals.

Even more exciting is the prospect that games do not al-

ways require a competitive element in order to make them

notable. In fact, many of the most successful and enduring

game designs are either self-reflective, like solitaire or cooper-

ative, like a scavenger hunt.

Simply put, game mechanics and the psychological condi-

tions they exploit are powerful tools that marketers can use,

and they’re a lot cheaper—and more effective—than cash in

the long run.

Game Mechanics

A game mechanic is any technique implemented by game

designers in order to create play. For example, a leaderboard,

a ranked list of players, can be used as a game mechanic if

it is intended to generate activity. A game mechanic also

applies to individual parts of the games themselves. Many

Web sites have used short puzzle challenges, for example as

indirect elements to encourage play in a larger game, or

metagame.

One recognizable example of a game mechanic is the

scratch card element of McDonald’s annual Monopoly game.

The scratch card is a minigame (and potential instant win)

that the consumer plays as part of a larger $1 million prize

sweepstakes. In order to play the larger game, the consumer
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must begin with this scratch card. This minigame is designed

to encourage repeat play and ultimately, repeat visits to

McDonald’s in order to win. While simplistic, adding these

minigames raises the overall fun level (and thus, engagement)

of the endeavor as a whole.

There are few life experiences, including games, that

couldn’t be made more fun through the application of even

more sophisticated game mechanics and designs. This is a

fact to which most game designers freely admit, and some-

thing even McDonald’s could learn from. Adding game

mechanics doesn’t always mean complicating the experi-

ence. It is enough for some people to simply buy lunch and

receive a game card in order to take an interest in building

a Monopoly.

But why stop there? What if McDonald’s included an alter-

native reality game with its Monopoly game? For example, a

player could register online in a particular city and instead of

collecting pieces to complete the board, he or she could virtu-

ally ‘‘collect’’ McDonald’s locations by visiting them and buy-

ing something in real life. Examples might include a Baron-

of-Boston challenge (visit every McDonald’s location in

greater Boston) or a Two-on-Tuesday challenge (buy some-

thing at two different stores on a Tuesday.

This simple, quick suggestion could open the door to a

vastly more sophisticated, engaging, and far-reaching ver-

sion of McDonald’s Monopoly. As described, the game and

challenges could feature single-player and group options

and be infinitely replayable. Moreover, the game could be

played over the span of years instead of just during the

weeks of the promotion. In this way, the application of

Funware can benefit even long-established and highly suc-

cessful campaigns as easily as it can move the needle for

less sophisticated companies.
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The Future of Funware

Few businesses couldn’t benefit by adding Funware compo-

nents to their marketing plan. Throughout the book, we will

highlight Funware marketing ideas for established businesses in

order to illustrate the potential for prodigious and effective

game development.

Barnes & Noble Funware

Objective: Increase regular customers’ repeat visits to

Barnes & Noble and encourage customers who are intimi-

dated by the concentration of book stacks to buy more

comfortably.

Game mechanic: Create a leaderboard for the top 10

book genres in the store and list the individuals who lead

in book purchases within each genre.

Outcome: Customers buying the most books in the bi-

ography, fiction, crime, and poetry sections would be re-

warded by Barnes & Noble simply by treating their

purchases as accomplishments. Thus, by purchasing and

reading more books, users would climb the ladder toward

‘‘expert’’ status at B & N.

Win condition: The board leaders for each genre would

be awarded a badge indicating their status as a store expert

on their respective topic, alerting fellow customers that

they can be asked for recommendations (either online or

in person). Experts might even be able to schedule ’’mas-

ter classes’’ with interested customers and post their bios

on the store’s Web site so that neophytes could book

appointments to meet with them.

(continued )
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(continued )

Note: As with all games, there is the potential for

exploitation in this simple design. For example, players

could ‘‘game the system’’ simply by purchasing more books

than others, creating the opportunity for nonexpert win-

ners. A solution might be to allow users to peer review

each other with simple quizzes or commentary about books

they have read, thereby establishing trust in the experts.

Don’t Hate the Player, Hate the Game

As game-play becomes increasingly enmeshed in our lives,

savvy marketers have an opportunity to leverage game me-

chanics and Funware to create more engagement and loyalty

than ever before. Adding frequent flyer–style mechanics and

simplifying the process of getting consumers into a brand’s

gamelike experience, are simple ways to make every customer

interaction more fun—and therefore more meaningful. Peo-

ple inherently love to play. Historically, we have delineated

our lives between work and play—that is, ‘‘have to’’ and

‘‘want to.’’ But the gap is closing, driven by social media and

games. Interestingly, most games are played just beneath our

consciousness. But that doesn’t mean we’re not playing. We

may be passive, but our intent to win is real. And if marketers

can understand and direct this instinct for passive play to

their own ends, everyone will benefit.

Key Concepts:

� We are surrounded by and consistently play games.

� Frequent flyer games are among the most powerful and

ubiquitous.
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� Funware is a design philosophy that helps us mesh games

with marketing.

� Everything can be made more fun.

� Game mechanics are levers used to drive user behavior.

� Games can be tailored to meet specific business objectives.
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The Incidental Games We Play

G
ames have the power to irrevocably change the world.

By now, you’ve probably heard of World of War-

craft, a popular online multiplayer game with more

than 11.5 million active players. World of Warcraft is so

engaging that a support group even exists for the game’s

‘‘widows.’’ In fact, there are multiple Web sites devoted to

the partners of so-called World of Warcraft addicts, includ-

ing Gamerwidow.com, where men and women come to-

gether to discuss how to entice their partners back into

the real world. A brief perusal of Yahoo’s World of War-

craft widow support group is a reminder that time

dedicated to game-play can lead to unpaid bills, unbathed

children, and unwalked dogs.

Still question the power of games? According to Niel-

sen, the average Wii, Xbox, or Playstation player spends

about 12 hours per month glued to his or her TV monitor.

With sweaty fingers on controllers, these players anxiously

shoot, swing, and solve their way out of the challenges

that game developers present. This already astonishing

figure has actually risen year after year, with a 21 percent

increase in 2008–2009 alone. And, shockingly, it does not

include the dozens of hours spent playing online, PC, and

mobile games favored by hundreds of millions of people

worldwide.

There’s even a word used by gamers and the media to de-

scribe someone with this kind of play habit: ‘‘hard-core.’’ Over

the past 15 years, even its pejorative meaning (the porn con-

notations are not incidental) has softened, and the term is
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regularly used to describe entire genres of games, players, and

experiences. In fact, most household-name games are hard-

core by design.

But, while the majority of people would never use the word

hard-core to describe their own play habits, a quick look at

the world around us confirms something we all know, refer

to, and engage in without even the slightest conscious aware-

ness: Almost everything seems to offer us an opportunity

to play. Put another way, all the world’s a game, and savvy

marketers can—and do—leverage this fact to create lasting

engagement and positive brand connections with consumers.

By tapping into our innate desire to play and by harnessing

the game mechanics we’re already familiar with, marketers

can create cost-effective loyalty that is but a point, badge, or

level away.

Latte Leaders: Status and Levels

Consider your local Starbucks. The next time you’re there,

take note of the ‘‘Customer Service Game’’ as it unfolds.

Upon entry, people take their places in line—young and old,

tired and wired alike. They order, pay, and wait for their drink.

Order, pay, and wait. The behaviors typically are so repetitive

that one can’t help but notice when they are interrupted. For

example, we wonder who the person is who orders, pays, and is

handed a drink without waiting. The rest of us enter the line

normally and pay in sequence, but this customer’s drink is

ready and waiting when he arrives at the barista. Even more

intriguing is the person who is handed a drink at the cash reg-

ister. In game terminology, this customer has effectively ‘‘lev-

eled up.’’ (If he were playing Pac-Man, he might be snacking

on bananas rather than cherries.) His stakes are higher, and

his game-play is functioning at a deeper level.
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In other words, he’s figured something out that may not be

obvious to everyone else—and as a result, he’s winning.

What game is he playing, and how did he start to win?

It’s clear that this customer has built up a rapport with the

staff over time. Perhaps he orders the same drink at the same

time every day. Maybe he engaged staff members in a memo-

rable conversation about his lactose intolerance, so that when

they realized he was a 9 AM regular, they easily remembered

his soy milk latte. The bottom line is that the staff behind the

counter came to feel confident about anticipating his drink

order. Now his mornings (and afternoons) go a little faster,

and the queue runs a little quicker (making the baristas

happy). Everyone’s a winner . . . except the poor sods who

don’t even know (or care) that the game is afoot.

Other levels at Starbucks include ‘‘rewards’’ like free flavor

shots, an occasionally upsized drink, free or reduced-priced

day-old muffins, or extra beverages on the house. While there

are many different levels inside the game, the biggest one con-

tinues to be the ordering queue. Even more important than

saving the queue-beating coffee drinker a few minutes in the

morning is the status that comes from the extra power that

can embolden the player—and others watching him play.

Surprisingly, few people are aware of the game inherent in

this phenomenon. Most people have seen it but don’t make

the connection between game-play and their fellow cus-

tomer’s accomplishment. However, this lack of awareness

should be compelling to any marketer in any business in

which a lineup forms. Armed with this powerful cutting-edge

knowledge, marketing teams can make this game into a win

for them. Remember, in the case of Starbucks customers, even

though a game has never been explicitly laid out for them,

they have nonetheless organized themselves—willingly or

otherwise—into a gamelike structure.
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Black Cards and Red Carpets

After 20 years, Starbucks has begun to acknowledge its most

frequent and loyal customers. By increasing the status and

visibility of its most loyal group of patrons through their Black

Card offering, Starbucks has come close to evolving a fre-

quent flyer mentality. However, the company still hasn’t

developed a clear vision for the red carpet opportunity at

their feet.

Where airlines have understood the value of the red carpet

and priority boarding for years, Starbucks and other coffee

houses have only recently discovered the power of the expe-

dited coffee order. Consumers playing at a lower level subse-

quently become interested in how they might achieve this

preferred treatment. Wondering what they have to do to get

there opens a dialogue in which a marketer might suggest,

‘‘All you have to do is buy 10 consecutive cups of coffee.’’
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From an operations standpoint, a business’s win is even

greater: the marginal cost of providing the red carpet experi-

ence is almost nothing. In fact, if the program is designed

exactly like those offered by the airlines (pulling from both

priority and standard queues, where priority goes first), busi-

nesses won’t even suffer reduced aggregate throughput. Over

time, more and more players will actively seek the red carpet

treatment while voluntarily opting in to your marketing pro-

grams and sharing personal information with you—all for

the equivalent of a slightly faster cup of coffee and the re-

cognition that goes along with it.

Starbucks—Beyond the Menu: Tips for
Leveling Up According to Baristas

� Order drinks that aren’t on the main menu. These

drinks are common in the Starbucks vernacular; in

other words, people-in-the-know know them, but

they will set you apart. Drinks include a short coffee

(served in a kid’s small hot chocolate cup), a Star-

bucks Misto (just like a caf�e au lait but consisting of

three-quarters coffee and one-quarter milk), or a Dop-

pio on Ice (two shots of espresso to which you can add

your own milk).

� Don’t just leave a tip: make it obvious. If you want it

to be noticed, make sure the cashier sees your money

go in the tip jar.

� Be friendly: smile, make conversation, and get in-

volved. Even if it’s early, try to be polite and friendly.

(continued )
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Keeping Score

Putting on a jersey, donning a pair of Air Jordans, and walk-

ing out with a team onto a basketball court is an obvious form

of active game-play. Sitting down at the table with seven letter

tiles and a board for a round of Scrabble against your grand-

mother is another example. However, for most consumers in

the Starbucks game example, the game afoot is passive. That

is, customers are blissfully unaware that a game is being

played.

One of the leading indicators that some kind of game is be-

ing played is the presence of a scorekeeping mechanism. Typ-

ically, this takes the form of points assigned for specific

activities, but it can be much broader. Scores are assigned

throughout the world any time a count is kept. Sales team

performance shown on a chart by the office door, comparative

rankings of top honor-roll students, even the number of fol-

lowers on Twitter or friends on Facebook are all forms of

scorekeeping.

Understanding that people like to keep score and providing

easy ways for them to do so are effortless methods by which

marketers can create value and lasting loyalty. After all,

would you really want to change venues once you have

entered the ‘‘high-score’’ list at a caf�e or bookstore? Similarly,

(continued )

� Arrive at the same time every day, and keep your

order the same. Consistency will make the baristas

comfortable that anticipating your order won’t result

in wasted coffee.
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being ranked just below one of your friends on a social leader-

board may motivate you to work harder, creating an opening

for brands to associate themselves with goal-setting and

personal accomplishment.

The Subway Scrum: Rules of Play

Savvy marketers can prosper by understanding that games are

constantly taking place all around us. By looking at gaming

constructs that literally erupt out of daily, even chorelike, ac-

tivities, ideas for encouraging active game-play are even easier

to spot. Taking what works in those passive games and surfac-

ing them can help you design broadly appealing Funware for

consumers.

Take the daily commute. What happens when a crowded

subway pulls into a similarly crowded station? The next time

you find yourself on the platform, don’t take the first train

that comes along. Instead, step back and observe the people

getting on and off the train in real time. White lines similar

to those strategizing a football game could probably be drawn.

People waiting to board stand aside as the train stops but stay

close enough so that their ‘‘competition’’ doesn’t slip in ahead.

Using body language to block and hold their position, they

push onto the car and head for any remaining empty seat as

soon as they see an opening in the flow of exiting passengers.

The seat (or a better standing spot) is the primary objective,

but it must be obtained within a constraint: players must not

break any major rules by aggressively bumping into each other,

for example. In order to win, you must use physicality without

getting physical or else risk a verbal (or physical) rebuke.

In this form of passive competition, rules and game me-

chanics abound, yet there are no indicators of overt competi-

tion. No one calls it ‘‘The Subway Game.’’ No one trains to
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get on the train—at least not directly—and no one is re-

warded by the mayor of New York for having slick and well-

honed skills.

However, passengers are rewarded in other ways. By not hav-

ing to stand during the trip frommidtown to Coney Island, they

have won the (mini)game. But people waiting in line for the

subway are unlikely to acknowledge that they are competing

unless asked point blank, ‘‘Are you going to fight to get a seat

on the subway?’’ The probable reply is likely, ‘‘Hell, yeah! I’m

first, and if that woman tries to cut me off, I’ll bodycheck her!’’

We can similarly surface the underlying competitive be-

havior (and tension) inherent in the subway game and lever-

age it to create enduring loyalty. Consider Ticketmaster and

American Express’s longstanding partnership to offer Amex

cardholders advance access to tickets for popular shows. It is

not unusual for events to sell out in the first minutes after

tickets go on sale, so this benefit—allowing cardholders to

make purchases well before the general public—can be sub-

stantial. It’s a ‘‘get-on-first ’’card. Although official numbers

are not publicly available, anecdotal evidence suggests that a

fairly sizeable number of Amex cardholders have an account

largely for access to shows and events.

Regardless, the notion of scarcity of tickets for an event is

an artificial construct. That is, marketers are free to decide—

at their own whim—who gets the coveted item. So, you can

create artificial pressure and scarcity by offering a better or

limited version of your product to more loyal customers, using

that as a lure to bring others into the loyalty program. There

is no net effect on the revenue associated with the sale of the

item specifically, but it has a substantial effect on the loyalty

program itself—and, therefore, long-term revenue.

The ‘‘premium’’ seats offered by most airlines exemplifies

the phenomenon of false scarcity. While many carriers, such
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as United Airlines or British Airways, offer premium econ-

omy with distinguishing features (such as more legroom or a

segregated cabin), most airlines have begun charging for mar-

ginally better seats. These front-of-cabin or exit row seats are

frequently held back for the company’s most frequent flyers,

or offered at a small premium during reservation. The idea

that rows 6-12 warrant an extra $20 was entirely built on the

observation that consumers prefer to sit at the front of the air-

craft and are willing to pay (in cash, time, or points) to do so.

The Bar Brawl: Demonstrable Status

People are intrinsically competitive, though generally for dif-

ferent reasons and about different things. Some people are

motivated by money while others really care about being at-

tractive. Some of us are status oriented while others primarily

want to be loved. While motivations may differ, the drive is

the same: everybody likes to win. And while acknowledging

this desire doesn’t diminish our individualism, it does point

out an important truth: many of our behaviors can be manip-

ulated to advance the cause of marketing.

Take the passive competition inherent in getting a drink at

a crowded bar on the weekend. The bar is packed—say, four

people deep—on top of those people who lucked into seating

on the few available stools. The objective is plain: get your

drinks and get back to your friends as quickly as possible. If

there is no specific line, you might have to muscle your way

between people and turn to the side. Once you are positioned,

you must establish eye contact with the bartender. Holding

money visibly in your hand is a subtle way of indicating that

you want service. You can’t push people out of the way or call

out loudly. The bartender will refuse service if you break the

rules, and the bouncers will evict you.
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Of course, there’s a big social reward, waiting for you once

you manage to bring your friends a fistful of drinks from

a crowded bar: their appreciation and respect. Beyond the

alcoholic buzz, that’s the reinforcement we are most inter-

ested in seeking.

The bar game—like the coffee shop game—has levels. For

customers who are friends with the bartender, the benefits are

cheaper drinks and better service. For the regulars and those

who tip well, less waiting time or free drinks are their reward.

And their conditioning is strong and well warranted: research

by liquor control company Capton shows that an estimated

$7 billion is lost each year in the United States alone from

bartenders overpouring, undercharging, or just offering free

drinks. While some of these instances are honest mistakes,

personal stories suggest that bartenders, like slot machines,

know a thing or two about conditioned rewards. So, how can

the bar itself exploit this game, already in play, instead of

merely being the loser in the economic equation? How does

the game go from passive to active? Interestingly, bars are

highly evolved in how they think about status rewards.

VIP areas are the most obvious manifestation of status

thinking in the beverage service industry. VIPs don’t have to

endure the same crowded bar experience, and the most effec-

tive VIP sections are those with the most visibility. Tables

with ‘‘reserved’’ signs and dedicated waitstaff cause other pa-

trons to wonder how they might achieve a comparable level

of service. Do they need to pay more? Spend more time at the

bar? Be famous? If a point system were put into play, perhaps

clients would learn that by buying enough drinks, they could

accrue points to win access to the VIP door, at which there is

no waiting. And of course, drinks bartenders and servers fail to

ring into the system would not earn points, thereby encourag-

ing customers to insist that their order be correctly attributed.
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Patrons who earn points through longevity might also re-

ceive free drinks, get entry into the VIP section, have less wait

time at the bar, or gain something as simple as visibility on a

leaderboard. More complex challenges such as answering trivia

questions, participating in bar games, or bringing new people

to the venue could substantially deepen the experience.

It’s all about status and its display. Thus, the ways in which

people engage in passive play—be it at a bar, a coffee shop, or

in any other business model—can be used to a company’s

advantage, but only once the basic game rewards are out in

the open.

The Components of Funware

As in a bar’s VIP area, Starbucks coffee line, or subway bat-

tles, there are a number of key elements that signal and com-

pose the games played all around us:

� Status and Levels: Status is an outward display of achieve-

ment. Levels are a convenient way to divide play into

achievable subgames while also creating status shorthand.

They are frequently interchangeable and invariably go

hand-in-hand.

� Points: To keep track of how we’re doing in a game, we

need a scorekeeping system and comparison table, such

as Facebook’s friend count.

� Rules: Fighting for a rush hour seat on the subway or bus

is a great example of a game that is played with clear (if

unarticulated) rules. Without these structures, there

would be chaos.

� Demonstrability: Sitting in a VIP section at a club would

be a lot less fun if no one saw you there, wouldn’t it?
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Making all these components demonstrable is what gives

marketers the power of status persuasion.

Through these elements, passive game-play occurs whether

or not we care, understand, or see it happening. However, by

recognizing these games for what they are—powerful indica-

tors of the desires of their client base as well as shortcuts to

putting active games into play—marketers can begin to work

with these inexpensive, powerfully effective marketing tools.

Once we understand the components, our first challenge is

to harness their power in the form of basic Funware designs

that can be used to achieve marketing objectives. The first

and simplest architecture is the leaderboard and its social

networking context. Let’s take a closer look at how comparing

scores can be a game in itself.

Key Concepts:

� Passive games are different from active games in that

most players don’t even realize a game is being played.

� Demonstrable levels of play can be used by marketers to

reward loyalty and encourage new users to join the loyalty

game.

� Points provide the basic underpinning of scorekeeping,

and social networking sites provide a unique opportunity

to drive scoring behavior.

� Rules, whether obvious or not, are essential both for

maintaining order and for effective Funware design.

� Success is much less interesting if it’s not social and

others don’t see you win.
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Social Network Clutter

B
efore the popularity of social media sites like Facebook,

MySpace, and Twitter took the business world by

storm, most loyalty programs were merely a component

of marketing campaigns designed to mesh with branding, di-

rect marketing, and public relations. Other than those offered

by the hospitality industry, loyalty programs rarely go beyond

coffee punch cards, ‘‘buy-X-get-Y’’ systems, or simplistic re-

bate/point mechanisms like the Discover Card cash back

scheme. In fact, customer loyalty is such a commoditized—and

misunderstood—notion among marketers that a quick Google

search for ‘‘loyalty programs’’ reveals that there are dozens of

companies offering out-of-the-box solutions for as little as

$29.95 per month. In fact, one prominent marketing textbook

used at the MBA level devotes a scant two pages out of nearly

a thousand pages of text to customer loyalty programs.

But in our ‘‘skip-the-commercials’’ instant gratification world

filtered by ‘‘smart apps’’ like TiVo, consumers are increasingly

unlikely to respond to the more traditional techniques used by

marketers. Display advertising, direct marketing, and even

high-level branding have been withering in effectiveness. Con-

currently, the advertising and guerilla campaign markets on

Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter continue to be nascent, offer-

ing little in the way of structured opportunities for marketers.

Since 2005, the combined effect of social media growth

and the 2008 economic downturn on advertising budgets

have been staggering. According to TNS Media Intelligence,

total U.S. advertising spending has declined roughly 16 per-

cent, or $23 billion since Facebook truly took the Internet by
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storm. That astonishing number is approximately equal to

the total ad revenues of the entire newspaper industry. Some

sectors have taken an even more powerful hit. According to

MediaDailyNews, local advertising spending has declined

32 percent in that same time period, taking thousands of jobs

and billions of dollars in value with it.

Meanwhile, Forrester Research predicts that interactive mar-

keting spending will rise to nearly $54 billion by 2014. And the

fastest growing segment within their analysis is Social Media,

with a projected 34 percent CAGR from 2009 to 2014.

Social networking, it turns out, is both marketing’s

sickness—and its cure.

Marketing with Social Networks

At the core of marketing through social networking sites

is the leaderboard, still the most effective tool for creating ac-

tive game-play. The term itself, and its most commonly

understood implementation, originates from sports (like golf,

for example), where a publicly displayed board is used to help

bystanders follow the action’s progress. Similarly, one of the

simplest ways to trigger the desire to engage, play, and win is

to surface a leaderboard. The simple goal of risingup in the

rankings is often enough of a motivator for players to start

and continue playing.

Orkut: A Case Study in Leaderboard Effectiveness

Consider the example of Orkut, Google’s proprietary social

networking site. At the outset, the site’s designers innocently

displayed a simple country counter that showed the number of

users from various nations who had registered to network.

Seemingly out of nowhere, Brazilians took this as a challenge

to their national pride. Dozens of blogs and meetups appeared
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that encouraged people to sign up with a simple objective in

mind: to push Brazil to the top of the country rankings. In

fact, parties were held all over the country when its score beat

that of the United States. Google never structured any chal-

lenges or prizes for the top country. This entire competition

happened spontaneously in response to the mere existence of a

leaderboard. Today, Brazil’s number-one social network is

Orkut, not Facebook.

Facebook Competition

One of the most pervasive and effective leaderboards in

existence doesn’t even have much of a formal structure. All

100 million–plus Facebook profiles have a little ‘‘score’’

(continued )
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Funware at Work: Facebook Friend Games

Most marketers think of Facebook games as stand-alone appli-

cations they develop to promote a brand within Facebook.

But given the pervasiveness of the passive friends game on

Facebook, perhaps there is more opportunity to innovate.

(continued )

below them: the number of friends each person has. This

statistic is so meaningful in the Facebook environment

that it’s displayed whether or not you are officially ‘‘friends’’

with the other person. No active game exists; there is no

prize for the individual with the highest friend count. How-

ever, the prominent placement of an individual’s number

of friends—even to people who may be casually browsing a

person’s profile —creates an esoteric leaderboard of sorts.

Most people are aware of their friend count, and most of

their friends are aware of their friends’ friend count. They

likely know which of their friends have the highest number

and how many friends they need to acquire in order to

have as many or more. People are passively keeping a kind

of ranked list, and while the competition may be un-

intentional, it is most assuredly taking place.

However, in the absence of a formal leaderboard for

friend (or follower) count, Facebook and other similar so-

cial networks miss the opportunity to motivate users to

take specific actions. For example, if an individual on

Facebook knew that he or she stood at number 11 among

the most popular people in a group of friends, he or she

might become interested in maintaining that ranking and

might even be motivated to go out and meet new people

in order to break into the Top 10.
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Consider the power of a marketing offering that would raise

a Facebook user’s number of friends (and their passive leader-

board position). This would be especially appealing if the new

friends are high quality. Perhaps you can offer online friend-

ships with celebrities as part of a campaign (instead of obtain-

ing mere endorsements). Or perhaps a contest that rewards

lucky winners with friendships with entire sporting teams or

famous supermodels would be a good fit with your brand and

consumer interest.

As evidenced by top-ranked Facebook apps like ‘‘Hot or

Not’’ and ‘‘Texas Hold ’Em Poker,’’ users frequently value

new social connections as much as any other reward. By mak-

ing these connections explicit, your brand can leverage the

Facebook game in spectacular new ways.

No News Isn’t Good News

Let’s now take a closer look at the opposite and even more

important case: the Facebook user with 125 friends. Accord-

ing to Facebook’s internal statistics, this ‘‘player’’ is perfectly

average. But because there is no leaderboard to consult, such

players have no idea whether they are popular. The only

method of measuring this is by heuristic observation of the

number of friends their friends seem to have.

However, this approach is likely to immediately intro-

duce a negatively reinforcing bias for these players. Because

more social and more densely ‘‘friended’’ users are more

likely to update their status, upload pictures, and comment

on the site, the standard player may begin to think that 125

is far short of the average number of friends. While this

sense of ‘‘failure’’ can be invigorating for a highly competi-

tive person, it may have the effect of depressing ‘‘play’’ in

the context of the site for the average user. In other words,
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such players might think of themselves as losers and stop

play altogether.

All this could be resolved by using a simple leaderboard. By

displaying the status of all members in the context of their

friends—as well as the site’s other members—even the most

lax of players might find themselves substantially emboldened

to become more involved. And because the friend count can-

not be hidden, players could even be proud of their perfectly

average stats. In fact, some motivation may lie in knowing

that adding four more friends will allow even a standard

player to overtake two other friends and enter the Top 20

within his or her social circle. This kind of dynamic challenge

can be designed in software to constantly encourage users to

invest and reinvest in your Funware.

In short, people like to keep score—even when there’s

nothing to win. The leaderboard is a critical tool in making

that a reality. While Facebook and Twitter have only begun

to scratch the surface of effective uses of leaderboards, mar-

keters and managers have been deploying this Funware tactic

for decades.

Leaderboards in Business

Leaderboards have been visible, if less explicit, for many

years in a business context. After all, ‘‘Employee of the

Month’’ signage is a simple way to reward and encourage

staff members’ excellence. Competitive sales graphs show-

ing the performance of various reps, branches, or divisions

are commonly displayed in corporate settings as well. But

while the HR value of the leaderboard is quite well under-

stood (as it is in competitive sports), it is also an extraordi-

narily powerful and cost-effective tool for affecting user

behavior.
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The Jigsaw Example

Jigsaw.com is a business-to-business marketplace for contact

information that has successfully employed Funware and a

leaderboard to encourage consumer data sharing. Essentially a

‘‘wallet’’ for virtual business cards, Jigsaw allows its users to

both upload and download full contact information for busi-

ness leads across a wide range of industries and companies.

The site charges a minimum $20 monthly subscription fee for

access to the contact information directory, and more than

100,000 users are currently active subscribers.

Although the idea behind the Web site is somewhat

controversial (after all, you can upload anyone’s contact

information—with or without their consent), it’s a simple

and compelling notion. While it would be virtually impos-

sible to create an up-to-date database of contact information

for more than 16 million professionals in a cost-effective

manner, Jigsaw relies on its users to upload the business cards

they gather at tradeshows and conferences and through their

social networks.

Initially, the company paid users as much as $1 per card

for uploading third-party contacts. However, with only $18

million in capital raised through 2009, Jigsaw couldn’t pos-

sibly have paid for the upload and maintenance of every

person in the database. So, the designers turned to Fun-

ware for the answer. They created and deployed a points-

based economy that rewards users for the actions they take

within the site. Now Jigsaw users can earn points for

uploading, subscribing, and inviting friends. In this way,

users can redeem their points for bonuses above and be-

yond merely their subscription level.

Perhaps Jigsaw’s most compelling Funware strategy has

been its leaderboard—a place where users can compare their
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performance with others in the network. In fact, the com-

pany offers leaderboards for each of the core activities it

seeks to promote: New Contacts Added, Contacts Updated,

Referrers, and Wikis (notes). These leaderboards, along with

the challenges, levels, badges, and points that they summa-

rize, have enabled the company to move from cash compen-

sation to virtual compensation. This approach eliminates

huge costs, results in substantial advantages for the company’s

competitive space, and encourages users to take actions that

directly benefit the company without realizing any obvious

reward themselves.

For some users, their ranking on the leaderboard is their

reward. For others—and possibly, most important, for

marketers—the greatest power of leaderboards is that they

distinctly indicate that some kind of game is being played.

They reveal the existence of a ranking mechanism, signal a
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point system, and suggest the presence of rules for ways to gar-

ner those points. They are an essential part of the puzzle in

game-based marketing.

Correctly Using Leaderboards

A sign at a construction site reads ‘‘190 Days Since Our Last

Accident.’’ At first glance, a notice like this one may not reveal

itself as a leaderboard. However, it clearly suggests that some

scorekeeping is taking place, even if each person who reads it

has a different idea of what ‘‘win’’ means in this context. For

some observers, anything less than 1,000 safe days would sig-

nify a problem, while others might be satisfied with seeing 30.

The purpose of such a sign is, plainly, to encourage safety

on job sites. However, the efficacy of a negative behavior

leaderboard is decidedly up for debate, and a narrowly defined

mechanism lacks many of the characteristics we’d expect to

see in a commercial setting for Funware. We’re apt to ask

some tough questions when we look closely at the design of

this leaderboard:

� What defines an accident?

� How much control does one individual have over the

possibility of an accident?

� Does the sign itself motivate the workers?

� Is it intended to encourage the site managers who have

little to do with the jobs themselves—and therefore the

job site’s ultimate safety?

� To whom does the responsibility for failure fall?

Now, in order to build a leaderboard for a construction site

using effective game methodology, a site manager might have
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to do a fair bit more work. The foreman may be required to

track every safety measure that each worker proactively took

into his or her own hands instead of just measuring each ‘‘safe

day’’ that passes as a data point. Every time someone puts on a

hard hat when walking onto the site, every time someone

calls a work stoppage for an unsafe activity, and every time

safe behaviors are maintained, points earned could ultimately

be made visible on a different sort of leaderboard—one that

focuses on safe behaviors rather than dangerous ones. While

this leaderboard may seem like substantially more work to

maintain, it would also achieve a far more effective—not to

mention safer—outcome.

In addition to having an internal leaderboard, it might be

interesting to connect this safety scheme across various job

sites, comparing the safety culture of specific players, loca-

tions, companies, cities, counties—even states—so that maxi-

mum opportunities would exist for players to win. This might

lead to a more tangible and measurably positive effect on

safety culture in comparison with the sign approach. Tax

breaks, faster permitting, and other rewards might incentivize

the executive level to ensure safer working conditions in the

construction field across the board.

Although it probably doesn’t come as a surprise, very little

data is available for measuring how effective the ‘‘days since’’

approach can be. However, we know from game industry

experience that this design lacks positive reinforcement—a

critical element of Funware design, and of which marketers

should be keenly aware. Simply put, a well-designed

Funware application should reinforce positive behaviors

early and often, ensuring that consumers are engaged and

excited from the get-go. While it may seem patronizing, there

is no upper limit to the amount of positive reinforcement

game players seek. Remember: what seems insincere from
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a design perspective rarely translates as such in actual

situations.

Points Proxy: Masking and Directing Behaviors

One of the things that Funware does very effectively is to

combine an enjoyable pastime like play with another, often

less enjoyable activity. By collecting points or achieving sta-

tus, the very personal sense of accomplishment inherent in

this powerful combination can lead to an outcome greater

than the sum of its parts.

Of course, leaderboards aren’t an across-the-board panacea

for all marketing woes. What happens when privacy issues

conflict with the transparency that these tools offer? For

example, if the government were to use Funware intended to

encourage Americans to increase their savings rates, it would

likely begin by giving people incentives to save more. People

might be awarded points, levels, badges, and possibly even

cash and tax rewards for saving money (the latter already exist

in the United States in the form of 401K and IRA programs).

Whatever technique is first chosen, one of the most power-

ful tools to encourage this behavior would be a leaderboard.

Allowing citizens to compare themselves with their friends,

Construction safety is big business. In the United

States, although construction workers make up

only 8 percent of the workforce, 22 percent of job-related

fatalities occur in construction, making it the most dan-

gerous industry sector in the country. So, the effect of the

leaderboard and the associated Funware that is used in

this sector has the potential to substantially improve—

and lengthen—the lives of tens of thousands of workers.
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coworkers, family members, and neighbors would likely

engender positive reinforcement behavior that just might be-

gin to curb our culture of excess. However compelling, this

social energy might indirectly expose some uncomfortable in-

formation, like the amount of money people have. This car-

ries a grave, though not insurmountable, risk.

In another Funware example, a gym decides to create a

weight loss game for its patrons. Obviously, exposing a per-

son’s weight on a public display board would be a sticking

point for many players. However, by devising clever point sys-

tems intended to mask the underlying value of those points,

the leaderboard can prevail.

For example, points could be awarded for the core behavior

as well as for ancillary or correlate behaviors. So, to encourage

thrift among Americans, the government might award points

for the relative dollars saved (in terms of comparison with

overall wealth or previous saving habits, for example) rather

than just recognizing absolute savings. In the case of weight

loss, people might be rewarded for literal pounds lost as well

as given ‘‘kickers’’ or accelerants based on relative amounts (a

20 percent bonus when your weight hits the target, for exam-

ple). Although these kinds of designs can be more complex

(and similarly opaque), they increase the likelihood that users

will participate in a highly personal game.

Moreover, multifactor point schemes have benefits that go

beyond merely hiding awkward information; they also allow

the designer to encourage many different kinds of behavior

under a single aegis. Points for both direct and relative activi-

ties as well as for accomplishing key objectives can ultimately

be combined to produce a score. It then becomes the job of

the leaderboard to simplify that score into a ranking, using

various devices, that makes it easy to understand how chal-

lenging—and rewarding—it may be to excel.
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Wal-Mart and the Theory of Relativism

Relative leaderboards are the standard method used in social

ranking systems. They are incredibly well suited for socially

networked contexts and are becoming the norm across all

comparative tools. While it was impossible to do so during

the mechanical scoreboard days, we’re now able to produce

instant digital leaderboards that are capable of showing users

their score and rank relative to:

� the 10 players above and below them,

� others of similar skill levels,

� others in their same geographical area, and

� their ‘‘friends’’ (using the social graph inherent in Face-

book or MySpace).

Relative leaderboards allow businesses to show active and

prospective players a competitive view that creates the maxi-

mum sense of accomplishment for a particular individual at

that moment. This variety of leaderboards within the same

application raises consumer interest as well as the likelihood

that new players will want to join the game.

Wal-Mart’s Facebook application, ‘‘Saving Money and Liv-

ing Better,’’ provides a clear illustration of a relative leader-

board in play. The premise of the game is to find deals in the

real world that players post to their Facebook pages. A player

earns points for each post and every deal he or she follows. In

this way, relative incentives are meted out for all critical be-

haviors: discovery, promotion, and qualification.

Wal-Mart’s tool is designed in such a way that when players

click on the leaderboard button, the first leaderboard they see

is one in which they look good but where the encouragement

to proceed (and win) is obvious. The second leaderboard
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compares them with their friends to provide a more meaning-

ful contrast and a straightforward platform for promotion of

the application through the leaderboard. The third view is op-

tional and consists of the traditional list of Top 10 players.

Keeping Hope Alive—Optimizing for
Winnability

While the biggest problem with Facebook and Twitter’s

point scheme is the absence of a leaderboard—(and there-

fore any kind of guiding structure), the most significant

danger in an explicit leaderboard design occurs when new

players think winning is impossible. This is especially true

of a game with a point system that has a lot of zeros; the

visual deterrent of large numbers might have the un-

intentional effect of discouraging prospective players. It’s

akin to what happens when you walk up to a pinball or

video game to find a top score of 300 million. Even if the

point system measures activities in the most inflationary

way possible, the casual observer has no effective way of

knowing how difficult it might be to reach that goal.

Conversely, awarding users huge amounts of points for

achieving basic objectives is a powerful motivator—one

that is frequently practiced in electronic game design.

In this regard, balance is vital. Many designers agree that

the right point scheme tracks closely to a player’s per-

ceived value of money in the real world. For example,

the denomination of currency profoundly affects people’s

conception of big numbers and small numbers. In other

words, value often pivots on the number of zeros in a

national currency.
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Leaderboard Levels

No boxing manager would ever pit a bantamweight against a

featherweight or a cruiserweight against a heavyweight. These

fighters are separated into categories because, over time, it

has become clear that the bigger guys tend to knock out the

little guys.

When there are substantial differences that prevent people

from being effectively compared with one another, we must

create separate buckets to compensate. In a game measuring

weight loss or savings rates, for example, the meaning of

achievement may be dramatically different from person to

person: one player’s goal might be to lose 100 pounds, another

person’s might simply be 5 or 10.

Or consider the frequent flier who averages 100,000 miles a

year. That player might consider a stretch goal of 150,000 mi-

les to be a reasonable objective in a challenge. On the other

hand, for a player who flies 5,000 miles a year, 150,000 miles

is an absolutely unimaginable amount of flying. Not only is it

Consider the currencies of the United States and

Zimbabwe. Until redenomination in February 2009,

$1 USD was worth $1 trillion Zimbabwean dollars. So

whereas one million in the United States is typically

perceived as a large number, in Zimbabwe one billion

is considered a small number. In the United States,

one hundred points for completing a simple activity

feels substantial while in Zimbabwe, multiplying the

point scheme by 100,000 (or 1,000,000) would im-

prove face validity.
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30 times his or her base amount of flying, numerically, it’s

simply a nonstarter.

Put another way: If winning a game required people to turn

purple and fly by flapping their arms, they probably wouldn’t

bother playing either. So, pitting these two players against

each other on one continuous leaderboard would have the

effect of making the 5,000-mile-a-year traveler feel like he or

she shouldn’t even bother playing the game, and the 150,000-

mile flyer would never even know that the other person was

playing.

Clever design separates out people of radically different lev-

els before displaying the leaderboard information in an effec-

tive way. Relative leaderboards and associated levels are two

ways to effectively rank players and share information with

them. A third method is to use graphic elements that signify

secondary leaderboard characteristics such as icons that repre-

sent various achievements paralleling the base score.

Leaderboards: The Top 10

Despite—or perhaps because of—their simplicity, leader-

boards are a highly effective and affordable way to create a

Funware experience around a business objective. While it

benefits from a comprehensive, underlying point system, the

leaderboard itself can have the effect of catalyzing a game

experience just by virtue of being visible to the target con-

sumer. We are all drawn to the scoreboard, and within

seconds we analyze its meaning, readily intuiting both the

existence of a game and the probability of winning.

This is why it’s critical to design the leaderboard with great

sensitivity to both the social and psychological factors that

affect our desire to play. Remain conscientious in terms of the

sociability of rankings, a belief in winnability, and the
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leaderboard’s ability to channel an innate desire to win in a

positive rather than negative way.

Similarly, you can design a point scheme of almost limitless

complexity that underlies the leaderboard. It must, however,

ensure the privacy of its players, maintain the opacity of scor-

ing when dealing with sensitive subjects, and provide multiple

opportunities for users to compete and win even if their no-

tion of winning is radically different. And leaderboards and

point systems need not be 100 percent literal. Often, the

game is as important as the product itself, and disconnecting

the two can work wonders in a complex environment.

As a cost-effective method for creating a gamelike experi-

ence, very few tools are as potentially valuable as the leader-

board. In fact, experience has shown that the leaderboard is

generally the best initial Funware approach for most types of

marketing. Even in the absence of a thoughtful point system,

users will pay closer attention to the game’s design when a

leaderboard is presented. Thereafter, by building out the other

components of a Funware architecture—like points, levels,

badges, and challenges—game mechanics can provide a

greater depth of experience for users, allowing you to maxi-

mize the marketing effect of Funware in your endeavor.

The Future of Fun: The Incongruous
Leaderboard

Leaderboards don’t always need to be literal in order to be

effective. While we discuss the importance of a compre-

hensive point system extensively throughout this book, the

leaderboard used to reinforce and engage user behavior

need not relate directly to a business’s principal objective.

(continued )
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Key Concepts:

� Social networks provide an unparalleled opportunity to

market using game mechanics.

� Leaderboards are often the best initial Funware mechan-

ics to use as they are cost-effective and easy for users to

understand.

� Even simple leaderboards like the ‘‘friend count’’ on Face-

book can have a profound effect on user behavior.

� Leaderboards can and should show many different kinds

of rankings, including socially relative ones.

� Fine-tuning a leaderboard to convey challenge and winn-

ability is key.

� In combination with a well-designed point system, even

sensitive topics can be tracked on a leaderboard.

(continued )

For example, a nutritional drink company might deploy

a Funware application that includes a leaderboard that’s

focused on getting patients in an assisted living home to

keep their weight up. By simply keeping the system

updated with the patients’ weekly weight gains or losses,

the leaderboard would adjust accordingly. Although the

company would not reward residents directly for drinking

their beverage, the leaderboard itself is both practical and

powerful as a game-centric branding opportunity, encour-

aging consumption in a powerful, if indirect way. Thus the

brand benefits from a positive association with a healthful

activity while engaging players with the power of Fun-

ware. The opportunities are virtually limitless once you

transcend literality in business game design.
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I
n 1897, the Sperry and Hutchinson (S&H) Company be-

gan selling stamps to retailers. S&H Green Stamps be-

came one of the most expansive and longest-running

loyalty programs in history. The earning premise was simple:

buy a specified dollar amount of product at a participating re-

tailer, and receive stamps.

The company’s retailers ranged from gas stations to super-

markets, but principally consisted of purveyors of everyday

goods. Once collected, the stamps were redeemable for items

(including housewares and gifts) sold at Green Stamp stores

and through catalogs. Hitting its pinnacle of popularity in the

1960s, the company claims to have at one time printed three

times as many stamps as the U.S. Postal Service.

S&H Green Stamps was a scheme that perfectly illustrated

a simple point system at work. Each stamp represented a

point, and value was assigned to the points by the Green

Stamp company and its participating retailers. Consumers un-

derstood the value of a stamp only through product-specific

redemption rates within the catalog itself. Participation was a

no-brainer for customers; they were going to buy those things

anyway, so why not get a seemingly free reward? Like any sim-

ple incentive scheme—such as the buy-10-get-1-free cards

offered by local coffee shops— there was no signup form, de-

mographic survey, 12-digit number, or username-password

combination required to join.

By the 1990s, S&H had greatly contracted in the face of

stiff competition from more enmeshed and holistic Funware

offered principally by FFPs. S&H’s failure to understand that

the increased engagement of FFPs would erode its core busi-

ness is an object lesson in how the power of fun to motivate
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and inspire can be overlooked. After all, most FFP miles are

substantially more difficult to redeem than S&H Green

Stamps ever were—and retail is much more accessible than

air travel. So, if it weren’t for the rise of fun, perhaps today’s

traveler might earn Greenpoints instead of miles with every

flight!

Making Points the Point

The purpose of a point system like S&H Green Stamps is to

allow marketers to easily incentivize user behavior with maxi-

mum flexibility. By shifting reward tracking from simple rela-

tionships (‘‘buy 10 coffees, get 1 free’’) to abstract numbering

systems, you can introduce a limitless variety of incentive-

reward relationships. In this way, marketers can easily create

promotions and deflate/inflate the currency at will, moving

consumer preference and behavior with a simple switch.

This abstraction hides the shifting value of points from us-

ers in a way that is generally positive for your Funware efforts.

When the ratio of action to reward is very obvious, making

changes to the schema often comes with substantial user

pushback. This is the reason why the basic reward in FFPs—

the domestic US free ticket—has remained at 25,000 miles

for nearly 20 years, while every other reward has become subs-

tantially more expensive in that time. Since the most popular

flight redemption is the domestic award, a change in its value

would disproportionately agitate users and affect the market-

ing comparison between programs. So, by leaving it alone,

and radically devaluing other rewards, FFP designers can meet

their business objectives without substantial customer push-

back. However, it places a monetary value on those points.

In the same vein, imagine switching ‘‘buy 10 coffees get

one free’’ to ‘‘buy 12 coffees get one free,’’ and the decrease
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invalue of the abstracted points becomes immediately obvi-

ous. Now, if ten coffees were worth 100 points instead of cof-

fee, what those 100 points can ‘‘buy’’ may fluctuate along with

the marketing goals of the company without impacting the

game in a way that overtly affects play.

Most businesses engaging in Funware issue points concur-

rent with a base activity. For example, ‘‘Earn one point per

mile flown or dollar spent.’’ Of course, if products are sold in

units, such as gallons or liters of gas, points may work better

when assigned by units sold. Within a game or Funware con-

text, points can also be earned by taking actions solely within

the virtual world. For example, ‘‘Solve this puzzle and get 10

points’’ or ‘‘Invite friends and receive 20 points per new

registrant.’’

Point Mechanics and Branding

Naming the point system is an important part of the branding

exercise of a loyalty program. Most companies tack the word

‘‘point’’ or ‘‘mile’’ onto their principal brand, while many loy-

alty programs are marketed under a subsidiary identity from

the parent company. Online games, in contrast, tend to prefer

‘‘gold,’’ ‘‘coins,’’ or ‘‘points’’ as naming systems. Often, the

lack of interesting names (and neologisms) for loyalty points

is a result of initial insecurity about their future and the desire

to make the program more obvious to consumers. Regardless

of the path you choose, making some clear decisions early in

the process will help consumers align behind a common lan-

guage for your program.

Similar considerations exist for the tracking of points. Of

course, the S&H idea of printing actual stamps, binding books

in which to paste them, and stocking stores in which to re-

deem them seems complicated at best and antiquated at
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worst. However, through a combination of technology and

good design, we can now do more with points—and do it

more cheaply—than ever before.

A number of third-party technology companies offer soft-

ware solutions to help manage point systems. Even building a

management tool is not terribly complex or overwhelmingly

costly. As with most marketing efforts, the design considera-

tions, such as the virtual economy and its balance, are subs-

tantially more involved than the technology required to

execute them.

Virtual Economics

Critically, a point system is better deployed within the con-

text of a well-rounded virtual economy. While the designers

of most Funware applications have less responsibility than a

central bank, their job is actually quite similar: to match the

demand and supply of money as symmetrically as possible.

Simply put, a good point system is based on two elements:

an earning component and a redemption component. Luckily for

most of us, although it sounds complex, great Funware design

does not require a degree in economics.

Funware at Play—RecycleBank

In a program similar to S&H Green Stamps, RecycleBank

offers a point system to encourage its users to recycle. In

partnership with municipalities and consumers them-

selves, RecycleBank’s premise is that the application of

simple Funware mechanics (points and redemptions) will

encourage more users to recycle. Users may redeem their
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Virtual Currency

Virtual currencies aren’t anything new, and neither is the

temptation to use them. Kids have been stealing from the

Monopoly till since Parker Brothers first dyed their $20s mint

green and their $500s golden orange. Of course, everyone

understood that outside the context of Monopoly, those bills,

square ‘‘property’’ titles, and bright red hotels could not be re-

deemed for real cash. But within the experience of the game,

people fought to land on Boardwalk before it was owned and

to stay off it afterward. Enterprising young players traded

properties and sold real estate to each other ‘‘off book.’’ The

bottom line is that Monopoly money has value in the context

of the game because players agree that it does.

Generally, this shared value of money is the concept that

also underlies the real currency market. Once people no lon-

ger believe that a particular currency is useful, massive de-

valuation occurs. In the virtual world however, if everyone

agrees that a currency is useful and its underlying experience

fun, then perceived value grows.

While maintaining an enjoyable experience is principally a

function of the overall Funware design, the currency element

actually contributes directly to a sense of enjoyment.

points by shopping with one of the company’s participat-

ing retailers, including Dunkin’ Donuts, IKEA, CVS,

Coca-Cola, Evian, and Whole Foods Market.

So far, the program has been a huge success. The com-

pany claims to have doubled recycling rates in its member

cities and diverted more than three million trees worth of

paper goods and 194 million gallons of oil (equivalents in

plastic and other materials) from landfills.
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Denominations are more engaging as they get larger; for

example, it’s much more fun to win a million points than 100

points, even if they have the same redemption value. And, if

properly designed, the players of your Funware experience will

have lots of great things to redeem them for.

Real-World Value versus Virtual Value

Airlines do not trade miles for cash. However, there are third-

party sellers who will buy and sell miles with real-world

money (despite the explicit rules of the program that prohibit

these sales). The fact that a real-world market has evolved

from a corporate loyalty program makes sense when you con-

sider that the value of the miles often translates into real-

world status, rewards, and sometimes travel.

Even more surprising than cash redemptions for frequent

flyer miles is that some online games, such as World of

Warcraft, have thousands of unofficial Web sites solely

devoted to the selling of virtual gold using real-world cur-

rency. The virtual gold inWorld of Warcraft (its point system)

has no official real-world value. And yet people continue to

spend real money to buy it. This fact incidentally gives World

of Warcraft gold a real-world value of sorts. Of course, this

outcome was not intended by the game’s designers, though it

proves that people will apply value to virtual goods if the

game they are playing is meaningful enough to them.

Marketers therefore need not give people real-world goods

and rewards in exchange for real-world expenditures if a suffi-

ciently vibrant virtual economy exists. Thus, there is another

incentive to create a great Funware experience for users that

includes virtual rewards: a well-functioning virtual economy

can reduce marketing and promotion costs by half or more.
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Creating an Easy and Effective Virtual Economy

As a marketer, you can create a simple virtual economy with-

out having a PhD in economics. Start by tying it directly to

the activity you want to incentivize (usually purchases).

Then, offer rewards to users that they might find appealing.

The critical piece is to intermediate these steps using a vir-

tual currency of your own definition so that you can easily

adjust redemption levels (costs) up or down as necessary.

As your virtual economy picks up steam, you can begin to

offer more options for earning and redeeming points, taking

care to balance the demand against supply. Create relation-

ships with business partners to offer meaningful prizes, and fo-

cus on the excitement associated with the process of earning

and redeeming. By introducing experiences that mimic game-

play, your consumers become players and simple interactions

with your business become fun. Over time, well designed Fun-

ware will attract users to rewards that are entirely virtual—

items with no real-world redemption value whatsoever that

come at no additional cost (once designed) to your business.

Incorporating these rewards into the architecture of the game

at the outset is valuable.

A good example of this is Mycokerewards.com. Coca-Cola

consumers earn points by entering codes from bottle caps into

the Web site and creating an account. Points can then be re-

deemed for physical (and some virtual) merchandise. Cru-

cially, the real-world redemption options are given top billing

to encourage users to join the program—trips, electronics and

Coca-Cola products, for example. In this way, the real-world

rewards are a central part of the marketing scheme. However,

if Mycokerewards.com were able to shift the goals of its players

toward its virtual redemption items—including better posi-

tioning within the game, virtual experiences and virtual
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prizes—the social and brand effectiveness would upswing subs-

tantially. As is the case with branded merchandise rewards,

the prizes are in many cases like a badge. Players who earn the

rewards will demonstrably wear the logo and even sing the

praises of the brand or product, signaling their accomplish-

ments to others and reinforcing the value of the game itself.

Badging Players

Whether in Mycokerewards.com or World of Warcraft, players

must attach meaning to game mechanics in order for the

game to be validated. Badges are therefore useful since they
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provide players an opportunity to display their accomplish-

ments inside and outside the Funware itself. Often repre-

sented visually, badges show that players have completed

specific tasks. The badge’s value is a powerful and fundamen-

tally social game mechanic. While society generally discour-

ages personal claims of accomplishment like bragging, badges

allow boasting without being obvious. They are the ultimate

passive-aggressive status symbols since, of course, a badge that

no one can see has limited value.

The term itself may conjure up images of the Boy Scouts of

America. Merit badges, for example, are embedded in popular

lore; scouts are awarded badges for completing any one of

hundreds of challenges laid out by the organization. In the

real world of the Boy Scouts, badges are patches bearing im-

ages of the completed task, which are displayed by being sewn

onto the uniform.

In a more contemporary sense, it has been repeatedly

shown that people will compete for visible badges on social

networking sites. Employing Facebook apps that offer ways

for users to display their accomplishments is an example of an

easy and cost-efficient way to ‘‘badge’’ your players. Given the

advances of Facebook and other social networking platforms,

virtual badges may already be more valuable to most users

than the physical equivalent. (After all, it might be prohibi-

tive to sew a literal badge onto a cashmere sweater.)

A bumper sticker, for example, that serves as a real-world

badge does not lack value. ‘‘Parent of a Fifth Grade Honor

Student’’ is an easy and cost-effective form of badging, how-

ever the lack of clarity about who will see the bumper sticker

(and whether or not the driver of the the car matters to those

that do) reduces its value. When a badge is placed on a Face-

book profile, it is almost guaranteed that the people who see

the badge are socially relevant to the user.
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Of course, there’s no downside to making physical badges,

especially if your users pay for them. Allowing your players to

use their points for real-world badges is merely another oppor-

tunity to build a sink, or redemption channel, for your virtual

currency. And redeeming points for branded merchandise is a

time-honored tradition that also ensures the propagation of

the sponsoring brand; every time that T-shirt is worn, others

see the identity.

The bottom line: the more meaningful ways there are to

spend points, the more valuable those points become.

T-Shirt Giveaways, Funware Style

Consider the difference between the standard marketing

approach to a promotional shirt offer and a Funware-

centric view. In a normal marketing program, shirts are

given away to customers at events and through promo-

tions and are designed mostly to expose others to the

brand. But a Funware-centric marketing campaign would

view the shirts as an opportunity to both brand the com-

pany and engender loyalty in the wearer.

At your next shirt event, why not create three differ-

ent kinds of shirts of increasing scarcity? Invite a repu-

table designer to design them, and offer them as part of

a small series of contests or promotions. Motivated win-

ners of a limited edition T-shirt with a famous signature

or cool bit of graffiti art will be likely to wear the item

frequently and evangelize the fact that they won it. This

kind of enhanced engagement costs you very little but

creates excitement and engenders loyalty among your

user base.
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Newbie Badges

Most modern games begin by offering players a badge early

on. This quick reinforcement creates a positive feedback loop

and shows how to earn badges and view them later. In many

traditional games, this first reward comes in the form of a

newbie badge.

When new players enter the game world, a simple and easy-

to-accomplish task should be set before them. ‘‘Invite three

friends to join’’ or ‘‘complete your profile now’’ are two such

challenges. By incentivizing this behavior with a reward, a

player is more likely to engage in the game immediately. Posi-

tive reinforcement should happen early and often, and pro-

viding badges is a great, low-cost way of doing so.

Building Levels

Imagine that oil and gas supplier Chevron has decided to

build an effective Funware loyalty program based around a

virtual economy. Instinctively, the first reward the company

Trophy Rooms

Some games offer trophy rooms wherein the accomplish-

ments of players and their competition are displayed. This

application allows users to look back over their game

experience and to see what opportunities lie ahead.

Although trophy rooms do not tend to be common in

most Funware applications, they can be a powerful tool

for your brand. A virtual display of accomplishments is al-

ways motivational and is arguably more sociable than dis-

playing a trophy on a shelf in the living room.
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is apt to consider offering its customers would be free gas.

However, since the focus of this book is on saving money—

not giving it away—let’s consider what else Chevron could

do in order to keep its virtual economy virtual.

On a social networking site like Facebook, Chevron might

offer its players a virtual gas tank to display on their home

page. Every time the player buys gas for their real-world car at

Chevron, the virtual tank fills. To add more depth to the game,

Chevron might consider allowing their consumer to create

vehicular avatars in any style they wish. Every real life gas pur-

chase correlates to a gas purchase for their virtual Lamborghini.

Prizes, again, both virtual—such as a souped-up engine—

and real-world—like a better fitting gas cap—redeemed using

points, should be designed to badge the player. The color of the

virtual car, for example, might correlate to real-world and vir-

tual tasks completed. Levels guide longer-term objectives that

motivate players to continue playing in an effort to reach a

higher status. While standalone challenges, contests, or sweep-

stakes are useful for creating short-term alignment, levels help

orient motivation beyond a short cycle of reward. Levels are

things you strive for, and they mark progress throughout an

experience. As such, they produce important psychological re-

wards that should be leveraged by smart marketers.

In the Boy Scouts, collecting badges helps boys achieve

new levels. The Eagle Scouts, for example, require the acqui-

sition of 21 merit badges as well as the completion of an

extensive service project. By establishing a relationship be-

tween challenges, badges, and levels, the Boy Scouts have

built one of the most successful leveling systems to date.

Any good marketing game must have similarly achievable

and definitive levels. Taking into account the strengths and

weaknesses of levels, a good game designer will choose to im-

plement a model that will encourage long-term game
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involvement over the largest possible demographic and will

continue to grow.

Leveling Up and Out

In most games, if you can beat the competition at the final

level offered by the designer, you effectively win the

game. Most successful interactive entertainment products

continue to expand their offerings after the game has been

released in order to provide additional levels for top play-

ers. These expansion packs or sequels have the benefit of

extending the franchise and keeping players interested.

But some level systems don’t have a natural point of

expansion or offer this kind of option to players. The Boy

Scouts, it would seem, have a natural end point: high

school graduation. However, even the Boy Scouts have

managed to expand their leveling system. Once a partici-

pant has completed Eagle Scout training, he or she can

continue to grow within the system. For every 10 merit

badges an Eagle Scout obtains, he receives a Palm award.

Three such awards exist, culminating at the Gold Palm.

Scouts may continue to ascend the ranks as junior advi-

sors and beyond. After high school, paid positions in the

Boy Scouts are similarly ranked all the way through dis-

trict, regional, and national positions.

Additionally, scouts are rewarded in other contexts that

exist regardless of rank. Religious and social awards can

also be garnered during tenure in the Boy Scouts. By cre-

ating so many impressive levels of advancement as well as

opportunities surrounding forward momentum, the Boy

Scouts have created a virtually limitless cycle of striving

and achievement.
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America’s Army

The U.S. military has one of the most recognizable systems of

levels and badges. Although cryptic to the average civilian,

every aspect of military dress and communication style is

thoughtfully connected to a status marker. So, it probably

comes as no surprise that the military has developed one of

the most popular and interesting games of all time. America’s

Army is a fascinating case study that involves the use of game

mechanics and Funware to achieve an impossible marketing

coup: make one of the most challenging jobs in the world

seem approachable and help lay the groundwork for a multi-

billion dollar recruitment effort.

Col. Casey Wardynski created America’s Army in order to

communicate army career opportunities to young Americans.

As director of the U.S. Army’s Office of Economic and Man-

power Analysis and the father of two boys, Wardynski inti-

mately understands how game design and mechanics speak

directly to his target audience. America’s Army engages play-

ers in an online army experience. Through the completion of

tasks, players rise in rank within the virtual gaming system,

which includes complex narrative threads. For example, if

you complete the game’s real-world based CPR simulation

training, you can earn the Medic badge and unlock special

virtual capability (and status).

The game’s social components are also quite powerful. Play-

ers group themselves into platoons as self-selected teams to

guide play, and rank is similarly established. The social and

narrative components of America’s Army—buoyed by the com-

plex badging and ranking architecture—have brought millions

of players into a profound and satisfying game experience.

For Wardynski, the development of America’s Army solved

two major marketing problems for the military. In the 1990s,

a steady economy led to a drop-off in army recruits. At the
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same time, the cost of cutting through the media clutter was

increasing, making it progressively more difficult for the army

to get its message across. What was needed was a tool that

would allow the organization to communicate directly with

its prospective customers: teenage recruit candidates.

‘‘So, it popped into [my] mind,’’ explained Wardynski dur-

ing an extensive interview at his West Point offices, ‘‘Is there

some way to package the army in a virtual experience that

could be delivered directly to a household?’’

This is the simple idea that became a smashing success.

America’s Army is one of the most powerful non-draft re-

cruitment tools in history. It has been played over 20 million

times on an annual budget of less than $3 million per year.

Perhaps even more important for the army’s reach-based cam-

paign, 26 percent of all men in America between the ages of

13 and 25 have played the game.

Defining and Meeting Goals

When building Funware, knowing the goal of the game is crit-

ically important to its design. One of Wardynski’s crucial

framing decisions in the development of America’s Army was

that the goal of the game would not be to directly recruit sol-

diers. ‘‘Our objective was decision space,’’ he said. ‘‘If [the

army] is not even in your decision space, forget recruits. How

do I get into a kid’s decision space?’’

This choice was particularly interesting. A gamelike

America’s Army could easily have implemented a direct-

response mechanism for new recruit prospecting; it could

have even launched with a required registration step. How-

ever, the goal was to raise awareness and create an opportu-

nity for the army’s direct sales force (its recruiters) to more

easily capitalize on growing consumer interest. And, in this

way, it was a resounding success. A solid majority of players of
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America’s Army report adding the army to their list of career

options post–high school. Wardynski pointed out that while

traditional advertising can succeed in informing the public

about a product, a game’s power lies in its experience. ‘‘To

her dying day, my grandmother thought I marched around all

day,’’ Wardynski laughed. ‘‘We’re trying to communicate an

answer to the question, ‘What is it to be a soldier?’’’

The simultaneous economic goal was an equally amazing

success. The army pays between $2 and $8 per hour to reach

consumers through television commercials. America’s Army

achieves that same branding effect for a scant 22 cents.

Funware at Play: A Closer Look
at America’s Army

Col. Casey Wardynski, architect of the successful

America’s Army game, sat down with the authors of

Game-Based Marketing at his West Point office for an in-

terview about key design considerations in making a fan-

tastically successful marketing game. The following is an

excerpt and the complete interview, including video, can

be found at funwareblog.com:

Game-Based Marketing (GBM): We believe pretty fully

that no matter what your business objective, fun needs to

be the first consideration. Would you agree?

Colonel Wardynski (CW): Right. There’s no point in

[playing a game] if it’s not fun—even if fun and the army

aren’t [traditionally] supposed to go together . . . .

GBM: What were some early thoughts about the design

of America’s Army?

CW: We looked at the games that were working; [for our

demographic] they are first person, like the world of a
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soldier. It’s not a real-time strategy game, which is what we

had been envisioning up to that point: the world of the big

shots looking down on the icons moving round. A single

human can do anything in the virtual world whereas a pla-

toon or a battalion or brigade really can’t do many things. A

division is not going to swim a river, swim an ocean, or fly.

GBM: Can you tell us about your job in the army?

CW: The job I have in the Department of Defense was

created by General Thurman way back in 1982 when the

army was failing to recruit volunteers. We are a direct sup-

port entity to the army. My charter is really one line: Help

senior leaders create the army of the future.

GBM: Is your background in economics?

CW: We call it economics, but it’s really public

policy—it’s statistics, economics, and behavioral sci-

ence—applied economics. I don’t go off and create any

theory; I look at the body of theory that [already] exists

and apply it to governmental problems. I’m an associate

professor of economics at West Point, so that makes me

an economist.

GBM: Why create a game?

CW: We realized we could lick a big economic prob-

lem, which is a boring term called intermediation. The me-

dia acts as an intermediary, or middle-man between

people with a message, and people looking for informa-

tion. The media that intermediates for the army is, of

course, Hollywood, news, veterans, etc. They are [a part

of] pop culture. But if you can actually bundle yourself so

that you’re an experience, there is no intermediation.

We had previously been doing TV, radio, print, lots

of—legacy approaches without an eye toward the future.

(continued )
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(continued )

The game industry on the other hand was doing a lot

about the future, and now social media and social net-

working are as well. The Internet just blew up right over

the game’s time frame.

GBM: So, this was about developing a direct channel

with the end user.

CW: Yep, with a target audience who can actually test

drive your product. Which . . . nobody can test drive the

army. Who is going to buy a car without a test drive, or

make a big decision without some kind of trial period?Well,

it’s a similar situation with the army; there’s no test drive.

GBM: What were some of the ideas you had in terms of

the design of the game?

CW: We wanted to own everything. Once you make an

avatar, a truck, a piece of dirt, or a tree, it’s yours forever.

And you get to reuse it; you can make it once and sell it as

many times as you want. That’s what we wanted to do

except we aren’t trying to make money on the game. So

this set the stage for everything we did after that. We had

control. We had rights.

GBM: How did you attract the people you ended up

using to design the game itself?

CW: We didn’t; I think they found us once we picked

the technology. Creative people are out there making

things, making money. We needed to figure out how to

grab the tiger by the tail and go for the ride; and we came

to realize that the way you do that is to own your finished

product and figure out how to access the best technologies.

In the end, we hired development firms. They work on spe-

cific things for us that we own when they’re done. They

manage the employees, but the product is managed by the

army. So, it’s a hybrid situation, and the agenda is ours.
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Bringing Players into the Game

In America’s Army, the people playing the game are immedi-

ately aware of themselves as players. They have, after all,

agreed to join and download a game. However, the parameters

for game-play are not always as clear in game-based market-

ing. A customer may only intend to purchase a widget, not

begin a full-fledged battle. Competitiveness researcher Dr.

John Houston of Rollins College asserts that highly competi-

tive people create competition even when there is no obvious

‘‘game’’ afoot (for more on this, see chapter seven). But, as the

section on passive play showed us, not everyone is equally at-

tuned to the signals of a game’s kickoff. So, how do designers

clearly indicate the start of a game?

Designating a method of enticing players is an obvious step

in the development of Funware. In addition to Facebook

applications, traceable reward cards or numbers are an effec-

tive way to track players’ activities and are the model used by

most loyalty and FFPs.

Safeway, the fourth-largest supermarket chain in North

America, is one such physical goods retailer using a well-

known rewards card. In every one of the company’s 1,700-

plus stores—and in almost every checkout experience that

adds up to its $40 billion in revenues—users are exposed to

offers for the Safeway Club Card. Discounted items pepper

the stores; their reduced prices are available immediately if

shoppers will simply enter their phone number or scan their

club card at checkout.

Yet despite the strong reward incentive and 30-second sign

up, only 1.2 million customers have signed up for the Safeway

Club Card program. By comparison, nearly 30 million people

visit a Safeway store each week. Although the club card take

rate seems small at first glance, recent research has shown
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that only 2.5 percent of consumers account for 80 percent of

the average brand-name product’s revenue. So, these users are

actually among the most important and frequent shoppers at

the store.

While consumer groups like CASPIAN (Consumers

Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering) ob-

ject to the data collection and use practices of supermarket

and drugstore loyalty schemes, over 85 percent of Americans

and Brits are members of these programs. Clearly, programs

work for the company’s simple data-gathering objective.

Though there is much more that can be done to convert

them into full-fledged Funware programs, supermarket loyalty

cards provide streamlined consumer entry mechanisms.

The Future of Fun—The Safeway Club Card

Despite being the fourth-largest grocer in the United

States and purveyor of a club card program with 1.2 mil-

lion members, Safeway is missing great opportunities to

build game mechanics into a product that everyone loves:

food. Some ideas for how Safeway could capitalize on the

power of the company’s database through Funware in-

clude the following:

The Healthy Safeway Club: Designed to encourage

healthy and organic eating, leaders in this club could re-

ceive badges that label them as ‘‘Green,’’ ‘‘Greener,’’ and

‘‘Greenest.’’ A leaderboard could indicate Safeway’s

healthiest shoppers and reward players with special reci-

pes, discounts, and even a ‘‘healthy dinner on the house.’’

The Foodie Safeway Club: This club would focus on

people who love food and who are interested in taste, tex-

ture, and style. These players’ goal would be to socialize
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Tracking Behavior

In the context of online Funware tools, virtual currencies and

Web cookies are both effective ways to track the behaviors of

users—individually or together. If Safeway and other super-

markets took a more holistic Funware approach, they would

offer points, levels, and badges to consumers in exchange for

their loyalty and the completion of fun challenges. One could

easily imagine a daily challenge in a local store that took the

form of a scavenger hunt or perhaps a running leaderboard

beside the checkout counters that showed the healthiest eat-

ers in the area.

But perhaps even more interesting, Safeway shoppers

could be offered an avatar in a parallel virtual world that

would be customizable based on points earned in the store.

Your virtual character’s general health and well-being would

with other foodies while also maintaining an interest in

sharing their knowledge of food with others. Badges

should allow players access to better eaters with more

knowledge, and the resulting leaderboard should be highly

visible.

The Savings Safeway Club: Players in this game would

be most concerned with buying and preparing inexpensive

meals and should be categorized by family size. Rewards

could include tips for savings and social interactions with

people with small budgets who are interested in eating

well. The community options for sharing savings strate-

gies are almost limitless.

In each case, the different motivations of the various

players could be exploited to accomplish the core objective:

increased loyalty that’s targeted to different styles of ‘‘play.’’
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be taken from the kinds of foods you ate (and virtual activi-

ties, like exercise or travel). This approach would let Safeway

mesh its ‘‘Ingredients for Life’’ slogan with an aspiration-

driven community experience that would create lasting loyalty

and brand passion. By layering this Funware option on top of

their highly visible entreaties to get in the savings game (dis-

count messaging throughout the stores), loyalty card retailers

like Safeway could build greater meaning and connection.

Meaningful Status Displays

One critical component of levels and status is how they’re dis-

played. As discussed earlier, it’s important to be able to brag

about status achievements without actually bragging. There-

fore, successful Funware applications must provide consistent,

positive feedback to users about their accomplishments in a

social setting.

An easy way to mark users’ advancement is to change the

appearance of their home page or avatar. Where their pages

once were red, achieving the ‘‘Super Shopper’’ rank might

turn them gold. Similarly, an environmental badge could be

displayed through green branding. If a program issues cards,

they too should reflect this change in stature, much as an FFP

might. Not only does this present an opportunity to badge

players, but in purely virtual worlds, a sink is also created:

charge points to players for the issuance of a new card or

branded merchandise.

As players ascend to new levels, it is also important to cre-

ate meaning in their newfound position. As you will read in

chapter six, FFPs have developed thoughtful and meaningful

levels even though they are fairly standard across companies.

While Safeway may not be able to create red carpet lines and

waiting rooms with plasma TVs, the company can let top
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customers use special checkout lanes or visit an upgraded vir-

tual gym online—all powered by an intelligent point system

and clever level design.

While virtual economies form the foundation for most so-

phisticated Funware—and overall play is enriched through

the experience of levels and badges—much can be said for

the use of challenges and games of chance to deepen player

interest. Generally speaking, games and challenges can either

be won through chance (casino-like play) or skill. Both types

of mechanics can have a profound effect on a player’s motiva-

tion and satisfaction, and both work hand in hand with levels,

badges, and points to build powerful customer loyalty.

Key Concepts:

� Point systems let you incentivize many behaviors and

fine-tune the value of actions and cost of rewards at will.

� A robust virtual economy—with dynamic earning and re-

demption opportunities—is a powerful tool in the loyalty

game, and designing and managing it is easier than you

think.

� Users don’t need to redeem virtual points for cash in or-

der to be incentivized by the economy.

� Badges and their conspicuous display are an essential

mechanism for conveying and reinforcing user success.

� Levels and status are powerful tools for creating loyalty

and driving user behavior.

� America’s Army, one of the most popular games of all

time, has used points, levels, and badges to profoundly

increase the market for new recruits.
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The Ansari X PRIZE: The Power of Games
to Change the World

G
overnment-sponsored space travel has lost a lot of

technical momentum since the mid-1980s. Other

than launching a few minor celebrities and million-

aires into low Earth orbit, the world’s space agencies have

made little advancement. Most people probably remember

thinking that by the year 2010, humans would occupy a per-

manent base on the moon, conduct exploratory trips to

Mars, and maybe even experience space tourism, but it seems

that without an epic conflict or challenge (such as that

offered by President Kennedy in 1961 of ‘‘landing a man on

the moon . . . and returning him safely to Earth’’), there has

been no major progress.

Dr. Peter Diamandis, head of the X PRIZE Foundation,

thought there was a way to break the world out of its space

torpor. He enlisted the help of the Ansari family, successful

Iranian-American entrepreneurs and founders of Telecom

Technologies and Prodea Systems. They had a simple albeit

brilliant premise: if cost-effective space launches were possi-

ble, the government would no longer need to serve as inter-

mediary between space and man. And if a competitive

market in space launches could be created, then the talents of

industry, science, and individuals would be unleashed.

But the world’s space programs require trillions of dollars to

cultivate, and each launch costs millions of dollars. With

NASA and the Russian, European, and Chinese space agen-

cies holding a virtual monopoly on this costly, cumbersome

technology, from where would innovation come?
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, the answer was: a game.

The X PRIZE issued a challenge and hundreds stood up to

meet it.

On September 29, 2004, the sweat of 27 mostly small tech

teams finally paid off. Backed by universities and private

funds, these pioneers brought some brilliant and outlandish

ideas to fruition. A manned spacecraft named SpaceShip One

successfully soared into low Earth orbit—and then returned.

The prize, after repeating the experiment on October 4,

2004: a cool $10 million.

Of course, many millions of dollars had been spent to get

the team to this point, but the achievement was colossal for

both technology and humanity. Interestingly, the X PRIZE

game had accomplished something that laissez-faire forces

could not. Governments clearly had no competitive mandate,

with the space-race era of Kennedy challenging Kruschev

long gone. Further, the world’s aerospace companies were get-

ting no customer pressure to build space vehicles, and the

largest airlines were struggling just to stay afloat in their

earthly pursuits. So, in the absence of a forcing factor—from

consumers, enterprises, or the government—there was no

pressure on the market to design inexpensive space travel.

If the end justifies the means, the Ansari X PRIZE was a

resounding success. However, as a game, it did have some sub-

stantial design flaws. With its ‘‘first-past-the-post’’ winner phi-

losophy, many other technological advances incremental to

the final goal may have been lost. For example, if one of the

teams developed a highly efficient engine as part of the pro-

cess but failed to get into orbit first, it received nothing. And

as we already know from examples as diverse as lotteries and

massively multiplayer games, having only one prize leaves out

a big part of the target player audience. So, beyond its clarity

of message, does offering a large prize actually limit the
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ultimate value of a competition? Does offering ever larger re-

wards hamper Funware’s success?

Can’t Buy Me Love: Choosing Prizes

While the $10 million Ansari X PRIZE would be enough to

motivate most of us, it did not compel aerospace giants like

Boeing and EADS to throw their considerable resources

into the ring. At the same time, the objective wasn’t quite

small enough to truly solicit the domain expertise of the

world’s population in general; that is, there was no way to

Future X PRIZES

Since 2004, the X PRIZE Foundation has grown and

shifted its focus to include endeavors beyond spaceflight

based primarily on the notion that games (principally

sweepstakes and prizing) can create substantial change.

Some of the foundation’s challenges include:

� The Archon X PRIZE for Genomics, with $10 million

in prizes for teams that successfully and cheaply se-

quence the human genome.

� The Progressive Automotive X PRIZE, a competition

to build the first production-ready 100MPG car.

� The Google Lunar X PRIZE, offering a $20 million

purse to the first team to land a rover on the moon

that travels 500 meters and transmits high-definition

images.

For more information about the X PRIZE Foundation,

visit xprize.org.
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effectively ‘‘crowd source’’ the required intelligence. There-

fore, countless interested scientists, thinkers, and philoso-

phers failed to emerge merely because the game offered

nothing for them.

But money has rarely been the motivation behind history’s

great thinkers. When the goal is the accomplishment of

something truly inspirational—be it something as grand as de-

signing a vehicle for space travel or merely motivating a con-

sumer to evangelize a product—it’s rarely inspired by money.

This is not to say that games are always made less effective by

the introduction of prizes but rather that prizes often distract

marketers, designers and players from the true objective of the

game.

One thing that large prizes do exceedingly well, particularly

in the context of a long-term Funware project, is to generate

media exposure. The X PRIZE Foundation estimates that the

Ansari X PRIZE generated six billion media impressions

worth over $120 million. Of course, that kind of exposure is

difficult to buy—at any price—and should be a consideration

in the decision to include large prizes in Funware designs.

Similarly, incrementalism—the advancement of a business

objective through a series of small steps rather than big

leaps—is frequently driven by money. People will potentially

buy one more bottle of soda to get that winning bottle cap or

pick up an extra lottery ticket . . . just this once. But to get

consumers to go out and tell everyone they know that this is

the best soda on earth—to bring them back to buy another

soda once the contest is over—is understandably more

complex.

Profound invention and abiding loyalty cannot be easily

bought with prizes. But you can affect behavior for a moment

in time, and this can be achieved through games of chance.
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Games of Chance

The X PRIZE was a game of skill; players had to be able to

build a spaceship, launch it, and bring it back to Earth safely.

Conversely, games of chance do not require a player to display

a skill in order to win. Most casino games, lotteries, and

sweepstakes are clear-cut competitions of random luck in

which billions of people regularly take part. In fact, these are

the world’s easiest, most popular, and most habit-forming

games. While we’ll discuss lotteries later in this chapter, most

games of chance require a consumer to complete a simple ac-

tion (send in a homemade video, buy a ticket), after which a

winner is chosen at random.

From a player’s standpoint, the important distinction be-

tween a game of chance and one of skill is that the former

presses psychological buttons like no other. People become

accustomed to a particular stimulus because it gives them a

particular reward. And if the reward’s payout cycle is variable,

then addiction to that particular stimulus tends to rise subs-

tantially. This phenomenon is known in psychology as operant

conditioning and is the principle on which slot machines are

based. Other common features of most slot machines are to

increase the prize possibility with a larger ‘‘bet’’ and to re-

inforce winning with massive stimuli such as lights and

sounds. Combined, these features are also the reasons why so

many people become enslaved to casino slot machines, the

world’s number one nonchemical addiction.

But games of chance are not inherently evil. When design-

ing a Funware application or using games in a marketing or

branding context, including games of chance is an easy way

to create excitement and play off the power of operant condi-

tioning among consumers. Even the feedback language of slot
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machines—lights, bells, whistles—is designed to heighten

that sense of success and the anticipation that precedes it.

Giving a customer a random slotlike reward—without any

warning or obvious tie to his or her current behavior—is

something that holistic Funware designs frequently include.

A nonspammy pop-up that says ‘‘you win’’ or a periodic op-

portunity to spin a wheel or scratch off a ticket accomplishes

this objective handily.

Of course, rewards make people feel good. If that reward is

tied to an activity that a marketer is trying to incentivize,

then he or she is likely to get the added benefit of encouraging

that behavior more frequently, though there are some con-

crete legal and ethical challenges that rapidly emerge.

Games of Chance and the Law

Games of chance are often heavily regulated in a way that

skill-based games are not. In a weight-lifting competition, for

example, there exists a clearly defined skill element. The law

doesn’t need to dictate how a weight-lifting competition

should be scored, nor does it regulate the rules for participa-

tion. The guiding principle is that contestants can assess the

validity of such contests sufficiently to make an informed

judgment about whether to take part. In a game of chance,

however, the stakes may become very high very quickly, and

the incentive to manipulate them grows exponentially with

the size of the pot. The law has therefore evolved to control

such games, which conveniently protects government-run

lotteries as well.

In order to receive an exemption from antilottery laws,

most marketers use sweepstakes as a prizing tool. The princi-

pal distinction between a legal sweepstakes and a lottery is

that in a sweepstakes, there must not be substantial
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consideration (investment of time or money) from players.

Recognizable phrases such as ‘‘no purchase necessary’’ or

‘‘send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to . . . ’’ typically

accompany most legal sweepstakes. The definition of consid-

eration is somewhat variable, but the general premise is that if

you require players to purchase a product in order to enter the

game, you must provide a free method of entry as well.

Despite some regulatory hassles, sweepstakes remain viable

tools for marketing and a large industry in their own right.

Dozens of companies offer outsourced sweepstakes compli-

ance services, and hundreds of Web sites exist to inform con-

sumers about sweepstakes opportunities. Over time, as

companies bring more consumers into a universe replete with

increasingly sophisticated Funware and games, rules and com-

plications are likely to increase. For example, if a financial

institution began to skirt the line between a casino game and

a Funware design—say, by offering random cash rewards at an

ATM—users may be negatively affected by increasingly ad-

dictive behavior, eventually meriting substantial attention

from regulators.

In all fairness, ATM fees are probably as insidious as any

game that JPMorgan Chase could concoct. However the ob-

jective of prizes and Funware is to create long-standing cus-

tomer loyalty. Can big prizes bring customers in and keep

them coming back?

McDonald’sMonopoly Game: A Case Study

As discussed in chapter one, the Monopoly game at

McDonald’s is a good example of a long-running, highly

effective branded game of chance. During the promotion

period, consumers receive game pieces with every purchase

at McDonald’s. Some tokens provide instant winnings
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while others are collectible assets similar to those in the

eponymous board game. But this version has clear-cut tie-

ins to the company’s business objectives. For example, a

player may order an Extra Value Meal, but if he or she

supersizes it, the customer might get an additional game

piece or two. Once a player has collected one of the win-

ning sets or receives an instant-win piece, he or she can

trade it in for one of several prizes.

The game serves McDonald’s well. It generates consumer

buzz, creates positive brand reinforcement, and produces valu-

able media exposure. The number of impressions, magazine

articles, and incremental revenue brought into stores during

the time of the promotion is meaningful. However, as it

stands, the game is really about traditional and potentially

broken PR concepts – such as the idea that prizes always drive

positive press. This way of thinking can achieve only tempo-

rary goals in a socially networked world.

The real opportunity that games and Funware provide—

long-term customer loyalty—has thus far eluded both the

game’s designers and the corporation itself. Instead of being a

year-round, loyalty-oriented game, McDonald’s Monopoly is a

short-term promotion that is also becoming less profitable to

run over time. A thoughtful, complex, and decisive initiative

to encourage McDonald’s customers to eat at the chain more

often and become evangelists for its positive attributes would

clearly do more for the company in the medium term. For a

brand like McDonald’s—which already takes quite a beating

from those concerned about health and safety, obesity, and

globalization issues—it’s going to take more than a million

dollar grand prize and some local radio station coverage to fix

what ails it.

Like all prize-based games, the biggest weakness of

McDonald’s Monopoly game is that once the promotion is no
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longer running, there is simply no incentive to be at the res-

taurant. Those customers whose visits to the fast food chain

increase during the game’s run are bound to return to old hab-

its. But more important, if McDonald’s hopes to attract new

customers through the Monopoly game—especially individu-

als with political and moral objections to its brand—it cannot

rely solely on this promotion to motivate these people. For

noncustomers without political objections, the game appears

fairly involved from a design standpoint, requiring a multivisit

commitment in order to play for the largest prizes.

If, for example, we imagine McDonald’sMonopoly as a year-

round competition, we can imagine consumers earning points

for any number of activities, including eating at the restau-

rants, responding to surveys, evangelizing the product, and

creating viral videos. Consumers might even choose to play

in teams, pooling resources to complete challenges such as

‘‘eat at every McDonald’s within a 20-minute radius of your

home.’’ These activities would allow customers to earn points

and elevate their status. McDonald’s might even offer badges

to customers who propose new menu items (Chef) and those

who taste test new products (Sous-Chef). Although this game

would be more expensive than Monopoly to construct in its

first year, long-term value would undoubtedly more than

make up for the difference.

The existing game likely brings McDonald’s some incre-

mental dining dollars, however the real opportunities exist

in converting this game of chance into a program that

would run year-round. If marketers could shift their focus

from a short-term design that’s intended to get return visits

from their current clientele to a long-term loyalty program,

opportunities to engage consumers and generate positive

branding would blossom. And no one has to give away mil-

lions of dollars to do it.
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The Value of a Prize

Games of chance—when paired with more complex and ho-

listic Funware architectures such as leaderboards, points, and

badges—are a highly effective way to enhance or renew brand

interest as well as inspire excitement about an ongoing game.

Later in the chapter, we will look more deeply at virtual re-

wards. For now, let’s try to understand the value—both intrin-

sic and perceived—of prizes that are offered.

As mentioned earlier, governments have long regulated

lotteries, which allows them to preserve a substantial revenue

stream. Consider what effect competition would have on this

multitrillion dollar industry. For example, if Mega Millions

offers a $200 million prize for $1 per ticket, a competitor

might offer the same $200 million prize at a rate of 75 cents

per ticket (never mind that the odds of winning—something

most people rarely estimate correctly—may be unequal). The

probable outcome is that people will continue to play at the

same rate; however, those who play lotteries regularly would

likely shift money to the ‘‘looser’’ game. It would be a race to

the bottom, with lottery companies settling for the thinnest

margins necessary to maintain revenue share and consumer

interest. Meanwhile, what appears to be a consumer ‘‘win’’

(more lottery options) is eventually eviscerated by gradually

lower prize purses and poorer odds.

Of course, in the case of a lottery, the only necessity is the

game of chance. The customer’s loyalty is ‘‘bought’’ by the

weekly prospect of winning a cash prize. If you could legally

offer consumers a regular cash payout for purchasing your

product—whatever it was—it would probably fly off the

shelves (if the success of the state lottery is any indicator).

However, awarding regular large lottery jackpots is not legal.

Instead, consider what would happen if a popular dating site

such as Match.com or eHarmony.com decided to implement a
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version of Funware by which a nonmonetary game of chance

was incorporated into the fabric of the site’s user activity. The

concept: ‘‘pop-up’’ matches. While scrolling through a data-

base of potential suitors, prospective mates might randomly

find themselves ‘‘awarded’’ with a possible match.

In exchange for extra time on the service or a priority list-

ing, Match.com might encourage users to precommit to going

on a truly ‘‘blind’’ date, one that was automatically set up by its

algorithms. By nudging the date to occur (and requiring partic-

ipants to report afterwards in order to earn those reward

points), Match.com would accomplish two business objectives:

1. Obtain real, unfiltered data about the efficacy of its

search engine that could be used to refine algorithms in

a way that isn’t possible without having ‘‘closed-loop’’

data; and

2. Encourage users to find mates beyond their obvious

points of interest, growing the pool of potential suitors

and raising the likelihood that people would find a

match (a win condition).

To wit, by merely framing the match’s ‘‘reveal’’ in slot ma-

chine terms, daters would be more enthusiastic about meeting

the other person and taking advantage of the date’s opportu-

nity than if results were returned as part of a regular query. In

short, making that initial connection would be more fun.

Funware at Play: Slideshare.net

On Slideshare.net, professionals can share lectures and

presentations wrapped in basic social networking features.

The site tracks the number of times presentations are

(continued )
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Long-Term Motivation and Customer Loyalty

The biggest danger to using games of chance in marketing is

the tendency to believe that they are sufficient to motivate

users over the long term. While a sweepstakes is running, at-

tention and response rates will be extraordinarily high, but

once the game ends, so too will its perks.

Sweepstakes tend to be a lazy method by which to incorpo-

rate games into marketing. That isn’t to say that games of

(continued )

viewed, shared, ‘‘liked,’’ and commented on. Users’ pre-

sentations are then featured on the Slideshare homepage

or in the ‘‘Spotlights’’ section, the site’s version of a leader-

board. If a particular presentation enters the top-ranked

group (or even when it’s made a favorite)—the creator re-

ceives an e-mail notification that is framed as a ‘‘win.’’

Since attention and accolades are valuable to most con-

tent creators, this social reinforcement is perceived as a

genuine prize. The e-mails also have the effect of encour-

aging authors to reengage with their content and the

site—a highly effective ‘‘prize’’ that comes at no cost to

Slideshare. The site’s leaderboards include the following:

� Hot on Facebook

� Hot on Twitter

� Top Presentations of the Day

� Spotlights

� Most Viewed

� Favorites

� Latest
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chance are inexpensive or even easy to pull off; in fact, more

often than not, the opposite is likely to be true. However, the

arbitrage of a prize worth 60 cents of every dollar it brings in

(as in a lottery) is what marketers continue to trade on. In the

typical calculus of a sweepstakes, the prize money, cost of opera-

tions, and marketing expenses are added up and compared with

the expected benefit, usually sales revenue or PR attention.

In the future, however, large-scale sweepstakes and games of

chance will continue to lose traction with consumers in com-

parison with the long-term rewards offered by better or holistic

point architectures. Big prize winnings will continue to be the

subject of competitive TV shows. However, it bears mention-

ing that popular shows involving competition-as-narrative—

such as Project Runway and Top Chef—actually don’t offer huge

prizes to their competitors. The opportunities for exposure and

learning—in short, the ‘‘soft prizes’’—are the true rewards.

We’ve argued throughout this book that loyalty must be the

central focus of marketing itself—and the dark side of prizing

proves that point. Choosing short-term gains at the expense of

long-term benefit robs brands of the consumer mindshare they

should be gaining in order to establish loyalty. Worse yet,

excessive prizing can encourage users to ‘‘game’’ the system.

Gaming the System

Whenever there is a substantial prize at stake, people will try

to game the system. In rough terms, gaming the system occurs

when a game’s rules are used against itself in order to meet the

same objective without undergoing the designated procedure.

This is a real risk in all games of chance and many Funware

designs. For example, once an unethical player understands

that sending a Twitter message about a soft drink to a friend

earns him points, he may click the send button—even when
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he doesn’t mean what he says. Thus, users have a perverse in-

centive to create fake accounts and press the button all day

long in order to collect points. In an advanced version of this

exploit, users might develop automated ‘‘bots’’ that use soft-

ware to push buttons hundreds, thousands, or millions of

times in an effort to amass points.

Designers therefore find themselves caught in a cycle

whereby they’re attempting to prevent people from gaming

the system but conversely making the game prohibitively

complex. Some of the techniques used to thwart such exploits

include Captcha (a series of letters or numbers the player

must type into a box in order to discourage bot programs) or

other balancing methods (e.g., ‘‘You can only send one tweet

per hour’’). Designer and player thus become locked in an

endless arms race of increasingly sophisticated gaming

attempts and countermeasures. Meanwhile, honest players

find themselves frustrated by the hoops they must jump

through merely to engage in contests and play. And while

cash isn’t the only prize people will game the system for, it

certainly increases the incentives to do so.

Obviously, good design has to consider the idea that people

will attempt exploits. Often, however, by building in more

holistic Funware—instead of simply having prize or point or

redemption schemes— it becomes substantially easier to con-

trol this behavior. One of the better examples of exploit man-

agement can be seen in the interplay between badges and

flagging, specifically on powerhouse Web site Amazon.com.

Amazon Reviews: Community Policing at Its Finest

Amazon.com’s review system is a sophisticated tool that mil-

lions of people use to write critiques on the hundreds of thou-

sands of products stocked by the world’s largest e-retailer. The
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review system includes badges for activities that users com-

plete—including reaching the Top 100 reviewers—or for ex-

cellence in reviews for a specific product category.

One of the basic design considerations for Amazon.com

was that people, in an attempt to game the system, would

write simplistic or nonsensical reviews many times just to

earn the Top 100 badge, for example. Amazon.com counter-

acts this tendency by encouraging its users to rate and flag

every review. By promoting this behavior and surfacing the

badges throughout its ecosystem, the site creates an incentive

for others—who’ve perhaps already been badged —to report

their peers’ misdeeds. Though Amazon.com could certainly

do more work in this sphere, it is among the world’s best

examples of community policing.

A similar scenario occurs at the airport when people in the

premium boarding line check each other’s boarding passes

while waiting for their turn at the security checkpoint or

boarding pass scanner. In a self-policing move, frequent flyers

may tell non-frequent flyers, ‘‘This may not be the line you’re

supposed to be in.’’ Or they’ll point out, ‘‘This is the First

Class line.’’ Some will loudly proclaim to a gate agent, ‘‘What

are the rules to be in this line?’’ in an effort to shame the per-

son who isn’t supposed to be there. We’ve all been a party to a

gaffe, intentional or not, in this arena.

Using Sweepstakes to Fight Gaming

Despite these success stories, self-policing generally remains

an insufficient way to keep games from being manipulated.

Again, the bigger the reward, the greater the risk of unethical

activity. Marketers should be aware that if they do their job

right using Funware, consumers will eventually attempt to

exploit their system.
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Sometimes, however, sweepstakes can be used as a method

for reducing gaming—instead of as an incentive to engage in

it. Small, random rewards often encourage users to write bots,

whereas single-drawing sweepstakes in which an entry is

pulled out of a hat are more difficult to game, especially if the

marketer allows a forensic analysis afterwards to ensure com-

pliance. The winner must ultimately be unmasked and con-

tacted, so good database searches can be used to ensure that

no duplicate entries are received. On the other hand, if the

winner of a sweepstakes is chosen by popular vote, the incen-

tive to ‘‘stuff the ballot box’’ may be too great to pass up.

Although not completely effective, using virtual points in-

stead of cash as a reward may dampen the likelihood of

an exploit. If a player knows that you can—at anytime—claw

back his or her winnings and the points can’t be easily

redeemed for real-world goods, you can create a substantial

barrier to cheating.

Virtual Points and Prizes

There are a number of benefits besides security to combining

sweepstakes/chance games with virtual currency. For exam-

ple, virtual currency sweepstakes, casino games, lotteries, and

other games of chance are largely outside the scope of current

regulation. Under such a system, if you can’t redeem points

easily for cash, you can certainly push the envelope a bit, at

least for the time being.

Moreover, building a sweepstakes that trades in virtual cur-

rency allows something seemingly insignificant in someone’s

daily life to be made valuable. One need not give away the

real house, the real car, or the real jackpot in order to get peo-

ple excited about a game. As previously demonstrated, the

perceived value of points can be as great as cash for many users,
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and the more invested they become in the game environ-

ment, the higher the virtual currency’s meaning. This goes for

badges and levels as well.

Games of chance are easy to bring into a Funware architec-

ture that treats the loyalty puzzle as a whole and delivers prizes

as part of the economic system. This approach saves money

and reduces gaming risk while reinforcing the overall objec-

tive of any Funware initiative: long-term customer loyalty.

Moreover, there are hard facts to prove that virtual games

with virtual currency and rewards are far ‘‘stickier’’ over time

than giant sweepstakes. In the same way that the X PRIZE

advanced space travel technology (and arguably, humanity)

at 10 times the speed of NASA or the Russian Space Admin-

istration’s efforts over the past 10 years, the massively multi-

player online role-playing game World of Warcraft gets

people to play with a longevity to which sweepstakes could

never even compare. According to the Daedalus Project, the

average World of Warcraft player spends 21 hours per week

playing – the equivalent investment to that of a part time job

or university degree.

A complex game design replete with points, badges, and

levels—that also incorporates games of both skill and chance,

World of Warcraft compels players to invest more time, atten-

tion, and money—and may even manage to ruin more mar-

riages—than the McDonald’s Monopoly game could ever

hope to. A game like World of Warcraft has created tremen-

dous value, and through game-based marketing, there is no

limitation on a brand’s ability to derive similar benefit.

While the power of Funware is only now being truly

exploited by leading-edge brands, some marketing games are

already changing the lives of not just their players—but also

anyone who comes into contact with them—for better and

for worse. Families have been torn apart by these games, their
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sponsor companies have ceased to be able to exist without

them, and consumers eagerly change their behavior to take

advantage of the opportunities they present.

These games are played globally, 24 hours a day, and

with a competitive edge that rivals that of professional

sports. The place is the airport, the games are frequent flyer

programs, and the players are all of us, even if you’ve never

joined.

Key Concepts:

� Large prize-based challenges like the Ansari X PRIZE can

have a profound ‘‘forcing’’ effect on communities.

� Although prizes generate a lot of PR buzz, they don’t de-

liver lasting loyalty in and of themselves.

� Games of chance are powerful tools that should be used

in broader Funware designs, but they suffer from some

limitations, both regulatory and user driven.

� Self-policing can manage some of the risk of gaming the

system, but that threat is omnipresent. Combining prizing

and games of chance with Funware’s virtual currency can

deliver powerful results.
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U
nited Airlines is the other man in our relationship,

claimed NYC-based luxury home-goods designer

Jason Evege, CEO of Linoto.com. Evege went on to

liken himself to a frequent flyer widower, not unlike the mil-

lions of World of Warcraft widows who claim disaffection at

the hands of the popular massively multiplayer online game

(MMOG). But instead of losing countless hours to such

a game, Evege’s partner has been lost to United Airlines’

Mileage Plus FFP.

‘‘I thought a mileage run was the craziest thing I’d ever heard

of,’’ Evege said. ‘‘A normal person doesn’t fly from New York

to Singapore, turn around, and come back the same day just

for miles.’’ Although it sounds crazy on the surface, movies

such as 2009’s hit Up in the Air, merely reinforce that Evege’s

experience is not particularly unusual.

While official statistics do not exist concerning the preva-

lence of these mileage runs—trips taken for the sole purpose of

elevating miles or status—a quick survey of premium members

of United’s Mileage Plus program reveals that more than 80 per-

cent have taken a purely optional flight or circuitous routing for

the express purpose of earning miles or qualifying for a game-

based promotion. Then there are those serious members who

regularly opt for more expensive or out-of-the-way routings

simply to earn miles, status, or rewards on their preferred carrier.

Every year, 54 million people do something for United they

wouldn’t do for god, country, or love: they spend their money

and time, risking their health and relationships in pursuit of

miles, a flimsy plastic card, and some status. These people are

playing a game. And most of the rewards for which they are

playing cost the airline nothing—literally.
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Frequent Flyer Programs Take Off

Since American Airlines launched AAdvantage in 1981, the

FFP has taken on a life of its own—becoming, in many cases,

substantially more profitable than the airline’s core business

itself.

As cited in chapter one, FFPs have almost universally de-

rived their power from the simple premise of their offering:

earn points for every flight you take and then redeem those

points for fabulous vacations. The value of these points is de-

termined entirely by the issuing carrier’s program team, and as

the opportunities for earning have grown to include credit

cards, car rentals, and fine dining, so too have the redemption

choices mushroomed—and become more challenging.

In tandem with this increasingly sophisticated earning

and redemption cycle is the FFP’s emphasis on status and

badges that provide nonreward benefits for users who reach

particular travel milestones. Referred to as Elite status, the

accomplishment of these objectives tends to come with vari-

ous perks, including priority in lines, upgrades, and mileage

bonuses. In short, airlines have used the FFP as a tool to

motivate users to choose their product over other similar

commodity choices—the classic example of a highly func-

tional loyalty program.

What Business Are Airlines In?

But how can an airline—whose ostensible objective is to move

people and cargo from point A to point B—evolve into the

purveyor of a virtual economy (think Supreme Court, bank,

and general store rolled into one)? The critical lesson of chang-

ing business priorities applies to myriad industries and any

brand, company, or venture that is subject to commoditization.
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Before the deregulation of airlines began in earnest in

1978, the world’s carriers were luxury service providers. They

delivered the highest quality of service using the most modern

equipment. Pre-1980s airlines were also pioneers in advanced

technology, speculatively buying new modern planes (Con-

corde) and investing in unproven technologies (large-scale

computer networks) to compete on service. There might only

be one or two airlines on a given route, and a government

regulator set their prices. Therefore, the differentiating factors

tended to be oriented toward service and technology.

Once the airlines were deregulated, all of these golden

perks disappeared—and the airlines’ profits with them. From

1990 to 2006 alone, U.S. airlines lost $22 billion, and since

1978, more than 160 different airlines have disappeared from

the skies. But in the early 1980s, when differentiating on ser-

vice was no longer an option, American Airlines decided to

begin an experiment that would radically alter its fortunes.

The originial AAdvantage of 1981, which bears little logisti-

cal similarity to today’s program with 60 million–plus mem-

bers, offered simple rewards for flying and some personalized

recognition. Early frequent flyers who achieved 10,000,

20,000, or—then, shockingly—100,000 miles were often re-

warded with personalized letters thanking them for their busi-

ness and numerous in-person benefits.

As time went on, other airlines followed suit, and status

levels were added; at-airport benefits began to roll out, and a

much wider range of earning and redemption options came

into being. Whereas the airlines themselves were engaged in

cut-throat competition in their core business—reducing ser-

vice quality and trying to preserve pricing power—offerings

became increasingly rich and varied in the frequent flyer

world, though the ability to redeem points in general would

become increasingly challenging.
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Set against the backdrop of price-based competition and

mounting losses across the board, the breathtaking revenue

opportunity in FFPs has been ever more attractive. But most

important, from a consumer standpoint, the FFP is really the

only differentiator of substance among today’s largely un-

differentiated airline deals. Except for having a bad personal

experience with one airline or another, most consumers can’t

distinguish among the various airline offerings, and they con-

sider all airlines equally distasteful from a service and comfort

standpoint. As proof, the airline industry continues to score

abysmally on various product satisfaction rankings, ranking at

the bottom of major industries in Forbes’ annual survey of cus-

tomer satisfaction. So, how do you sell a commodity product

to a consumer that requires substantial investment but seems

thoroughly undifferentiated?

By making it into a game, of course—one that is highly

addictive, attuned to providing its players with psychological

rewards at every turn and that taps into their most basic

competitive and status-driven instincts. FFPs are the greatest

example of a successful game-based business model.

A Brief History of Frequent Flyer Programs

1981—American American Airlines introduces the first

FFP. A few days later, United Airlines introduces its

FFP. Delta and Trans World Airlines launch their re-

spective FFPs.

1983—Holiday Inn and Marriott launch their rewards

programs.

1985—Diners Club launches the first credit card re-

wards program.
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Designing the Frequent Flyer Massively
Multiplayer Online Game

As with massively multiplayer online games—like the previ-

ously discussed World of Warcraft—FFPs make use of certain

key design components. Much like the MMOGs they resem-

ble, FFPs combine all of the critical game mechanics into a

unified, comprehensible whole. Once they reach a particular

size and intensity, they acquire their own points and levels,

designers, support teams, etc.

In the context of Funware design, the FFP example is the

most powerful model that can be patterned; its comprehen-

siveness is an inescapable strength and weakness at the

outset. On the one hand, by considering the many aspects of

a holistic Funware design (points, levels, badges, leaderboards

challenges, rewards), FFPs provide unlimited customization

options and true flexibility. In effect, United Airlines can use

its FFP to sell airline seats, meals, even mortgages.

Conversely, this complexity can be a turnoff to new

players and those with expectations based on other FFP expe-

riences. For example, Starwood Hotels Preferred Guest

program lets users convert their points into airline miles to be

1987—After longstanding resistance, Hilton launches a

rewards program. The first major car rental program is

launched at National Car Rental.

2002—Credit card use overtakes flying as the principal

way to earn miles.

2006— The total number of worldwide FFP members

reaches 180 million.
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used with almost every major carrier in the world. United

Mileage Plus, by contrast, allows almost no transfers. This dif-

ference in expectations can create substantial conflict.

When building Funware, a designer need not start with a

complex game design on Day 1. However, he or she must

consider the business’ objectives as well as how it will come

together in the long term. While many of these Funware and

game mechanics have been discussed in previous chapters,

the focus here is on understanding them in the context of an

FFP design.

United Mileage Plus

United is the world’s third-largest airline and the oldest

commercial air transport company in continuous opera-

tion in the United States. Although well known for its

customer service blunders, contentious employee rela-

tions, and frequent trips to bankruptcy protection, the air-

line has also been a significant innovator. United has

managed to win—some would say clutch dearly for life—

the affections of its business customers through the power

of its Mileage Plus Program.

Currently the second-largest FFP and anecdotally the

most active, Mileage Plus is a large company in its own

right. Although revenues are not reported separately, the

division is likely to be worth substantially more than the

airline operation itself.

Like most FFPs, Mileage Plus offers various status tiers

(Premier, Premier Executive, 1K, Global Service) that re-

flect miles flown per year and revenue generated for the

company. Mileage earned can be redeemed through prod-

uct and travel partners (such as magazines, hotels, and
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The Power of Points

FFP Funware begins with a comprehensive point system that

assigns both earning and redemption values to a virtual cur-

rency that cannot be converted easily into real cash. The lack

of convertibility essentially helps designers and marketers

maintain control over the virtual economy and their ability

to manipulate its levers. Unlike a simple point system, how-

ever, an FFP’s virtual currency is typically earned and re-

deemed across a much wider range of activities because once

it’s sufficiently subscribed to by users, it gains an extant value

of its own, much like a real currency.

Earnings opportunities in FFPs are often extraordinarily

varied; consumers are offered the opportunity to earn points

in many different ways that provide incentives for different

behaviors. These can include the obvious—flying—as well as

many other behaviors. Once the point scheme is deployed, it’s

possible to fine-tune it to match particular business objectives

or promotions at will. Further, once a game has successfully

alerted its users to the existence of a point system, it becomes

rental cars) as well as on flights on United itself or one of

its airline partners.

The program is regarded as an innovator, being among

the first to offer a defined tier for revenue contribution

(versus simply miles flown), status tiers above one million

flown miles, team-based mileage challenges and competi-

tions, and worldwide, multipartner games. In a given year,

Mileage Plus offers as many as 50 different promotions and

challenges, giving its members an unprecedented opportu-

nity to earn points and status.
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substantially easier to get the attention of its users. This

ability to cut through the clutter is one of the principal rea-

sons that FFPs are able to attract hundreds of partners to their

reward schemes. When United Mileage Plus sends you a letter

or email, you are more likely to open it than a similar, un-

solicited mailing from Chase.

The flexibility of point systems to influence behavior is

the reason they are so prevalent in sophisticated games and

Funware. Let’s take a look at a powerful use of points to moti-

vate: asymmetric earning. The following is the table of point

earnings for various tickets on United for a 1,000-mile flight:

Fare Type Elite Qualifying Miles Earned

First Class 1,500

Business Class 1,500

Full-Fare Economy Class 1,500

Discount Economy Class 1,000

The most noticeable item on this chart is that First, Business,

and Full-Fare Economy Classes offer identical Premium point

bonuses. Instead of providing progressive bonuses for each

class of service as might be expected, there is effectively only

one level of incentive: upgrade from Discount Economy Class

to any other class.

Beyond that, this point scheme tells us something much

more interesting and reflective of consumer behavior: 95 per-

cent of air travelers book Discount Economy Class. Passengers

who book Business and First Class tickets usually book Busi-

ness and First Class—incentives or not. So, the focus of this

point structure is to push the marginal Economy Class ticket

buyer into becoming a full-fare ticket buyer. The bonus is rel-

atively substantial as well because the incremental revenue

for the carrier is 100 percent profit.
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Making Money on Virtual Currency—the
Frequent Flyer Way

If it’s clear to you that Funware mechanics can benefit

your marketing initiatives, you have probably considered

the implementation of a point system or the expansion of

an existing one. But beyond a simple lever—or nudge—

for encouraging user behavior, a robust virtual economy

can become a substantial income stream in its own right.

Once users are wedded to your virtual currency, they

will become interested in investing their cash—as well as

their time—to purchase your points when they don’t have

the energy, time, or desire to earn them the ‘‘hard’’ way.

The most obvious example is to allow users to

purchase certain amounts of virtual currency directly with

cash. A ‘‘top up,’’ if you will, allows users to quickly obtain

a reward they seek without having to go through the usual

steps (flying). Airlines and other MMOG designers have

turned this tension between time and money to their ad-

vantage, raking in billions in point purchase fees for a

commodity that can be obtained, nominally, for ‘‘free.’’

The other revenue stream for virtual currency is to sell

it to third parties that offer it as an incentive in their

businesses. Some of the largest frequent flyer program

schemes, such as United’s Mileage Plus or American

AAdvantage, earn billions of dollars each year selling

points at wholesale prices to credit card companies, car

rental agencies, and incentive marketers. These points

are then redeemed for no cost or otherwise perishable re-

demptions, providing an extraordinarily high-margin

opportunity for the issuers.
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Getting There without Points

If a business wanted to accomplish the same fare upgrade

objective without a point system, conveying the same infor-

mation in campaign format would be hopelessly complex. It

would also require an influential salesperson at the point-of-

sale moment encouraging the upsell. Much like the option to

supersize fast food orders for incremental payments, convey-

ing an upgrade value proposition without a point system re-

quires frontline team training, an articulate representative (or

well-crafted user interface), and sufficient time in that harried

moment to explain the benefits of choosing the upgrade.

While both approaches are valid and often used together,

the longer term orientation of the point scheme makes this

process easier and more durable.

Simply put: if a user is invested in accruing points, he or she

is more likely to be knowledgeable about your incentive offers

and more receptive to receiving those offers in the first place.

Moreover, the technical cost of creating, implementing, and

managing a point system, as pointed out in earlier chapters,

may ultimately be much less than the alternative over the me-

dium term. Once the infrastructure is in place, it’s relatively

easy to keep track of every actionable item, and this gives the

FFP one of its core cost advantages over standalone promotions.

Real-World Redemptions: Do They Matter?

As any frequent flyer can tell you, the flipside of point accrual—

redemption—is a perpetual cat-and-mouse game that pits the

Funware designer against the customer base as an economic

unit. The objective is to make the points as desirable as possible

while minimizing the cost of the redemptions that users try to

obtain.
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However, one critical lesson that incorporates learning

from FFPs and the MMOG world, which this book intends to

hammer home, is the fact that effective loyalty programs built

on Funware do not necessarily require real-world redemptions.

Even if your customer base is used to trading in stamps/points

or loyalty for physical goods (with marginal costs), the in-

creasing traction of virtual worlds provides even the most tra-

ditional brands with the opportunity to switch redemptions to

cost-free options.

The Solution Is Virtual Goods

The 2009 market for virtual goods is estimated to be approxi-

mately $5.5 billion worldwide, with tremendous double- and

triple-digit growth expected in all major markets. These small
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online items range from virtual gifts (including cards, cakes,

and animals to customizations in the virtual world (room or

avatar d�ecor); to power-ups that can be used in the context of

traditional games. As the prevalence of virtual goods in-

creases, the options for offering these low-to-no-cost items in-

crease. Whether it’s purchasing redeemable points in existing

large-scale virtual worlds (at a fraction of the cost of frequent

flyer points) or creating an environment of your own where

virtual goods redemption is meaningful, the economic value

here is substantial.

In the FFP model, established goals are more often married

to real-world status. However, users are usually willing to

exchange their points for opportunities for more points. They

will even join other loyalty programs as long as those pro-

grams agree to convert their points to miles simply in order

for them to get more points. For example, over the years, ho-

tel programs have offered rewards across the ‘‘friendly skies’’

and beyond by partnering with airlines, rental car agencies,

and other travel industry ambassadors.

Research indicates that in many cases, convincing internal

stakeholders to support a Funware program (specifically as a

replacement for established sweepstakes) becomes easier

when there is a connection to real-world product rewards. It’s

critical in these circumstances to structure the redemption in

such a way that encourages users to choose the least costly

options while still offering them a satisfying use of their time

and effort.

In this way, the point system continues to offer a tre-

mendous advantage over other, more program-oriented

marketing options. Funware designers can use its flexibility

to dynamically adjust the redemption rates to suit then-

current business objectives. For example, let’s assume that

your core product is soft drinks, and you’ve designed a
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virtual-world Funware loyalty program that allows redemp-

tions for free beverages. FFP-style Funware can be used to

dampen or raise demand in particular products. Consumers

may be introduced to less popular soft drinks by lowering

the points necessary to try them for free. Real-world and

virtual parties can be encouraged, where a particular

soft drink is used in food preparation and cocktails. The

top rated or best attended parties win points. Airlines are

masters at deploying their programs to match inventory/

sales conditions—and you can use their techniques with

ease.

But Does Redemption Matter?

While it may sound Machiavellian, the frequent flyer exam-

ple suggests that once users have established a perceived value

of miles or points, their need for immediate redemption—and

the positive feedback that goes along with it—tends to

decline. For example, in 2007, there were nearly 10 trillion

unredeemed miles sitting in the world’s frequent flyer mem-

ber accounts. Considering that amounts to approximately

50,000 miles per user and the average person only earns

11,000 miles per year, the ‘‘savings’’ rate in the FFP world is

astonishing: FFP members bank an average of five times

their annual earnings. By comparison, the average American

saved just over 5 percent of his or her annual cash earnings

in 2009.

This steep gap in self-control belies a critical fact: every un-

redeemed Funware point or mile represents revenue generated

by the airlines along the way. Although the points may even-

tually be redeemed—and are often accounted for as a liability

in financial statements—the general spoilage rate of FFPs is

quite high. Whether the points expire or members simply
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forget to redeem them, this behavior helps justify the invest-

ment in FFPs.

Still, there is no question that consumers value redemp-

tion opportunities. In fact, most FFP promotions lead with

a statement about the benefits of redemption in order to

encourage users to sign up. However, the low rate of re-

demption clearly illustrates that consumers care about

more than just free flights and hotel rooms; they care

about playing the game itself. While this can present a

challenge for traditional marketing strategies that assume

consumers only want rewards, the upside is tremendous.

FFP point systems reduce the marginal cost of providing

rewards and allow their designers to finely manipulate user

behavior in sophisticated ways. In short, they are the per-

fect solution.

But if hundreds of millions of players worldwide don’t care

that much about rewards and redemptions, what does moti-

vate them to engage in FFPs with such gusto?

Status, of course.

Levels and Badges in FFPs

It’s clear in the world around us that status is a powerful moti-

vator. Having perceived high status is itself a reward in both

the physical and virtual worlds. Studies by prominent

The number of unredeemed frequent flyer miles

in the world is a staggering 10 trillion. Did you

know that it would take over 23 years at normal redemp-

tion rates to reduce that to zero—assuming that consum-

ers didn’t earn a single additional mile?
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researchers such as Ball and Eckel in their 2001 ‘‘Status in

Markets’’ suggest that high-status individuals are happier,

better adjusted and seem to achieve greater outcomes in most

business situations, including better jobs and improved

posture in negotiation.

But while elaborate rituals have evolved for the display of

status appropriate to our social norms, most people struggle

with the challenge of how to share pride in their achieve-

ments without seeming boastful or crass. It’s one thing to

bring people in to see trophies atop the living room mantle;

it’s another entirely to attend a dinner party with a track and

field medal around your neck.

As Lampel and Bhalla successfully argue in their research

titled ‘‘The Role of Status Seeking in Online Communities,’’

the difference in status behaviors between online and offline

communities is eroding. Little evidence suggests that motiva-

tion varies based on the milieu.

Airports and airplanes are a nexus of extraordinary displays

of status—both desired by the players and encouraged by the

Funware architects themselves. From First Class lines to pre-

mium waiting areas, airports offer dozens of literal examples of

the dividing lines between individuals of differing statuses.

Velvet rope and VIP lounges abound on the ground, while a

curtain, seat comfort, and even special toilets delineate the

classes in the air. In short, airports and airplanes provide great

‘‘cover’’ for boasting. Through excellent design, similar oppor-

tunities can be created in any industry.

Throwing Your Weight Around

In discussions with many front-line airport employees, one

topic comes up over and over again: entitled passengers. From

a brief interview with a gate agent: ‘‘Not a day goes by that
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someone doesn’t say ‘I’m a Premier Executive, and you need

to get me on that flight.’’’

Of course, such brazen (and poor) attitudes are generally

frowned upon by other passengers and the employees who find

themselves in the line of fire. But where does this sense of enti-

tlement come from? Does the individual-cum-player always

use that tone and affect when trying to get things done in the

world outside the airport? Or has the airline itself encouraged

this behavior through the design of its level architecture?

The answer, most likely, is the latter. As players rise

through the ranks of their FFP of choice, they become accus-

tomed to being able to use their status for increasingly greater

rewards and flexibility. Whether they are granted boarding or

standby priority or merely recognized for their loyalty through

a direct communication (‘‘thanks for flying with us so fre-

quently’’), high-status airline flyers are encouraged to think of

themselves as special. And, in general, they are.

United’s Mileage Plus Program has nearly 54 million mem-

bers. Of these, an extraordinarily small group (1.5 percent)

has achieved Elite status with the airline:

Status Level
Miles Flown per Year
to Achieve Status

Total Number
(2005)

Premier 25,000 535,000

Premier Executive 50,000 239,000

1K 100,000 46,000

Global Services (revenue based) 18,000

Total Premium 838,000 (1.5%)

But this small group of premium flyers has a disproportionate

effect on the airline’s revenue. Estimates suggest that as much

as 40 percent of airline revenues are generated by the top 5 per-

cent of customers and that over half of all business travelers—
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already the top spenders—chose their airline based on the FFP

they were principally engaged with. It therefore seems valuable

to cater to these customers through a status-oriented system,

especially considering the lack of overall redemption activity

(and its marginal cost). In almost every business, it would be

useful to surface and focus on the top customers. In fact, this is

the very reason American Airlines launched AAdvantage way

back in 1981.

Benefits of Status

Since, as we noted previously in our discussion of VIP lounges/

areas, status is substantially less rewarding unless others are

aware of it, airlines have become masters at giving consumers

a demonstrable status opportunity in the real world. In analyz-

ing the airport operations of United at San Francisco Interna-

tional Airport, it becomes obvious that the airline seeks to

create clear opportunities for status conveyance. Here are

principal places where status is clearly displayed:

� A Premier lobby for Elite customers

� Priority check-in desks and automated kiosks

� Priority security checkpoint

� Extra-priority security line ‘‘jump’’ for Global Services

Members

� Red carpet boarding lane for Elite members

� Boarding announcements done by status order

This list does not even include the priority handling given to

Elite customers—including Elite member–specific telephone

operators—that exists beyond the general purview. In short,

it’s impossible to transit through a modern airport without
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being confronted by the profusion of ways that higher-status

passengers are having a better time than you.

And this system serves a critical purpose: it both reinforces

the positive associations that Elite customers have with their

program and acts as a form of direct advertising for the program

itself. Because nonstatus passengers can see the benefits with

their own eyes, they are encouraged to consider playing the

game ‘‘harder’’ if they want to gain those benefits in the future.

Such obvious win-wins need not come at a great cost to the

brand/product either. Most of the core benefits of status can

be conferred with minor incremental expenditure. Consider

the principal benefits of the various levels of the mileage plus

program:

Tier
Miles Flown Per Year
to Achieve Status Benefits (incremental)

Premier 25,000 Priority boarding, waitlist,

check-in

Economy Plus access

Star Alliance Silver

status

No checked bag fees

Complimentary full-fare

upgrades

25 percent mileage bonus

Premier

Executive

50,000 All Premier benefits plus

exit row preassignment

International Lounge

access

Star Alliance Gold status

Priority baggage

100 percent mileage bonus
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1K 100,000 All Premier Executive

benefits plus systemwide

upgrades

No award fees

Waitlists and standby are generally handled in status order, so 1Ks receive

substantial advantages over Premier Executives and so on.

A quick analysis of the chart reveals two very interesting

things. First, most of the benefits accorded users have little-

to-no direct cost. The biggest perks (like upgrades) are capac-

ity controlled, so the airline only offers them when it doesn’t

expect to sell a seat for cash. Most of the other advantages—

like checked bag fees—are purely opportu-nity-cost driven

and weren’t revenue sources until very recently.

Second, the greatest benefit ‘‘jump’’ occurs when a member

first becomes a Premier member. That is to say, the incremen-

tal benefits provided at each level of status are nominally

smaller than that received at the first Elite level. Of course,

this reflects both economic reality and extraordinarily good

game design thinking. While the first tier of achievement is

generally hardest for a new player, and the economic effect

for the designer is greatest in moving users from nonstatus to

status, the rewards should provide the greatest ‘‘pop’’ immedi-

ately. As users progress within the game, their expectations

for recognition reset such that incremental benefits seem sub-

stantial. And while the 1K upgrade certificate benefits may

seem exciting on the surface, a regular Premier member

wouldn’t fly enough in a year to make those certificates worth-

while. To wit, such benefits are very expensive for the airline,

so they are held for the company’s best customers.

Tier
Miles Flown Per Year
to Achieve Status Benefits (incremental)
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The Level Error of FFPs

While FFPs tend to be among the best-designed Funware in

the world, there are a number of lessons from online game de-

sign that FFP designers could incorporate to improve their

performance.

� Offer an opportunity to level up much sooner than at 25,000

flown miles. This would go a long way toward promoting

more engagement with the game and the airline’s prod-

ucts. In most MMOGs and single-player games, users are

offered a chance to level up very early or a badge reward

to encourage them to keep playing past the first few lev-

els. Increasingly, this reward is made available literally af-

ter levels one or two, although FFPs tend to set the first

bar extremely high. Perhaps flyers could receive a posi-

tively reinforcing level up or badge on their first flight

(free drinks come to mind). Consider including early re-

inforcement in your Funware design as well.

Artificial Scarcity

One of the most interesting things about the ‘‘nickel and

diming’’ of air customers is that most of these new fees

don’t apply to the company’s Elite members—a very smart

decision that both creates loyalty (‘‘I don’t want to pay

those fees again’’) and appears to offer a benefit, even

though it’s a purely artificial construct. The FFP designer

created scarcity and then provided a benefit around it.

What could be cheaper than that? Consider ways that

your business can create artificial scarcity using Funware

design.
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� Offer simpler, smaller rewards for smaller loyalty. If the aver-

age person only flies 10,000 miles per year, it would be

worthwhile to offer some kind of status reward to match

his or her likely flight patterns. Casual game designers

routinely endeavor to make their games easy to pick up

but hard to master. FFPs could simplify early rewards and

create a tier for the average flyer without taking anything

away from truly frequent guests.

� Casino-Style Rewards. Reward flyers with random prizes

such as upgrades or bonus miles to create short-cycle re-

inforcement of their motivation to fly. This can be easily

done since the airline knows when someone has boarded

and could even be delivered to passengers via text mes-

sage right after their boarding pass is scanned.

Going Above and Beyond: The Boss Level

As we’ve seen, levels and status play an extraordinarily signifi-

cant role in the success of a Funware design. Users respond

well to status incentives, and their achievements—just like

leveling up in a game—should be treated with much pomp

and circumstance. When used judiciously and with care,

level/status elements can benefit Funware design in all areas,

from finance to philanthropy.

But what happens when your Funware program has been

hugely successful—as with Mileage Plus’ first 25 years in busi-

ness—and your players begin to beat the system?

In the 1980s and 1990s, most FFPs acknowledged the evo-

lution of their games by introducing a ‘‘million mile’’ status.

Individuals who flew over a million miles—an incomprehen-

sible distance for most folks at the time—received lifetime

status benefits and special acknowledgement. By comparison,
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in the 1960s, similar benefits were bestowed on American

Airlines customers who flew 100,000 miles. So while it took

40 years for the top level to jump by a factor of 10, it took

less than 10 years for it to double again.

By the mid 2000s, thousands of United’s customers had

reached the million mile status and received their lifetime

Premier Executive status. There was nothing else for them to

do—no additional levels or benefits to the game (short of

reaching for 1K each year). And since it takes the average

player over 10 years to reach such a goal, there was a certain

amount of fatigue.

The drop off was substantial. While no figures are publicly

available, anecdotal evidence suggests that as many as half of

all motivated flyers who reach a million miles then focus their

flying on other carriers to gain lifetime status across multiple

alliances. In effect, these players have beaten the ‘‘boss level’’

and have then become bored with the game.

In response, the designers at Mileage Plus created, in game

lingo, an ‘‘expansion pack.’’ At the end of 2007, in a nod to its

best and most aggressive players, the company officially rolled

out its previously informal two million–and three million–

mile status tiers. In keeping with the preceding design philos-

ophy, these levels offer incremental rather than breakthrough

benefits.

While it’s not essential for the average Funware designer to

consider on Day 1 what happens when users play past the

expected level design, it is essential for them to build a status

and level system that allows players to keep playing. In other

words, don’t give away all possible benefits at the top pub-

lished level. Reserve some intellectual and programmatic

space to expand offerings to emerging superstars.

But while status and levels are great tools for encouraging

long-term, aligned behavior among players, consumers also
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need short-term goals that provide psychological and eco-

nomic rewards. That is, while a player is slogging it out in

seat 96K at the back of the plane in order to get to the Pre-

mier Executive level, he or she could probably use a minigame

for distraction. Enter the challenge.

Challenges and Contests

The intrinsic availability of a virtual economy and status/

level designs makes challenges and contests in the FFP Fun-

ware design a logical and cost-effective part of a customer loy-

alty strategy. Principally, the status tiers of an FFP tend to be

medium- and long-term achievements for users; months may

elapse between no status and the first level, and the same pat-

tern may occur for subsequent levels. Moreover, after a num-

ber of years and high levels of achievement, players may
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become desensitized to the overall excitement of this Funware

offering and begin looking for distractions. This creates the

perfect environment for challenges.

Throughout the year, FFPs provide their members a wide

range of promotions and offers in the form of challenges. Dif-

ferentiated from typical contests or straight product promo-

tions, FFP challenges invite users to increase the time they

spend and their level of engagement with the product in

exchange for virtual rewards. Further, some challenges in-

clude a social component asking players to form teams and

alliances—simultaneously deepening the bonds of loyalty for

their brand.

Because the virtual currency has value, these challenges

can be executed at a fraction of the marketing and fulfillment

costs of a traditional contest. Further, they exist outside the

legal constraints governing cash sweepstakes, and they re-

inforce the basic economic meaning of the Funware itself. In

short, FFP Funware actually makes challenges and contests

more meaningful for everyone concerned.

And FFP challenges are not limited to action-reaction or

sweepstakes entry models at all. In fact, they can be designed

to engage users across a wide range of activities and fine-tuned

to accomplish business objectives.

While games and game mechanics offer better

long-term user retention rates than any other form of

engagement, anyone can lose interest after playing

something for five to seven years. Just ask married

couples!
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United’s Team Challenge

In 2008, United launched a novel challenge that was so effec-

tive and impactful that it even received a coveted Freddie

Award. Mileage Plus members were allowed to form teams

and compete to win a share of 50 million miles and upgrades

that were being offered as part of the promotion. The teams

were ranked on a leaderboard based on the net increase in

miles flown in 2008 over 2007. The top 50 winning teams

each received a million miles and upgrades to divide among

themselves.

The challenge generated tremendous attention online.

Thousands of flyers participated, forming teams and keeping

track of theirs and their peers’ performances. By incorporating

both a social aspect (choose teams) and a direct business ob-

jective (increase miles flown), designers had come up with a

contest that was a surefire winner. Of course, the necessary

components needed to be in place: a large community of po-

tential players, a point system to track the program, and a sim-

ple messaging platform to which consumers’ ears and minds

were thoroughly open.

It would be difficult to imagine this kind of campaign work-

ing as well without the underlying FFP mechanics. And while

it doesn’t effectively meet the test of making it easy for non-

players to play, the design does encourage each team to in-

clude both seasoned experts and newbies since the mileage

delta is the measured behavior. Plus, the buzz that the com-

petition generated was certain to draw the curiosity of

nonplayers.

Though most FFP challenges need not be this complex, an-

other benefit of conceptualizing loyalty programs through a

Funware/FFP lens is the option to produce targeted challenges
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and contests that are designed around the behaviors of indi-

vidual users. Once they have opted in to your passive Funware

design, you can offer programmatic challenges that encourage

certain activities.

For example, a consumer with a monthly purchase habit

might receive a challenge to buy a product twice a month

over the next three months in order to win some virtual

points. Conversely, users who already purchase three of that

product a month may be invited to double their purchases in

the subsequent month. Both challenges accomplish the same

net financial objective but scale the offer appropriately to

existing user behavior. Over time, marketers can even deter-

mine which challenges are most appealing to which users and

deliver those that matter most. Some users might prefer

upgrades, others additional points.

This kind of personalization is only possible and economi-

cally viable through the foundations inherent in an FFP:

points, status/levels, and challenges that have already been

established.

Making It Work for You

Despite the considerable economic effect of FFPs on the avia-

tion industry, there are relatively few thoughtful and all-

encompassing approaches to customer loyalty beyond the travel

business. As illustrated throughout this book, a comprehensive

approach to connecting with consumers is likely to produce op-

timal results. While direct shortcuts to sweepstakes or simple

leaderboards may seem appealing at first, the medium-term in-

vestment in a cradle-to-grave Funware system that resem-

bles FFPs is the ideal solution for loyalty-centric thinking.

However, leveraging the FFP to create true customer loy-

alty requires a small but substantial shift in thinking. Is your
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company in the business of making widgets or building lasting

relationships with its consumers? A marketing strategy that

focuses principally on driving sales—with loyalty as an ad-

junct—reflects the reality of most commoditizable businesses.

FFPs accomplish both at an impressive rate. We can all learn

from their examples and use their power to learn more about

our most valuable assets: customers.

Key Concepts:

� Frequent flyer ‘‘games’’ are among the most successful and

popular loyalty programs.

� When challenges and a complex series of badges, levels,

and points (miles) are incorporated into games, depth

and intrigue are added.

� Mileage runs are a not-uncommon means by which play-

ers will go out of their way to get more points, and similar

behaviors may be generated in other industries.

� FFP games are flexible in terms of rewarding players.

Prizes can therefore be customized.

� Points in FFPs are often used to encourage incremental

elevations in expenditure.

� Points take on greater real-world value when coupled with

other loyalty programs to increase redemption options.

� The virtual goods market is growing rapidly from a $5.5

billion level in 2009.

� Consumers who beat the system or who level out should

be given new and improved opportunities.
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I
t’s impossible to sell weight loss systems with an obese

spokesperson.

This conventional wisdom has guided the health industry

for the majority of its existence in the United States. Brands

like Jane Fonda, Bowflex, and Bally Total Fitness have used

athletic spokespeople whose muscular physiques and smil-

ing faces seem to scream ‘‘You want to be me!’’ at the top of

their lungs.

But a quick survey of today’s health and fitness landscape

will show more overweight and older spokespeople than ever

before. Famous actors—many of them in their 50s—who have

struggled with their weight and health headline some of the

biggest brands in weight loss. Entire swaths of television airtime

are devoted to reality weight loss programs in which stars and

average people alike compete to lose weight and get healthy.

And in the process, the weight loss and health industry’s

revenues have skyrocketed. Yes, Americans are now more

likely to care about their physical health more than ever

before, but the industry has also learned a critical lesson about

how to market in an age of game design and Funware: it’s

no longer enough to know just your customers’ purchase moti-

vations. You need to know what drives them to invest, engage,

and succeed. The connection between successful weight loss

and game-play should be obvious after the preceding section

on passive games, and it’s a fact not lost on health marketers.

Would you rather be a plump, smiling, and actualized Valerie

Bertinelli trying to shed a few pounds or a muscular 4 percent

bodyfat Bowflex model?

The answer is, unsurprisingly, less about who you are and

more about how you want to play the game.
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Bartle’s Player Types

Over 20 years ago, a professor and forerunner in the develop-

ment of the massively multiplayer online games industry

developed a well-established body of research that can help

us produce a simple player typology. In establishing four basic

player types, Richard Bartle’s research looked at the motiva-

tions that drive people to play.

The four general player types are represented by the follow-

ing motivations: Achievement, Socializing, Exploration, and

Killing. While each type generally prefers a different style of

game-play, they are not mutually exclusive. These four player

motivations can be applied to our understanding of daily life

as readily as they can be seen in the context of a game. People

often respond to one of them more than another, or they may

find that they are better represented by a mix of several. By

studying their responses to various daily tasks, individuals

might see themselves as any of the following:

� Achievers relishing the fact that they finished mowing

their lawn before the football game (bonus points for

completing the task before their neighbors).

� Socializers attending a religious service more for the social

interactions than for the service itself.

� Explorers walking or biking around town, generally enjoy-

ing the travel as much as the destination.

� Killers doing anything to win an account at work, even if

it means tarnishing the reputation of the competition (or

their peers).

By understanding these types of players, marketers are better

able to channel people into the appropriate challenges and play

patterns that map to their interests in a more meaningful way.
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However, whereas Bartle stopped short of asserting that

Killers might exhibit their behavior outside a multiplayer

game (his theory does not articulate his typology in terms of

personality), Funware theory makes no such distinction. If

someone prefers to ‘‘kill’’ in the context of a game, he or she

is also likely to ‘‘kill’’ when faced with a competitive but pas-

sive game. And this means that understanding a consumer’s

play motivation can be as crucial in a game-centric world as

knowing his or her age or income. In short, how and why we

play is the new demography.

Achievers (^)

Principally driven by a desire to get points, achieve goals, and

hit their mark, Achievers—also known as ‘‘diamonds’’ (as in

the suit in a deck of cards)—will typically go to great lengths

to acquire points and prestige. For this player, winning may

even be less important than playing well. These players prefer

games full of bonuses and extras and enjoy acknowledgment

for the thoroughness of their game-play. They tend to favor

games that appreciate and reward them for completing tasks.

Most important, they like winnable games that have an

end point.

Another important aspect of the Achiever mindset is the

social component. Achievers do not care about winning in a

vacuum: they require an audience to appreciate their accom-

plishments. In this regard, social networks and leaderboards

are imperative for satisfying play.

While it may not be obvious, building Funware that only

caters to Achievers will generally fail. When Achievers play

principally against other Achievers, they are unlikely to get

the amount of praise they desire. For that, they must seek out

a different player type entirely: the Socializer.
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Socializers (˘)

Socializers (‘‘hearts’’) play games in order to connect with

other players. This type of player’s desire for social interaction

cannot be underestimated. Socializers are less likely to play a

game in order to show off their skills than to build meaningful

communal interactions. Often they derive greater satisfaction

from helping a better, more established player gain points,

status, or rewards than from seeking out prizes on their own.

Their instinct is less competitive and more cooperative.

While collaboration and competition are not mutually exclu-

sive, it’s nonetheless instructive to consider them as weak

correlates.

Socializers typically establish alliances quickly and take

part readily in nearly any type of group play opportunity.

However, they must be allowed to observe others’ play as

much as they partake. This player type is often of great

value: after all, their friend lists tend to be lengthy and their

allies many.
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Explorers (¯)

Explorers are diggers, like the spades card suit for which they

are nicknamed. Games and Funware with a set pace tend to

be less appealing for these players as they are far more inter-

ested in mapping out their environment. The richer the

virtual world for this player, the better!

An Explorer is far more apt to prize random puzzles, side

stories, and the environment of the game above opportunities

to win points or badges toward the culmination of a meta-

game. Explorers, however, do not object to games with a limi-

ted storyline or objective as they are the players who are most

likely to set their own rules and challenges. For example, they

are apt to set internal achievement objectives or to define an

alternative process for completing the game in its entirety.

In a social gaming situation, explorers enjoy nothing more

than to be able to share the detailed and sometimes unusual

information they have uncovered about the game or its narra-

tive. Long games that require repetitive behaviors will ulti-

mately bore this keen player type. By acknowledging this

player, Funware architects give themselves an opportunity to

add depth and richness to their games. Random challenges

and puzzles are vital. For the Explorer, the game is all about

the journey, never the destination.

Killers (¨)

Killers (‘‘clubs’’) like to win. As their name suggests, these play-

ers are motivated by the joy they experience as they ‘‘hurt’’ other

players (in the context of the game, of course.) Killers enjoy

competition and prefer social game environments to games

where they play a computer or themselves (they rarely enjoy sol-

itaire). Satisfaction is greatest when the enemy can be named.
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That is not to say that Killers won’t play alone, but simu-

lated win/loss scenarios are essential for their satisfaction. Fur-

ther, they require many opportunities to win, enjoying status,

competition, and an unfair fight—as long as the scales are

weighted in their favor.

In a social game, there are those Killers who genuinely

enjoy the thrill of killing weak opponents, in some cases

repeatedly. Then, in a sudden switch, this same player

may derive pleasure from swooping in and saving the day.

They like to be good and give other players reasons to be very

afraid. Killers don’t need love in social games so much as they

require respect and power.

This player type relishes win/lose games far above games

where winning is the norm. The more chances for Killers to

win, the better.

The Naı̈ve Player

Bartle didn’t identify the Naı̈ve player, but then again, he

wasn’t specifically considering Funware and game-based mar-

keting when he developed his player typology. The Naı̈ve

player is, simply put, playing the game accidentally. These

players may type in a frequent flyer number every time they

fly but never so much as add up their points. They may have a

rewards card from their bank, but they don’t know anything

about the game in play.

The Naı̈ve players from chapter two—those who engage in

gamelike behaviors while waiting in line for coffee or getting

on the subway—certainly exhibit traits from straight out of

Bartle’s handbook. However, until they become aware that a

game is afoot, their Bartlian type is unlikely to emerge.

Funware designers must look at the means available to

them to attract Naı̈ve players’ attention. Obviously, the best
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way to accomplish this is to clearly call out the existence of

the game that is being played. As described in previous chap-

ters, leaderboards, point systems, and obvious status indicators

are great ways to accomplish this. If, on the other hand, a

choice is made by the marketer to ignore or dampen down

the fact that a game is in play, only the most competitive

players are likely to engage, while the Naı̈ve player will con-

tinue to trundle along, unaware and uninterested.

The quality of the game suffers when Naı̈ve players get in

its way. Just as when a slow and oblivious driver disrupts the

flow of traffic on a highway, the Naı̈ve player risks disruption

of others’ play if he or she is truly unaware of the game.

Since originally identifying the four player moti-

vations, Richard Bartle has deepened his player

theory. For each player type, subdivisions have been added:

� Friend

� Griefer

� Hacker

� Networker

� Opportunist

� Planner

� Politician

� Scientist

For more on Bartle’s player motivations, consider read-

ing his seminal work, Designing Virtual Worlds, available at

books.google.com.
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Competitiveness: The Most Important Motivation?

Rollins College psychology professor Dr. John Houston has

dedicated much of his professional life to the study of compet-

itiveness. He defines competitiveness as, ‘‘The desire to win in

interpersonal situations.’’ Houston’s research has found that

competitiveness remains stable over time; he calls it a ‘‘state’’

rather than a ‘‘trait’’ or ‘‘characteristic.’’

The most common archetype for competitiveness concedes

that one person encounters an external opportunity to beat

another person, and once an opponent is beaten, a ‘‘winner’’

emerges. Interestingly, however, Houston found that those

with a high need for achievement instigate competition

whether or not there is an obvious competitor. This desire to

win is sparked by perception as often as it is by overt game-

play and is equally affected by external cues or internal

motivations.

However, Houston also found that one thing is true for

everyone regardless of where we fall on the competitiveness

spectrum: once two or more people know that there is a com-

petition in play, all parties tend to compete. If neither party

knows that a competition is active, the competitive person

remains as likely to compete while the noncompetitive person

probably won’t compete.

Houston also points out that lower competitiveness scores

do not necessarily equal high levels of cooperativeness. He

does indicate that though cooperation is less likely for a com-

petitive person, it’s not necessarily a given with less competi-

tive people, and some people seem to dislike competition

entirely. However, if a prize is appealing enough to a non-

competitive person—or even an individual who isn’t inter-

ested in any type of contest-based environment—that person

can overcome his or her tendency to avoid these challenges.
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‘‘Competitive people,’’ Houston explains, ‘‘have a very low

threshold for when they will jump into a competition and are

likely already seeking out ways to compete.’’ Conversely, peo-

ple who prefer to steer clear of competition may not see it as

something worth pursuing unless there is some high potential

pay off.

Competitive participants are fundamentally important to

any Funware design, and their actions and motivations should

not be taken lightly. By manufacturing competition whether

or not designers want them to, these players can easily alien-

ate others and find themselves exhausting their predefined

challenges well before the Funware’s expiration date. But

when competitive players cease to be engaged, efforts are

likely to lose momentum and credibility. Conversely, creating

an experience that caters too explicitly to the highly competi-

tive is sure to make others feel like failures. Care and game-

balancing are the watchwords for these crucial players.

The following is an excerpt of an interview be-

tween the authors of Game-Based Marketing

(GBM) and Dr. John Houston (JH). The interview is

available in its entirety at Funwareblog.com.

GBM: Have you observed competitive people fabricat-

ing competition where there is none?

JH: Actually, that’s how I started investigating compet-

itiveness. When I was doing my dissertation, I [looked] at

personal and group goals. I was manipulating a lab test

[with two outcomes that could take place] once the group

reached a certain level of performance. In one, the entire

group would be rewarded, and in another, only the best

(continued )
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(continued )

performer would be. What I found to my surprise and an-

noyance as I went through my data analysis was that even

when I was creating the cooperative situation where

everyone would be rewarded—as long as the group

reached a certain set of goals—there were a certain set of

individuals competing or trying harder to make sure that

they were the top performers.

GBM: Do competitive people tend to win more?

JH: I’ve been trying to track down what behaviors are

connected with competitiveness. I have looked at things

like career choice; competitive people are drawn [to] situ-

ations that enable them to engage in competition. For

something as extreme as professional sports, for example,

world-ranked tennis players turn out to be really competi-

tive people with no exception. I think that people who

aren’t competitive just find that environment too adverse

and find something else to do.

GBM: Does a person’s competitiveness level affect all

spheres of their life?

JH: As a personality trait, competitiveness should cross

different social domains. There may be stronger associa-

tions with competition based on personal histories and

individual experiences. College sports players [for exam-

ple] do not see themselves as competitive in other do-

mains; they just see themselves [this way] in sports or

certain types of games. But as a personality trait, it [typi-

cally] generalizes across domains.

GBM: How do noncompetitive people tend to respond

to competitive people when they merge in a social or

game context?
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Closing the Gender Gap

A 2005 study conducted by Comscore exposed that the aver-

age video gamer is 41 years old. Even more surprising than the

shift away from the image of a pimply-faced Xbox player was

the research that found that more than half of these 41-year-

old game-players are female. The study went on to reveal that

people most frequently played games if they had previous play

experience or in response to a word-of-mouth recommenda-

tion. Anyone who is already playing games will continue to

do so, and their interest in those games is expanding.

Some products are decidedly focused on specific genders.

For example, one cosmetics brand has developed an online

game whereby consumers can upload a picture of their face

JH: [We found] in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game [a game

theory exercise where players must choose to cooperate or

compete in a ‘‘vacuum’’] that when a situation clearly be-

comes competitive, everyone acts [accordingly], so we

weren’t really able to detect differences. We found that

when one side tries to deescalate or provide some concil-

iatory behavior, competitive people were much slower to

respond. Moreover, in clearly competitive situations, we

weren’t able to predict people’s competitiveness scores.

Everyone reacted in a competitive way.

GBM: In terms of competitiveness, how would you di-

vide the population?

JH: There are some gender differences. Males tend to

be more competitive than females. That tends to be true

across different cultures. But there is a more or less normal

distribution.
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and then ‘‘apply’’ different products to it to see how they

would look on them. The game lacks any competitive quo-

tient and assumes women would be largely uninterested in

competitive play (despite evidence to the contrary). Yet there

are an endless number of ways in which this game could be

deepened and enriched. For example, virtual pageants using

peer judges could markedly improve the game. By including

points, leaderboards, and badges, players could become ‘‘con-

sultants’’ and then ‘‘experts’’ from whom other players could

get information about which products would go best with

their skin tone and what to wear to what event.

Nike+: Early Adopter Advantage

Another Funware design that has been getting a lot of atten-

tion is Nike+. Because the game is focused on health and fit-

ness, it has an appeal that spans both genders. Similarly, since
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its goal is to increase Nike’s consumer base (after all, a person

who is seriously involved in his or her fitness routine will need

an increasing number of fitness accessories), the company is

inclined to reach out to as many demographics as possible.

Nike+ works with devices that are built into Nike footwear

or outboard peripherals equipped to measure how fast a person

runs, how hard he or she hits the ground, and how far the

runner goes. Data fed to an iPhone or iPod then feeds the

information to the Web. The heart of the Nike+ ecosystem is

made up of personal and public leaderboards that indicate

performance. Since its launch, more than 1.2 million runners

have collectively tracked 130 million miles—and burned

13 billion calories. Obviously, Nike+ is the most popular fit-

ness Funware ever developed.

Whereas Wii Fit is a game with fitness objectives, Nike+ is

a fitness tool set that uses games to encourage people to

become more physically fit. As such, it is liable to have a

profound effect on its players. Once they are invested in the

Nike+ game, they can begin to compare their physical activ-

ity with that of their friends. Mutually supportive virtual

exercise groups can form—without their members ever

having to meet up for a run. Friends can work out with friends

in different states who have different interests or even diffe-

rent work schedules.

Nike’s initiative is a great example of how Funware’s early

adopter companies are gaining substantial competitive advan-

tages over those who come later. By integrating basic Funware

components (leaderboards and points, challenges, and even-

tually badges), Nike is substantially raising the switching costs

for changing footwear and accessories. In the past, when your

Nike Air Max shoes wore out, you could simply buy a pair of

Adidas with no incremental cost beyond the effort of trying

them on (something you’d be inclined to do, regardless). Now
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that your socially networked fitness data is integrated with the

kind of shoes you buy, changing from Nike to Adidas has an

emotional cost. Purchase a different brand of shoes, and you

risk losing historical information and important social con-

nections. After becoming an active part of the Nike+ experi-

ence, everything else will just look like sneakers.

But what if Nike+ wasn’t constrained by the need to sell

the shoes and gear that was the main goal of the parent corpo-

ration? What if fitness Funware is Nike’s real purpose? We

contend that Nike is itself at a critical crossroads in under-

standing how it defines itself as a company. For more on this

discussion, see chapter ten.

Fahrvergn€ugen’s Failure

In 1989 German car company Volkswagen began a marketing

campaign using the slogan ‘‘Fahrvergn€ugen,’’ or ‘‘driving plea-

sure.’’ The intent was to brand a lifestyle out of car ownership.

With every new Volkswagen sold, people were given, along

with the keys, a lifestyle guidebook. New Volkswagen owners

felt like they were being inducted into an important social

and unmistakably cool group. Driving meant freedom, and

Volkswagens meant happiness.

Unfortunately, the campaign’s promise was as easily tossed

aside as the guidebook. Volkswagen could have been where

Apple is today—the leading lifestyle brand for urban, edu-

cated people worldwide. But what happened? What did a per-

son truly get from being in the club? Frankly, nothing.

Volkswagen offered no virtual or real-life rewards, points,

challenges, or badges as part of the Fahrvergn€ugen campaign.

Had the company chosen to do so, perhaps its customers

would have developed the kind of loyalty the program’s de-

signers originally envisioned. Something as simple as earning
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area maps for fabulous road trips or tips for achieving better

mileage as well as real-world prizes like free tanks of gas, free

checkups, and free road trip vacations would have made a

huge difference. What if Volkswagen hadn’t just told people

they were in an Elite club but actually created a kind of Elite

club into which the company put some of those lifestyle

promises?

While Fahrvergn€ugen was a success in raising awareness of

the Volkswagen brand, which subsequently sold many hun-

dreds of thousands of vehicles, its lasting effect has been

minimal—a sure sign that continued loyalty and a Volkswa-

gen lifestyle did not emerge. Perhaps Volkswagen marketers

expected that maintaining a long-term loyalty program would

be far less simple than writing a guidebook and running an ad

campaign.

However, creating loyalty does not need to be complicated.

When a person buys a car, his or her brand investment is

substantial; every time the person drives, people see his or her

choice. But even in the example of car owners, there tend to

be markedly different motivations that drive loyalty—and

again, the opportunity to use Funware as a basis to create

loyalty is obvious.

Breaking down the company’s consumer base, there are

Volkswagen owners who are Achievers—those who con-

stantly seek the best gas mileage or perfect deal on a used car.

There are Killers—those who would like to be able to show

off the power of their vehicle at the expense of others. There

are Socializers—folks looking for an opportunity to simply

join the community of Volkswagen owners. And there are

the Explorers—a group perfectly suited for car ownership and

brand connection.

Motor vehicles are ideal products that can be used to

exploit the power of Funware and push ‘‘players’’’ various
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motivational buttons. Because of a vehicle’s tendency to

create a strong emotional attachment, its ability to create

memories and expressive brand identities, and the substantial

cash investment required to procure one, it should be a trivial

matter for automakers to leverage these factors to form a dura-

ble community. Yet, with the exception of certain specialty

car owner groups—and those are largely grassroots organiza-

tions—this hasn’t happened.

Fahrvergn€ugen, indeed.

The Wrap-Up

From VW owners to professional tennis players, consumers

have common sets of wants, needs, and motivations. While

marketers have historically considered these psychographic

(and related demographic) features in relation to buying

habits, it is clear that in a game-centric world, we will need to

consider these motivations in light of playing habits.

Richard Bartle’s seminal work on player motivations has

shed just such a light. By dividing MMOG players into

categories of Achievers, Socializers, Explorers, and Killers,

Bartle has given us a simple taxonomy that helps us more

readily understand how and why people play. While this

analysis benefits from the addition of correlates—the Na-

ı̈ve player and an understanding of competitiveness—it is

nonetheless fundamental to our quest to perfect the devel-

opment of customer loyalty.

While we use Funware design methodologies to make every

experience more like the successful MMOGs of the online

world, we must also be aware of the fundamental shifts in

demography occurring all around us. This game-centric future

is being led not only by 40-plus-year-old women, who are

the single biggest growth market for games, but also by
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Generation G, the most dynamic and potentially misunder-

stood generation in 30 years.

Through their constant exposure to games and game me-

chanics, today’s tweens are setting the stage for a revolution

in everything from banking to books, ATMs to IRAs. Gener-

ation G’s future is bright—but will you understand these

consumers?

Key Concepts:

� Bartle’s player motivation typology is one way to consider

targeting future players.

� Achievers, Socializers, Explorers, and Killers are four

player types.

� Naı̈ve players do not know they are engaging in a game.

� Even noncompetitive people will compete in competitive

situations.

� Nearly half of all online game-players are female.

� Brands that implement games early will be at a distinct

advantage over latecomers.
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A Generation Gap

N
ot since the time of the Vietnam War has such a pro-

found generation gap existed in contemporary society.

However, our intergenerational communication chal-

lenges these days don’t pivot on a global political conflict.

Rather, if you were born after 1998, you are part of a genera-

tion that is more technologically savvy, socially networked,

and competitively oriented than any other in history.

If you are one of the approximately 20 million Americans

born between the years 1998 and 2000, you are part of Gener-

ation G, the first large demographic group whose principal

form of entertainment is games. And if you’re a marketer

seeking to communicate with these potential consumers—or

someday will be—this point needs to be extra clear: they will

change everything.
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What Makes Generation G Special?

Generation G has grown up thoroughly wired to the Internet; as

of 2003, nearly 50 percent of Americans were on broadband.

Members of GenerationG are also leading the social networking

charge: more than 7million of them regularly play on the hybrid

game/social-networking site Webkinz. Once you add the rest of

the tween-oriented social sites, it’s not a stretch to predict 100

percent penetration for social networking in this demographic.

Just as e-mail accounts went from being nearly nonexistent in

the early 1990s to the principal method of communication on

college campuses within 10 years, social networking will likely

achieve a similar importance in much less time.

It also goes without saying that G’ers are also expected to

become mobile savvy. With the increasing penetration of

iPod Touch, OLPC/Netbook PCs, and network-attached

handheld devices like the Nintendo DS, this group is set as

well to be the first truly mobile, social generation.

But while all these technological advances are substan-

tial—and their effects shouldn’t be minimized—these plat-

forms (Internet, social networking, and mobile phones) have

been targeted to an older and more affluent audience, which

has readily adopted the technology as its own. In fact, even

though smart phones (such as the iPhone, BlackBerry and

Android) and social networks like Facebook have rapidly be-

come the dominant social memes of the moment, kids under

the age of 13 are almost nonexistent in those spheres. And

while women over 55 are the fastest-growing demographic on

Facebook itself, the site doesn’t even publish data on the

number of users below the age of 13.

It isn’t that kids of this age aren’t actively online, socially

networking, or using mobile devices; it’s that they’re engaging

in these activities principally through games. Just as they are
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most impressionable, entering puberty, and discovering the

power of social connections, games have become the princi-

pal metaphor they use to interact in the world around them.

Whether carrying their Nintendo DSi, meeting new friends

on Webkinz/Club Penguin, or anxiously awaiting the latest

networked toy from Smith & Tinker, Generation G has its

priorities—and game-play easily tops that list.

The Trends

In 2005, a Dutch marketing agency uncovered evidence that

more than 60 percent of children under the age of 18 play

video games on a daily basis. Furthermore, despite the popu-

larity of gaming consoles such as the Playstation and Wii, this

study also concluded that 65 percent of these games are being

played longer on computers than any other platform. By late

2007—after only two short years—a new study saw these

numbers rise. In fact, one-third of all American children consis-

tently increase their rate of game-play from one year to the

next. The 2007 study indicated that by age 10, most children

with a history of game-play have already added both mobile

and handheld games to their repertoire of computer and con-

sole experience. No longer tethered to living room devices,

games are now portable and consistently available. You might

even say that ubiquitous gaming is now a reality. And the

trend is deepening.

To further understand Generation G’s play habits: about

half are considered light users, those who play games fewer

than 5 hours per week. The rest of the population is divided

into medium, heavy, and super users, with the last category

spending upwards of 16 hours per week playing games. In fact,

many of these super users are inclined to migrate to portable

systems between the ages of 6 and 8. These children tend to
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increase their game-play by 3 hours per week—or 75 per-

cent—over these years. The gaming industry recognizes that

this is the age at which children are most likely to set patterns

of play that will stay with them as they age. The rate of play is

seen to plateau between the ages of 12 and 17, reaching an

average of about 10 hours of play per week.

Smith & Tinker

Jordan Weisman is the CEO and cofounder of Smith &

Tinker, a company that designs toys that marry online

games with offline socializing. As Weisman explained,

‘‘Kids [ages] 8–12 have grown up living and breathing on

the Web and as such, have moved to online gaming as their

principal form of entertainment very early in life.’’ The re-

sult, he said, is a group of people with little interest or pa-

tience for the offline toys and games that have satisfied

every previous generation.

Computer Play Is Good for You

The increase in total time spent playing games and the

‘‘stickiness’’ of computer-based games offer great news for

marketers looking to include games as a core strategy. Al-

though teaming up with popular brands and developers on

platforms such as the Wii, Xbox, and Playstation isn’t im-

possible, creating and implementing games and Funware

on the Web is substantially more cost effective. PC and

online games also offer added flexibility: changes and

updates can be made on the fly, and marketers are not

tied to the one-shot launch effort of a $5 to $10 million

AAA game title.
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Weisman, a well-known game design, author and serial

entrepreneur also noted that games with a social component

tend to interest kids far more than solo game-play. In his esti-

mation the missing component from many online gaming

experiences is quite simply, the rest of your life. In other words,

Weisman believes there are—and should be—ways to com-

bine online play with everyday activities. More importantly,

the children who use his products expect them to.

‘‘Eventually,’’ Weisman stated, ‘‘these super computers we

carry in our pockets are going to aid us in interacting with

each other rather than cocoon us from each other.’’

Weisman knows of what he speaks. In 2001, along with

Steven Spielberg, he developed one of the most influential

early alternative reality games called The Beast, which ran for

12 weeks to promote the film A.I.: Artificial Intelligence. The

game used real-world tools such as cell phones and in-person

discussions with actors playing the characters. In The Beast,

players took on the roles they were given and incorporated

only those characteristics in real-world contexts.

Weisman’s products continue to reflect this trend, and their

popularity is an easy indicator that he is right on target.

The authors sat down with Smith & Tinker’s

CEO Jordan Weisman (JW) and Senior Vice

President of Marketing Charles Merrin (CM) to get

their take on Generation G.

GBM: What have you learned so far about the players

of your games and their expectations for what is ‘‘fun’’?

JW: Ultimately, if you go back to the beginning of

time, games have always been about socialization. They

are a medium for communication; a common ground. The

(continued )
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(continued )

same is true of sports. They’re the nonliquor equivalent to

get conversation going. Ultimately, every great game

builds that context around itself. The same is ultimately

true [of] working with younger kids. It’s the context of the

community and your accomplishments within that com-

munity. Your ability to gain some recognition from the

community in which you are emotionally invested is the

greatest motivator for people at all ages.

GBM: How do you react when people use the term ‘‘so-

cial games’’?

JW: With rare exception, this concept is straight out of

the ‘‘Department of Redundancy Department ’’ to me.

GBM: When do you think kids start to care about the

badges-and-levels construct?

JW: Probably in the womb. I guess I’ve never seen a kid

that doesn’t want to be recognized.

CM: Even kids that start playing as soon as they can

begin [to do so]—which these days is ages two, three, and

four—[they’re] already online, always wanting to show off:

‘‘Hey, look what I did!’’ It’s a sense of achievement for

them . . . a sense of pride. Or a sense of whatever drives

a three year old at that point. I’ve seen it from Day 1.

GBM: Do you find ways in your design to make it easy

for kids to show their parents and their peers? Or is your

focus toward peer expression?

JW: I think it’s principally peer; but I do think that

being able to present progress to parents is an important

component. Kids look to [their] parents for recognition;

they want that pat on the back. I think it’s sad, but I

don’t think too many parents place value in what their

kids accomplish in games and thus don’t see it as
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something they should give [credit] for. But the kid had

to actually work to accomplish it; and they want that

[acknowledgment].

GBM: Some people claim that the connected toy mar-

ket (toys that work both on and offline) threatens the fu-

ture of traditional toys, but how do these toys threaten

established social networking?

JW: In the sense that opening a new ice cream parlor can

take business from an old ice cream parlor. Any entertain-

ment product is in competition with all other entertain-

ment products, and social networking sites are ultimately

entertainment products. I think we would hope that kids

are spending a lot of time on our site, and that probably

means that if they are getting their socialization with more

of a structure around it—because of a gaming component

here—they may visit social networking sites less.

CM: Ultimately, social networking is a means to an

end; not the end itself. If you think about it, many of the

[stronger social networking] sites [just encourage and al-

low] people [to make connections] and chat with [other

people utilizing the site].

GBM: Has there been anything in your audience’s

behavior that has truly surprised you in the extensive test-

ing you’ve done on products before they’ve been made

public?

CM: One thing I found sort of unique—and that [differs

quite a bit] from what I expected—is [that the kids

seemed] to be extremely open to new ideas. I expected

kids to come in with an opinion of what a toy should be,

what it was, and what it wasn’t. Here was something

they’d never seen before, and to see their eyes click, ‘‘Oh!

(continued )
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(continued )

I can do that with that and that?’’ To really grasp a com-

pletely new idea; to see how natural it seemed to them.

JW: One [interesting thing] was that we started with

this assumption that the handheld devices needed to be

wireless because to us older folks, wireless is pretty cool.

[However], we were having real trouble finding an afford-

able wireless solution that could have the bandwidth of

communications we needed. So, we’d come up with this

concept of physical connection where the device is mag-

netically connected and the screens become one large vir-

tual screen so your character jumps to another guy’s screen.

We tested that against wireless with the kids, and it turns

out [that the desire for wireless is] just one of those genera-

tional things. The kids we were talking to grew up with

wireless, so there’s nothing magical about [it] to them.

CM: In fact, it’s almost the opposite.

JW: Exactly. This physical connection was [pretty spe-

cial to them], and the way that they jumped from screen

to screen really got them excited. So, it’s honestly one of

those generational things; the modern miracle to us is

common as salt to them.

GBM: Five or 10 years in the future, what are today’s

kids going to be like? What enthralls them as far as game

content is concerned? How do you keep those kids

engaged after they’ve tried something as engaging as this?

JW: I think one of the things about the [audience like]

the ones we’re dealing with—and up to their 20s, maybe

30s—[is that they have] no concept of what the previous

divisions of older types of media used to be. What is a TV

show? What is a radio? What is a movie? What is a game?

What is a book? The fact that they are totally separate
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The Gulf Is Real

It’s easy when looking at the following table to validate the

reality that the pace of technological innovation is accelerat-

ing and that Americans’ appetite for new technologies, par-

ticularly those related to games, seems to be rising as well.

The fact is that Playstation sales would not have been possible

without the widespread existence of household televisions.

Interestingly—on an inflation-adjusted basis— the first Play-

station 2 cost a mere fraction of the price of the first TV.

Time to Reach 50 Million Households/Subscribers in the U.S.

Television: 25 years (1938–63)1

Broadband Internet: 19 years (1986–2005)2

Mobile Telephony: 14 years (1983–97)3

Playstation 2: 8 years (2000–2008)4

It’s worth noting that Playstation 2 is the best-selling game console of all

time and that we’re comparing a single device against an entire industry.

But this only lends more credence to the thesis that games are more

attractive than other platforms.

industries with [completely distinct] economic structures

is irrelevant to them; they don’t understand any of those

divisions. And they don’t understand why the story they

want to be involved in isn’t ubiquitous across all these me-

diums and through all these devices that they carry with

them every day for a very seamless experience.

1. www.tvhistory.tv/Annual_TV_Households_50-78.JPG.

2. www.websiteoptimization.com/bw/0404.

3. www.p2pays.org/ref/19/18713/cpch2.pdf.

4. www.blog.us.playstation.com/2009/01/ps2-sells-over-50-million-

units-in-north-america-breaks-console-sales-record.
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However, the biggest and arguably most significant differ-

ence between Zeniths, RCAs, and Playstations is the person

who is buying them. The first 2 were introduced targeting

older demographics. In fact, their high price tags meant

they could not be purchased by anyone who wasn’t wealthy

by the standards of the day, or at the very least, who wasn’t

a working professional. In contrast, Playstation 2 was priced

as an affordable, kid-friendly product that could easily be

purchased with a few months worth of paper route money

or as a reasonably priced birthday present for the average

middle-class family. Once a product lifecycle targets chil-

dren, it readily becomes both highly lucrative and extraor-

dinarily influential.

Games and Gender

Playing games is a far less male-centric pastime than pre-

viously thought. While boys do tend to play at video game

consoles more readily than girls, girls are equally drawn to

game-play when they encounter it on cell phones and

PCs. Much of the drop-off in female game-play after age

eight is generally thought to be the fault of marketing.

Marketers are already taking notice and discovering the

possibilities in the realm of technology for girls. A steady

upswing in interest marks the success of these trends.

One way in which using games to market to children of

both genders is especially apparent is when the game re-

lates to television programming and movies. Nearly all

modern children’s television shows include some option

for online game-play. For example, the Web site for Han-

nah Montana, a show with a decidedly female or younger
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The Effect of Games: Tetris, Team Building,
and Tug of War

While it’s difficult to empirically determine the effects of

game-play on young children, some research has been con-

ducted that has both quantified the effects of game-play and

observed the emergence of key social trends that may be re-

lated to gaming. From this related research, we can add to our

hypotheses about Generation G.

In 1992, University of California at Irvine neuroscientist

Richard Haier conducted one of the earliest studies on the

effects of video games on the brain. His study ultimately de-

duced that video games seem to make brains work more effi-

ciently. By studying the brain scans of players learning the

popular puzzle game Tetris, Haier discovered that as their skill

levels increased, their brains required less glucose.

In a recent study also led by Haier that was published in the

summer of 2009, the team unraveled research from a group of

nongamers against another group of Tetris players. These

studies again proved that the efficiency of brain function

markedly improved as the players’ skills improved.

But while few of us doubt the effect of games as tools to

hone certain kinds of skills (consider flight simulations), what

about the broader effects of games on behavior, character, and

child bias, features a fashion game whereby the player can

dress up the primary character on the show. The Cartoon

Network has managed to target both genders at once by

creating a single game that incorporates characters from

both the popular series Dexter’s Lab about a boy scientist

and The Powerpuff Girls about a team of girl superheroes.
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expectation? In this realm, the available research is murkier

but nonetheless intriguing.

Bing Gordon, venture capitalist and former chief creative

officer of Electronic Arts, famously quipped that many ‘‘kids

are learning to read for the first time playing video games.’’

Similarly, former Xerox chief scientist John Seely Brown

has written on the topic of World of Warcraft’s positive

effect on leadership skills in the workplace. Rollins College

professor John Houston additionally noted that even non-

competitive people become engaged with a challenge once

it is made obvious. He also pointed out that college stu-

dents appear to be exhibiting more competitiveness over

time—even so far as to dampen some of their collaborative

cultural heritage in favor of gaming the system (our words,

not his).

So, while there are no definitive data on the specific result

that game-play has had or will have on Generation G’s con-

sumption of marketing and advertising messages, the related

scientific evidence suggests that games are having a profound

effect on even the most basic of personality traits. It isn’t a

great leap to believe that these changes will intensify and fun-

damentally alter the perceptions of today’s tweens.

The Character of a Generation of Gamers

Pre-G generations were clearly influenced by similar, if less

intense, trends. Videogames have been around since the

1970s, and modern social networking was really popularized

by those born in the mid-1980s. As anyone born in the past

100 years can comfortably assert, the pace of technological

change has always been intense. However, it appears to have

increased even more rapidly in recent years.
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The most germane difference that we must understand and

appreciate is the importance of fun. Consider a set of activi-

ties you might choose for an hour of downtime:

1. Watch TV.

2. Read a book.

3. Do your taxes.

4. Play your favorite game with your friends.

If you are one of the few individuals who are excellent at

understanding long-term costs and benefits, your first question

is likely to be: How many days until April 15th, and how big

is my refund? However, if it is any day other than April 14th,

chances are that you are far less likely to file your 1040 than

to challenge your mother to an online Scrabble game. Despite

the clear incentive not to do so (and get your refund faster), a

quarter of Americans will still wait until the last possible day to

file their taxes.

Procrastination itself is sometimes the product of simply

having better choices. If, as in the example above, you’re not

subject to an immediate penalty for not filing your taxes, odds

are that you—like a majority of people—will choose the ac-

tivity that is more rewarding now over the one that is more

rewarding (or less punitive) in the future. Put another way:

pleasure today is substantially more valuable than pain tomor-

row. So if you grow up on a steady diet of games—expecting

all the powerful reinforcement, flashing lights, and social con-

nection offered in today’s best interactive entertainment—

and you have 60 minutes of penalty-free downtime, what ac-

tivity will you choose?

Now, what if some of the activities that were once perfunc-

tory are suddenly fun? What if reading a book had all the same
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psychological rewards of playing a game? What if cleaning the

house reinforced all the positive attributes of self that you get

from spending hours on Gaia Online? What if doing your taxes

made you giggle with delight? What if you could win at

anything?

That’s what we can assume members of Generation G will

count on when they become a viable consumer demographic.

They will expect it of their jobs, their social lives, and their

entertainment—and they will certainly expect it of their

advertising.

The Future of Funware

Why Can’t Taxes Be Fun?

Past efforts to inject some fun into tax season have, pre-

dictably, fallen flat. Not that the accountancy industry is

generally known for its sense of humor, but some of the

attempts, like H&R Block’s The Deductor game, have

been particularly poor.

And yet, tax returns seem like the perfect opportunity

to deploy Funware.

Some suggestions for tax preparation companies and

Web sites alike include the following:

� Leaderboards for lowest effective tax rates, highest de-

duction increases, and so on

� Challenges for tax preparation professionals to find

the most eligible deductions, games that they can

play with their clients
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Conclusion: Successfully Marketing to Generation G

The central challenge of marketing to members of Genera-

tion G is principally to meet their expectations for fun, chal-

lenge, and sociability. Because of their exposure to games,

they have come to expect this potent mix of benefits in every

aspect of their lives. Additionally, Generation G—and most

of today’s other savvy consumers—have a virtually unlimited

range of possible choices for how they will spend their spare

time. The net result will be a volatile cocktail wherein tradi-

tional marketing messages and two-dimensional advertising

don’t stand a chance. Consumers will simply choose not to

engage with such marketing messages. They will—in the lan-

guage of DVRs—skip the commercials whenever they can.

Just as today’s subway riders are rarely looking at the ads

above their heads and are instead content to be buried in

their iPhones and iPods playing quick casual games, so too

will tomorrow’s consumer—Generation G—be oblivious to

traditional messaging. Whether it’s virtual worlds, augmented

reality, or just choosing the bank with a gamelike ATM,

members of Generation G will vote with their avatars for

everything to be more fun.

However, by understanding this dynamic and the drive to

play, socialize, and win that underlies G’s game-centric life-

styles, you can successfully market to this emerging and influ-

ential group of buyers. By bringing the power of games and

� Virtual point options for tax refunds that allow tax-

payers to convert their refunds into other products—

virtual and physical—at a discount and as an alterna-

tive to receiving cash.
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Funware to marketing and branding, you can create experien-

ces that are at once quotidian and challenging, inspirational

without pandering. It’s this intersection of game mechanics

like challenges, rewards, levels, and badges that—when

blended with your underlying product or message—will be

the most interesting. For those companies that ‘‘get it,’’ the

opportunities will be tremendous.

The Future’s So Bright

As games become more central to the average American

family, researchers predict the following inevitable trends:

Number of households with

next-generation video game

consoles by 2012

(worldwide)

190 million

Percentage of those consoles

connected to the Internet

80%

Percentage of households that

will use those consoles at

least one time per week

75%

Percentage increase in the

number of households play-

ing wireless games from

2002 to 2006

20%

Percentage of parents who see

video games as being a posi-

tive part of their children’s

lives

63%
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Key Concepts:

� Generation G is the most technologically savvy, compet-

itive, and socially networked.

� Among all demographics, game-play is most prevalent on

personal computers.

� Half the demographic of G’ers are light users, but the rest

range from medium to super users.

� Price points for new technologies are far lower, indicating

a younger target audience.

� Games are no longer solely targeting boys, and more girls

are playing.

� Kids who grow up on games are going to expect gamelike

experiences in all aspects of their lives.

Rating of the top four best-sell-

ing video games of 2009

‘‘E for Everyone’’

Fastest-growing entertainment

software since 2007

Family Entertainment

(110% from 2006 to

2007 alone)

Gender breakdown: Who plays

more games?

Women 40%

Men 60%

Percentage of American teen-

agers between the ages of 12

and 17 found to play games

in a study conducted from

November 2007 to February

2008

97%
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G
ordon Ramsay is among the world’s best-known ce-

lebrity chefs. One of his television shows, Kitchen

Nightmares, helps struggling restaurants reorganize

and restructure. One episode featured Campania, a family res-

taurant in Fair Lawn, New Jersey. While the close-knit staff

had no problem getting along at work, pushing menu items

was not their forte. As a result, the restaurant suffered from

excessive spoilage, losing thousands of dollars from rotten

food on a weekly basis. At the same time, it often sold out of

the more popular menu items, leaving customers in the lurch.

Despite having a loyal client base, the restaurant’s problems

had begun to make a serious dent in its bottom line.

In order to fix the problem and save Campania, Chef

Ramsay did something revolutionary for the restaurant

business: he implemented Funware.

At stake: $100. The challenge: Campania waitstaff must

sell one of every item on the menu in a single dinner service.

The result: No oversold items and no leftovers.

Front Line and Top of Mind

Although his was a simple solution, Chef Ramsay understood

that games—including challenges and rewards—can be pow-

erful drivers for frontline sales teams. If, as in the restaurant

business, your company’s success depends on the interplay

between marketing and sales, this is a critical piece of the

game-based marketing puzzle. It’s where direct-to-consumer

marketing leaves off, where customers are often confronted
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directly by frontline employees, and where communication

and product knowledge directly affect the outcome.

While there are many ways to motivate sales teams, this

chapter focuses on using Funware from the vantage point of

the marketer. No matter how closely aligned the marketing

and sales teams may be, the actions of those who are on the

front lines of customer service have a direct effect on all areas

of business. The sales team’s mindshare and loyalty are criti-

cal, and creating synergy with Funware in the marketing

sphere is a valuable objective.

Of course, Funware is not a new concept in employee moti-

vation. Employees of the Week can win everything from a

prime parking spot to a picture on the wall. Chances are that

each one of us knows someone who has won some kind of on-

the-job award. To wit, sales motivation strategists agree that

ongoing competition helps stimulate sales and incentivizes

positive job site etiquette. Simultaneously, simple leaderboard

games can grow tedious through repetition and tend to lose

their meaning over time.

Funware has the power to change employee motivation in

a way that was impossible previously in business. The corpo-

rate opportunities to create team play between consumers

and sales teams are endless. More important, the marketer’s

ability to invigorate sales and keep consumers engaged be-

comes a matter of tweaking existing game mechanics and

adding new and exciting challenges. Once a game is in play,

the well-crafted step of adding points, badges, and levels is

guaranteed to strengthen the loyalty of both consumers and

the frontline employees with whom they come into contact

on a regular basis. Not only will they sell every meal on the

menu, they will continue to sell meals for as long as the

game is in play.
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Bitten by the Achievement Bug

Sales teams live to close.

They meet quotas, stretch for deadlines, develop customer

relationships, and use the power of persuasion to clear old in-

ventory and draw new products into channels. Given the

unique challenges of the profession, most salespeople are

Frozen Treats, Fully Staffed

‘‘The hardest thing about running a retail business is hiring and

retaining the right employees. Though we’ve been extraordinar-

ily lucky to have some great long-term staff, it’s a real chal-

lenge.’’ —Patama Gur, CEO & Founder, Fraiche Yogurt

Fraiche is a wildly popular yogurt retailer with three

branches in the San Francisco Bay Area. As with so many

customer service–oriented companies, hiring and retain-

ing the right employees are monumental challenges for

Fraiche and are among those to which most small business

owners easily relate. Across the past 50 years of organiza-

tional behavior research, academics and scientists have

consistently found that motivational ‘‘games’’ such as

Employee of the Month or sales incentives and premiums

have effectively spurred on short-term goal achievement.

Although somewhat at odds with systems theory and

individual goal-setting theory expounded by Douglas

Vermeeren and Tony Robbins, who emphasize visu-

alization and personally driven goals, sales incentive

programs—and the Funware that is increasingly replacing

them—are a multibillion dollar per year industry.
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likely to be Achievers, and some may be Killers, according to

Bartle’s typology. These are people persuaded by opportuni-

ties to excel and succeed. From a structural standpoint, busi-

nesses that ask themselves more than simply ‘‘Who was the

top salesperson in September?’’ have the potential to wield

great power.

In the fall of 2009, the New York City Health Department

made it mandatory for all home care, hospital, and hospice

employees to get flu shots in anticipation of the H1N1 flu

pandemic. The outcries rang out from the covers of daily

news magazines and on network news channels. Not everyone

wanted to get a flu shot, and activists raised legal challenges

to the state’s ability to mandate such an action. Although the

decree was ultimately passed, those responsible are still wad-

ing through its backlash.

Other health management systems handled matters differ-

ently than New York City. For example, Florida’s Medicaid

Reform program encouraged its clients to take an active role

in their health by creating a system of credits that are

exchangeable for health care items. People who get flu shots,

schedule regular visits with their doctors, participate in drug

and alcohol abuse prevention programs, and vaccinate their

children against disease receive these credits. Consequently,

Florida’s Medicaid program has seen a substantial increase

in flu shots for those individuals who are aware of their

involvement in the program. Some districts that use such an

incentive structure have reported greater than 80 percent vol-

untary participation—particularly when time off from work

was provided as an incentive—as compared with an anemic

35 percent of younger adults who normally receive the sea-

sonal flu vaccine. Perhaps New York State’s health officials

would have been equally successful with an incentive struc-

ture instead of a mandate. Certainly, happily vaccinated
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employees would be more willing to recommend the flu shot

to recalcitrant patients—and isn’t that more important in

stopping the pandemic overall?

Similar to New York State, most businesses have quite a bit

of leverage when it comes to motivating their employees.

Long before an employer threatens dismissal, staff members

can be plied with prizes and limitless rewards. Every time busi-

ness owners want to incentivize behaviors without spending a

cent, game mechanics offer ideal methods for their promotion.

One simple game might encourage flu shots by offering

employees (or ‘‘players’’) a month’s worth of casual Fridays or

100 points. In the beginning, the offer of a month’s worth of

casual Fridays might hold more appeal than points. But what

if the players knew that by accruing 1,000 points, they would

level up to a status where they win casual Fridays for six

months out of the year? If a player understands the game—

and plans to still be employed in six months’ time—he or she

is more likely to bank those 100 points toward goals within

the structure of a larger game.

As a method for creating a sense of purpose as well as

achieving necessary milestones within business, games are un-

paralleled. If getting that flu shot is of ultimate importance,

perhaps those players should be given a chance to level up

immediately. Given that salespeople are also consumers,

Funware-centric approaches seem likely to produce the same

results with greater satisfaction and fewer lawsuits. But do

they produce loyalty in salespeople?

Mary Kay: Generating Loyalty

The Mary Kay pink Cadillac is one of the most iconic visuals

of any sales-based organization. It’s also one of the grea-

test badges offered in sales motivation Funware. For the
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1.8 million Mary Kay sales professionals on the front line, get-

ting this car is the ultimate demonstration of their success.

Not only is it lavish and meaningful within the organization,

it is an unparalleled means of branding for the company. If

someone wins a pink Cadillac, everybody—even those out-

side the Mary Kay community—understands that it is associ-

ated with a superior Mary Kay cosmetics salesperson. And

since the inception of the famous program in 1968, more

than 100,000 top-performing directors and national sales peo-

ple have earned a company-paid pink Cadillac.

Mary Kay is a brand devoted to rewarding its employees,

many of whom peddle their products door to door, throw par-

ties for their friends, and encourage sales through in-person

demonstrations. In the design of the Mary Kay program,

recruiting other salespeople can be as—or more—important

to success than selling product to end users. Therefore, the

levels, badges, points, and rewards within the Mary Kay pro-

gram must have an impact on both internal salespeople and

the end users they serve. In fact, Mary Kay’s $2.7 billion

worldwide empire has been built on nothing short of

employee-consumer aligned Funware. Anyone can buy, and

anyone can sell. Do it well enough, and you win.

Trust and Motivational Funware

Other than providing tremendous alignment between

employee and consumer, consider the message that the Mary

Kay pink Cadillac sends to the prospective customer: that the

person about to pitch products has successfully sold a large

quantity of these products to other and likely similar people.

It also puts consumers in close personal alignment with the

products themselves. Thus, the Mary Kay Cadillac provides

social validation of the rep’s supposed knowledge or skill.
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In trust-related jobs, badges indicating strong performance

levels are universally appreciated by those who see them. City

bus drivers who have achieved ‘‘safe driver’’ badges are com-

forting to riders and encourage them to take more buses. If

they were incentivized to do so, cab companies might encour-

age safe driving by reserving a number of high-visibility cabs

for their best and safest drivers. Drivers who met and main-

tained the safety criteria would be able to drive purple cabs,

for example, instead of standard yellow ones. As consumers

became aware of the program, they might opt to take the pur-

ple cabs over yellow ones. Further, critical ‘‘hold points,’’ like

hotel and nightclub waiting lines, might naturally prioritize

the safe drivers as a service to their customers.

The game might be as simple as formally acknowledging

drivers for having zero accidents, complaints, or tickets

reported to a more complex series of points garnered through

challenges and fare box performance. If the qualifying period

was weekly, employers might begin to see their employees

fight harder for safer driver practices than for on-road posi-

tion, thus simultaneously encouraging the taxi agencies them-

selves to act more responsibly.

But if the game grows repetitive over time, players will

likely lose interest and stop playing altogether. In the case of

the purple cabs, it might not be a bad idea to create a larger

game for the drivers whereby they would be rewarded for both

real- and virtual-world accomplishments. By taking tests on

road safety, drivers could beef up their points and win that

purple cab.

However, offering only one reward would have an effect

similar to that of limiting challenges to one type of player. A

successful cab program might then add green cabs for environ-

mentally friendly drivers and blue cabs for drivers who passen-

gers have reported as being particularly courteous and helpful.
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Of course, if everyone has a purple, green, or blue cab, the

game’s designers would need to create a level above (plati-

num, perhaps) to maintain differentiation. But that would be

a small price to pay for a city full of courteous, safe, and envi-

ronmentally conscious cabbies.

As with all Funware designs, the more targeted opportuni-

ties there are for players to succeed, the more they will make

an effort to win.

Sales Teams and Customer Trust: Pep Boys

One business where trust plays a major role between custom-

ers and employees is auto maintenance. Most people don’t

know the first thing about what keeps their cars running, yet

these machines are often sacred members of the family. A lot

of people have heard or have professed themselves, ‘‘I

wouldn’t take my car to just anyone.’’

Pep Boys, the largest aftermarket auto maintenance chain

in the United States, recently created the simplest of loyalty

programs. Customers receive free services over a period of

time for continuing to use Pep Boys for their automotive

needs. However, if this program became part of a greater on-

line game, the company would be able to powerfully position

itself and its mechanics as people their customers could truly

trust.

Perhaps the game would have the customer choose a real-

life Pep Boys mechanic from the Pep Boys branch they fre-

quent to use as their ‘‘mechanic’’ within the context of the

game. Every time a Pep Boys mechanic was chosen by a cus-

tomer, he or she would receive points. Customers could then

earn points by answering questions about car maintenance

and upkeep, which mechanics could answer directly. If the

mechanic answered questions correctly, both the customer
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and the mechanic would get points. Of course, points could

also be awarded to the mechanic by the customer for courte-

ous service and successful work. Further, mechanics could

award points to customers for coming in at the right intervals

for oil changes, tire changes or balancing.

As the game progresses, mechanics with the most repeat

customers would get bonus points and readily level up while

there would be a penalty if a customer switched mechanics.

In this way, trust and relationships would be given a Funware

boost while aligning the interests of the company, mechanics,

and customers around long-term service objectives.

Making the Corporate Personal through Games

Large service-oriented businesses often lack substantial inter-

personal relationships between their customer base and their

frontline employees. Few people know any of the tellers at

their local bank branches anymore. As ATMs and online

banking take over from face-to-face interaction, how can

banks offer any kind of personal touch?

In the 1980s, Aggie Zichermann was a teller at a branch of

the Royal Bank of Canada, then the country’s largest financial

institution. Zichermann always had a separate line form in

front of her station, though there was no incentive for Aggie

or her customers to do so. She had developed a clientele over

years of working on the bank’s front line. Through word-of-

mouth networking in the largely immigrant communities

around the branch, customers would routinely choose to bank

explicitly with her despite the lack of any apparent advan-

tage. Though the branch is still there, the lines at the ATMs

have supplanted those at the (now greatly diminished) hu-

man tellers. Beyond the special business kiosk, there are no

separate queues.
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But the demise of personalized banking isn’t solely a re-

sponse to the inexorable march of technology. There never

was much incentive for either the teller or the customer to

engage in such friendly interactions. When considered

through a non-Funware lens, one could be forgiven for con-

cluding that such incentives were unnecessary. Discounts for

repeat teller patronage or cash bonuses for seeing more cus-

tomers are actually counterproductive for banks that attempt

to reduce their cost of operations. In a perverse way, financial

institutions have an incentive not to provide more personal

service.

In an online game, however, the cost limitations do not ap-

ply, and personal service and customer relationships are emi-

nently viable. Early efforts to integrate the virtual world with

the physical world of finance have been largely confined to

the realm of experimental marketing. Still, they have yielded

interesting results that can be valuable in the construction of

a customer service Funware model.

Funware at Work: Wells Fargo’s Stagecoach Island

In early 2005, Wells Fargo launched a virtual world inside

Second Life (since moved to standalone) called Stagecoach

Island. The idea was to provide a fun hangout for young peo-

ple that would expose them to the bank’s brand and allow

them to socialize while encouraging them to learn techniques

for sound financial management. Today, Stagecoach Island

continues to provide such a casual social environment for

teens and other Wells Fargo customers. By reimagining Stage-

coach Island and adding Funware, though, Wells Fargo could

blend the real and virtual worlds to produce concrete and

meaningful financial results—for itself, its employees, and its

customers.
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As an example of how today’s experience could be

improved, Stagecoach Island customers could choose a ‘‘teller’’

from either a real-world or virtual bank branch in the form of

an avatar. Initially, the customer’s choice might simply be

based on a bio or a look, though it would be ideal to allow

customers to see individual bankers’ performance on a leader-

board. Bankers might even offer individual virtual point re-

wards for choosing to sign up with them.

Once aligned with their personal banker, customers would

be given a set of challenges to meet, points to earn, and levels

to achieve that would be fun and engaging and would accom-

plish the bank’s objectives (more money under management,

more interest-bearing loans to worthy customers, and more

timely repayments). As an example, customers might be

encouraged to increase their personal savings rate by 10 per-

cent or prepay 1 percent more on their mortgage each month.

In parallel, the tellers would be encouraged to keep up with

the game and solicit new customers—because every new cus-

tomer would help them succeed. Their goals might include de-

veloping the biggest following among customers and keeping

those customers happy, which could be tracked through the re-

ceipt of virtual gifts. To foster goal alignment, these tellers would

in effect be on the same team as the customers themselves.

Points would be added to a banker’s total when his or her

clients save money, and every 10 customers who level up

would result in the teller receiving a badge. Therefore, what

the customers do with their money would have a direct corre-

lation to the banker’s score and create a sense of personal

investment. Through the use of a smartly designed and judi-

ciously executed point system, customer data would be kept

private while still accomplishing this objective.

The premise here is that the client would choose a teller

with whom he or she felt a personal connection. Meanwhile,
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the teller could be counted on to integrate the client’s needs

with the bank’s objectives as defined through the challenges.

No cumbersome manuals or all-hands meetings needed; if the

challenge is in the game, it’s the company’s objective. Rela-

tionships could bleed from the virtual to the real world without

any limitation, encouraging investment in the bank through

trust . . . even if the teller is at a call center in Indiana.

By creating programs filled with challenges and rewards

that are symmetrical among customers, the bank, and its rep-

resentatives, individual play becomes team play. When you

have an incentivized employee, you will also have a moti-

vated customer.

Playing Together

Building close relationships between customers and a

brand’s frontline employees is an obvious challenge. The

larger the company, the more likely a personal touch has
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been placed on the back burner. Instead businesses will

choose to message personalization rather than deliver it.

With the emphasis on branding and corporate image over

customer relationships, even the best-designed marketing

campaigns can be dashed on the rocks of poor or indifferent

service. Just ask the employees of frequently berated—but

well-branded—companies like United Airlines and Sprint.

The hangover from poor execution at the front line can be

immense.

But Funware provides an answer to this quandary. Instead

of merely seeing game mechanics as being an effective tool

for motivating sales teams to achieve company goals in a vac-

uum, Funware can be deployed to align consumer, sales, and

corporate objectives into a unified, participatory whole. As

any team game-player can tell you, results are best when

everyone’s on the same page.

But if a challenge could become a longer-term piece of

Funware architecture, alliances could be forged. Players and

employees could team up. Relationships would form. In an

environment where point systems, badges, and levels are cre-

ating and maintaining meaningful play, people will continue

to engage. By implementing a constant stream of challenges

focusing on different motivations and skill sets designed to

align everyone instead of merely selling product, businesses

can build solid and long-standing customer relationships in

perfect harmony with their frontline employees.

Key Concepts:

� Games create a strengthened loyalty among employees.

� Florida’s Medicaid program had success getting users to

get flu shots by offering credits.
(continued )
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� Employee-consumer aligned Funware helped build the

$2.7 billion Mary Kay empire.

� Rewards for safety are powerful tools, especially in trans-

portation businesses.

� By creating team play between frontline employees and

customers, each party has a personal investment in the

other.

(continued )
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Product Power

A
nyone who has ever watched someone trying to win a

giant, leaky Styrofoam ball-stuffed animal at the fair-

grounds understands that an impressive prize isn’t

always necessary to encourage game-play. In fact, a well-

designed game can produce substantial psychological rewards

simply by tapping into users’ intrinsic motivations. Whether

they are Achievers, Explorers, Socializers, or Killers, Funware

and game-based marketing readily excite today’s consumers.

If a consumer is emotionally invested in a brand-centric

Funware experience, common practice has shown that he or

she is likely to keep playing—even if the underlying product

fails to meet expectations. As has been demonstrated with

frequent flyers, a well-designed game can make people

fly American Airlines simply to maintain their status in

AAdvantage—despite the airline’s declining service levels.

In fact, the vast majority of frequent flyers have fallen victim

to the power of a well-designed Funware application, travel-

ing out of the way, overspending, and jeopardizing their rela-

tionships in pursuit of some bonus miles.

Behind this slavish devotion to the perks of FFPs lies a dis-

armingly simple conclusion: game mechanics such as points,

badges, rewards, levels, challenges, and leaderboards can be

combined to create powerful loyalty tools that can work for

any brand. From banking to baking, Funware is taking root as

a toolset for savvy marketers looking to break through the

noise to create enduring loyalty.
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But what does the future look like if consumers are more

aligned to loyalty programs than to the underlying products

themselves?

The marketing dictum that ‘‘good marketing cannot com-

pensate for a bad product’’ is patently turned upside down in

the Funware world. Airlines exceed at mediocrity, and yet the

most maligned among them use their loyalty programs to keep

customers flying. Moreover, as society evolves to become even

more game-centric and Generation G rises in importance,

consumers will begin to expect rewards for everything they do.

Whether your brand is on the leading or trailing edge of

this unmistakable gamification trend is up to you, but the out-

come is inevitable: everything is about to be made more fun.

But if games and other industries merge, what are the im-

plications? Does Funware portend a future in which game

companies will be competing directly against established con-

sumer packaged goods brands for dish soap supremacy? Will

Nestle buy the Madden franchise and start promoting football

games to sell chocolate?

That seems an unlikely future. But make no mistake: games

are competing with advertising for consumer attention, and

simply placing ads inside popular titles won’t regain your cus-

tomers’ lost affections. Therefore, if you choose to lead the

charge headfirst into loyalty, you stand to gain substantial

market share over your competitors.

Advergames and In-Game Advertising

With the rise of games and the decline of television as a

form of consumer entertainment, savvy marketers have

been leveraging two of the best-known and most easily acces-

sible game marketing techniques: ‘‘advergames’’ and in-game

advertising.
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Advergames are games made explicitly to market a

product. The most common examples are small browser-based

games that are tied to a specific promotion where typical de-

signs are associated with shallow and quick-play experiences

that lack depth and continuity. Conversely, in-game advertis-

ing allows brand and product marketers to insert their mes-

sages into third-party games, such as a billboard for Michelin

tires scrolling past in a mainstream driving game like Grand

Theft Auto. This category—projected to rise to $2 billion in

revenue by 2012—is an important new channel for adver-

tisers seeking to engage with 18–34 year olds outside of

television.

Because both categories have established histories of lim-

ited efficacy, they offer critical lessons for Funware design.

Due to their constrained play offerings and obvious advertis-

ing bent, today’s advergames are markedly less effective than

viral videos or direct promotions for communicating with

consumers. The lack of coherent point systems, levels and

badges, and engrossing, social play tend to naturally restrict

consumer interest.

Similarly, in-game advertising suffers from lack of brand co-

herence and consumer attention. While racing around a track

at 90 simulated miles per hour, a player is highly unlikely to

stop the game to respond to a billboard ad. Like the real-world

analogue, most in-game advertising provides great air cover to

a solid direct marketing campaign.

So, while advergames and in-game advertising offer unique

(if relatively weak) value propositions for the savvy marketer,

they can be markedly improved with the addition of Funware

mechanics. Previously banal advergames can be brightened by

stitching their play together with a point system, and in-game

ads can be shown as part of challenges linked in a larger

Funware environment. The possibilities are endless.
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Pursuing, Engaging, and Rewarding Customers:
The Business of Lifestyles

Once the dust settles on your game-centric strategy, an inter-

esting (if mildly existential) question may arise: what business

are you really in?

If you had asked that question of a slide rule manufacturer

right before Hewlett-Packard’s introduction of the pocket sci-

entific calculator in 1972, what do you imagine that manufac-

turer would say? Does the fact that we can’t name any of those

companies—but are very familiar with IBM and HP—tell us

something about their ‘‘marketing myopia?’’ In the era of

powerful social networks and the rise of games, no company is

immune to the need to ask this question—a reality that pres-

ents a unique opportunity for marketers. Moreover, this inte-

gration of product and the social graph (as in notifications on

a person’s Facebook Wall) means that product choices have

become decidedly public, raising the stakes for every brand.

So, perhaps we are all in the social games business. And

that’s a good thing because the power of Funware allows mar-

keters to direct user behavior and build loyalty in a way that

wasn’t possible through traditional advertising. However, if

another business establishes a better, more fun offering and

continues to produce a good product, customers will inevita-

bly migrate in that direction. In the same way that MySpace

lost many active users to Facebook, marketers must continue

to reinvigorate their games as well as the products they

represent.

Arming Your Business

This book has spent a lot of time asking you to look at

your business and assess your marketing expectations and
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goals. While game-based marketing is on the threshold of

inevitability—due largely to the endless march of games as a

medium, the ascendancy of Generation G and the lower cost/

higher yield of the Funware approach—it is also another tool

within a traditional marketing hierarchy.

Commercials and print ads continue to serve a purpose, and

it’s important to realize that game-based marketing doesn’t re-

quire a shift away from critical branding and direct promo-

tional strategies. In fact, through the use of a holistic Funware

approach, direct and brand advertising can become substan-

tially more effective: users are more likely to opt in, promo-

tions have a given framework, and reward schemes are

cheaper. In short, most marketing methods can benefit from a

connection to Funware.

First Steps Are the Hardest

Despite the setbacks of many traditional marketing appro-

aches, from the Seinfeld-Microsoft campaign to the decline

in brand approval for McDonald’s, the future of marketing is

extraordinarily bright.

Of course, integrating Funware into the mix may be diffi-

cult. The developers of NBC’s iCue (described in detail in

chapter one) faced some familiar challenges when building its

lauded Funware application. iCue combined quizzes, badges,

levels, and points with an engaging videoclip-centric game

meant to monetize 50-plus years of NBC News archives.

Producer Chris Tin�e acknowledged that the underlying proj-

ect at NBC was somewhat of a skunkworks at first, taking

place far below the line of senior management. As the project

grew into the Facebook success that became iCue, traction was

possible only through the dogged support of senior manage-

ment and the technology teams that worked on it feverishly.
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In short, the politics of getting such an innovative project

completed at NBC were probably similar to those faced by

any game-savvy marketer in a large organization: a copacetic

marriage of ‘‘under the radar’’ and heavy artillery support

(when needed).

But the successful execution of iCue within the NBC orga-

nization does illustrate the enormous potential of Funware to

transform organizations. Now, game-centered thinking is bub-

bling up all over the media conglomerate. NBC has received

many plaudits for engaging Funware in its online game, The

Office, and in the development of the MSNBC Newsblaster

game, for example.

Do It for the Children

While large organizations may struggle initially to integrate

game-centric thinking—despite the obvious rewards and

imperatives—their customers rarely suffer the same condi-

tion. Today’s children do not understand the business model

complexities of interweaving entertainment among publish-

ing, television, movies, games, and products. All they want is

access to their favorite narratives regardless of context. Jordan

Weisman of Smith & Tinker is optimistic. He sees industry

changes on the horizon. ‘‘You realize,’’ he says, ‘‘it just comes

down to storytelling. It’s going to be cohesive.’’

Similarly, in marketing—as games and traditional ad cam-

paigns are interwoven to make up one cohesive medium for

generating interest in products new and old—the early days

of tiptoeing around the subject will come to an end. Game-

based marketing will charge ahead with exciting and innova-

tive advancements that will transform the way we think about

both products and ourselves.
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Funware on the Rise

Everyone loves to play. One of the things marketing with

games does very effectively is to combine play with some

perhaps less playful—or more purpose-driven—activity.

Through the very personal sense of accomplishment and self-

realization inherent in game-play, businesses that incorporate

Funware into their marketing will find they get something

that is greater than expected.

The general feedback from companies that are already

using games for marketing is overwhelmingly positive.

Many—including the examples in this book—have actually

discovered that their traditional marketing campaigns sud-

denly have additional leverage. In fact, effective game-based

marketing doesn’t merely increase a marketing campaign’s

value by a few percentage points; it can have a lasting, expo-

nential effect on customer attraction, retention, and satisfac-

tion. At this moment, while the majority of marketing

campaigns still do not include games, there is a unique oppor-

tunity for companies that seize the Funware mantle. In the

medium term, customer connections will rise, and long-range

competitive positioning will greatly improve. Moreover,

by combining the power of customer-oriented Funware with

cooperative games designed to rope in frontline staff as well,

campaigns will benefit from an exponential boost in

performance.

Trends indicate that the power of games is growing. They

continue to become increasingly essential to socialization in

our own lives and those of our children as our need for and

expectations of play increase. As a brand marketer, you are

competing with games for attention—full stop. While that

presents an obvious and daunting challenge, it also creates a

similarly gigantic opportunity. For those innovators who are
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willing to engage with the Fun Future, the possibilities are

limitless. Through the diligent application of points, badges,

levels, rewards, and challenges, any brand can deliver extraor-

dinary enjoyment.

Now is as good a time as any to take the first step: get in the

game.
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•  How to use games internally to motivate 
employees and boost sales

•  How to fi nd the best game-based techniques 
for communicating with youth markets

•  And much more

Filled with case studies from leading brands such 
as NBC, United Airlines, the U.S. Army, and more, 
Game-Based Marketing examines how Funware 
delivers results today and will be an integral mar-
keting channel tomorrow. Use the tools in this book 
to reinvent your marketing strategy, or you might 
be out of the game altogether. 

GABE ZICHERMANN is the father 
of Funware theory and CEO 
of beamME—the world’s most 
popular mobile networking 
platform for professionals. He 
is a twelve-year game-industry 
veteran, having worked for CMP 

Media as the director of marketing for the Game 
Developers Conference, Gamasutra, and Game De-
veloper magazine, as well as helping to launch and 
guide Trymedia Systems from start to sale as the 
fi rst successful online game DRM and distribution 
company. A resident of New York City, Gabe blogs 
about games and society at funwareblog.com.  

JOSELIN LINDER is a pop 
culture writer, fi lmmaker, and 
entrepreneur. She currently 
lives in Brooklyn.

TV advertising has “jumped the shark.” Online 
advertising and marketing promises to fi ll the gap, 
but despite enthusiasm for buzz-generation and 
the value of social networks, no one has outlined 
a workable marketing model that actually leads to 
reliable revenue . . . until now.

Written by videogame innovator and entrepreneur 
Gabe Zichermann and writer Joselin Linder, Game-
Based Marketing explores “Funware,” a new model 
for incorporating and leveraging games and game 
mechanics to reach today’s customers. Behaviorally 
based, Funware will give you strategic insight into 
the deep-seated impulses and habits that drive our 
socially networked marketplace. 

In this groundbreaking guide, you’ll discover which 
game-based marketing programs have already gen-
erated millions in revenue and produced the world’s 
most loyal and engaged customers. You’ll get a 
fi rsthand look at how this powerful approach applies 
to the new world of social media. Most importantly, 
you’ll see how to create game-based marketing 
plans that measurably increase both sales and profi ts.

Game-Based Marketing gives you practical guid-
ance on adding games and gaming concepts to 
your marketing toolbox, including:

•  How to cut through the media noise to use 
games more effectively

•  Why “free to play” designs are irresistible to 
customers and lead to long-term revenue

•  How to leverage the passive games people 
are playing every day without even realizing it

•  How to create virtual economies and link them 
to your real-world business objectives

•  Who the different types of gamers are, and 
how to reach them—even when they’re 
not “intentionally playing”

$24.95 USA  |  $29.95 CAN

Get into game-based marketing . . . 
and play to win!
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Praise for Game-Based Marketing

“If you haven’t applied games to marketing, advertising, or 
brand management, you’ll want to get and study this book—
or it could be game over for you.”
— JONATHAN EPSTEIN, CEO, Double Fusion, and former EVP, 

IGN/GameSpy

“The power of games to affect consumer behavior is almost 
limitless, and examples are all around us. Game-Based Market-
ing is the fi rst comprehensive look at combining the power of 
games with marketing to create an exciting new user paradigm: 
Funware. This is clearly the future.”
—JOEL BRODIE, CEO and founder, Gamezebo.com

“Games are busting out of their traditional borders. No one 
knows that better than Gabe Zichermann who hit upon the 
insight early on that everybody, not just game-makers, should 
use game-like tricks to enthrall fans.”
—DEAN TAKAHASHI, Editor, VentureBeat

“If you think games have already taken over the living room, 
wait until you see what they can do to advertising. Authors 
Zichermann and Linder have put forth cutting-edge concepts 
about the power of game design in non-gaming contexts. And 
you get fi ve achievement points if you read this endorsement.”
— BING GORDON, Venture Partner, KPCB, and former CCO, 

Electronic Arts
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